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ABSTRACT

4'

The pmsint stidy is an aptitude tgatment interaction study

dealing with the effects of three personologiCal student aptitudes

and different.instruction methods- oh the affettive and cognitive

laming of inte'rpersonalrelationship skills. A total of 210 Ss .

,
were rarlKly 'selected from three Regional Occupational Programs, (ROP)

. .-

. %

located in three geographically distinct California high schools.

,Subjects were administered one Of three experimental treatments

varying *in methods of instruction'combined with a film, "Relationships

"t"Is ,With Other People, or an unrelated control film treatment. Experi-

, mental groups received, 1) film alone, 2) film with associated print '

"based material, or 3) film, print based Tatefial, and formal instruc-

tion. Experimenter made semantic differential (SDT) and.criterion

referenced tests (CRT) were dependent variables to measure:possible

treatment effects. Two weeks prior to film treatment ,Ss were given

the
Y
(:)ciability(Sy), Ptitevementsvia Independence (A)), and TO1 erance

(To)sscales of the California Psychological
,
yhtory (CPI) and

classified into high and low categories for each scale by using upp

and lower 1/3 scores; On treatment day,Ss were given SDT and CRT

pretests, treatment fitmand SDT and CRT posttests 'within a one ,hour

,

period. Experimental groups receiving print "based material were

given thins MatertalNto use auringWM presehtation and to study in-

dependent19 .on their own time. .The'experimental,grOup receiving

classroom instruction met four times during the one month Period



1

following the film for formal didactic instruction on the printkbased

material. All Ss were a previously unannounced second S[naTrd,-(7

CRT posttest onvmonth after .the film treatment day. 'Fourteen hypo-

theses were tested corning the effects of treatment, level of'Sy,

Ai, and To, and their possible interaction effects on immediate and

delayed posttest gains. NCOVA, Scheff6 F analysis, and*Pearson

Product Moment Correlation Coefficient wer used as statistical pro-
.

ced res\tp analyze the data. Results indicate that 1).the film Re-

la ionships With Other Penple produces both immed,iite and residual

cognitive changes, and immediate affective changes in interpersonal
A

relationship,skills-,4) the'dmount of instructional treatment received,

3) prior degree' of Sy positively correlated with Ss pretest_affec-

tive interpersonal relationship 4)'level of Sy has not signi-
,

1 1'

fiCant effect on affective learning frorr the treatments, 5) level of

Ai is only significant in its,eff treatmenttreatment utilizing print

based materials independent of clasSroom\instruction. High Ai Ss in

this treatment group, 6) level of To may be significant in its effect

on c vitive learning, but in affective learning, low To. treatment? Ss

11

we e fotind to show no significant differen from control Ss receiving

.
t .

treatments'. Conclusions recommend the multimedia approach in '

,

r
,

m

teaching interpersonal relationship skills,\more independent modes of

instruction for high Ai Ss, and further research to determine effec-

S
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'
tive educational methods for producing affective learning gains of

interpersonal relationship skills in low To Ss.

l\

dailies J. Lynn

P*hological Services
Hollister School District
Hollister, California 95023

May 1977
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Chapter I

THE PROBLEM

F

Intrauction

One of the remarkable talents of mankind that can be seen in

the study of any -civilization is the.ability to accumulate, emplo',
.

and transmit t6 future gen'erati,ons, the technological knowledge pf

that culture.' Today -ft) this counyy, the amount of information

within Nall of the.filds of science and 'technology is incomprehens,ible

to any single mind, Therefore, the -means of education. mu5C'be it

creasingly sophisticated and.. complex in order to continue thd success-

ful transmittance of" these skills and concepts. Complex 'as it must..
be, our educational system must -1:)e .judged favorably in this respect,

beuse each new generation of scientists seems capable of'uccess-
.

z
fully utilizing present knowledge in order to expand and enrich their

field' by exponential rates of. growth:
CIt is unfortunate for-mankind that the evolution of inteiper-

.

sonal relatifonship skills has not paralleled the orderly, systematic
I \

growih of science and technology. Phenomena that reflect lack of

, e positive human relations are conspicuous eleinents' in every era, and

i certainly the most seri,ous of mr; °rime,.
suicide, divorce;

and civil tensioh, have not diminished in ,o_ur own time. The skill

of .gettjng along with Ethers seems to be essential for .personal suc-

cess in work, marriage, leisure; and indeed achieIgs happiness in

6%4
6.

1

e

.11t; 12 #
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life. Yet skill in interpersonal relationshilis does not seem to be

successfully developed and imparted through any systematic form'of .

.
. .

education. This is the problem thatmust be faced by educators and

psycliologists,today. The 4ducationdl skills,add expertise acquired

through the teaching of all of the other technologies must be applied

to theeteaciiing of the technology of-positive human relations.

The present study addresses this problem y attemptipg to iden-
.

#
tify certain personality attributes of learners which may interact,

dei

with certain methods of instruction in the-teacling of interpersona ,_-

J relationship sVlls.., .1

...

)
Background of the Problem

Educatiqpal,technology.is dell-Red.-in Stolurow (1972),tas,

.':.the development; application, and evaluation of_
systems, techniques-, and aids:to improve the process
of learning. (p.9) J

Research in educational technology has resulted in the effective

use:of a wide variety of'tools for learn1n'dnd some 'of the most

widely applicable of these are in the audio-visual media. Recently

a film entitler,lationshfps With Other Pbople, was AeveToped

/ .

' % / . *

. thrOugh the United States Office af'Education (USOE) as a part ,of,

a cote n core skill' development unit for a career eddcation progrAm

(Pascal ' 1974). . The film deals specifically with teaching inte-r-.,. c'

0
lam

persorial relationship skills, highlighting their importance to stic-
k-, / .1 a

cess in the/USOE 'career clus4er, Public Service OccUp'atioh.

13
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Relationships With Other People, along with its associated print )

based material, provides an excellent opportunity to research the

most effectilie means of teaching these skills using the advancements

of educational 'technology.

Research to be reviewed in Chapter II on'the most4.effettive use

orfams and other teaching material indicates that miltimgdia ag-

proaches generally result'in greater learning. Although most 'of

these studies suggeSt a simpleand direct relationship between number

lof media used and amount of learning, anotlier area.pf research sug-
.

gents complication's.- Aptitude treatment interaction studies support "

the idea that different students learn more effectively.under differ -
.*

teaching,methods. Th& consideration of both'the multimedia'findings 6

and the aptitude treatment interaction findings resulLin significant

If
c, questions for res606 in the effective teachinc of interpersonal

I

4.

relationship skills through the UWE film.

Statement of the Problem'

The problem for investigation in this study concerns the effect

of relevent personality aptitudes onthree methods of interpersonal

relationship skis instructionCentering around the film, Relation-

shtps-With Other People. The three Methods of instruction,are: 1)

,

presentation of the film only, 2) Presentation of thg-film along with

print.Osed material, and-3) presentation of the film, print based`

a erial, and formal classroom instructioa.:
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Three' measurable personal it variables were selected, for in-
,

vestigatison in this steiy dile to their close relationship to the

.. methods and subject.matter of the instruction. As 'the training

deals with basic skills inhuman relations, the lerners' prior-
.

degree of interpersonal effectiveness or.Sociability (Sy) was chosen

as one variable to consider. Secondly,
)

because part of the instruc-

tion'involves.wdrking independently on print based material, the

learners' prior degree of Achievement via Independence (Ai) was

Selected as another 'variable. Finally% since interpersOnal rela-

tionship training involves hpvily value laden subject matter,. the

degree ,of open-mindedness versus close-mindedne5.6 Or Tolerance- (To)

was selected as the third variable-. Each of these personality apti-

tudes:is defined and measured by subscale of the California Psycholog-

ical, Inventory (CPI) (Gough, 1969).

The 'possible effects and interactions of these three learner

aptitudes oh effectiveness of the three methods of instruction is
-0

measured in terms of both 'affective changeS in the learners using

a semantic differential technique, and cognitive changes in the

- '00!

learners. using a criterion referenced test.

'Objectives.of the Study

Through the interpretation.of differences in the student's cog-
)

.nitiand: affective learning gains in relation to instructional

methOd and aptitude variables; this stu4 seeks to answer the

6 1)
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following diagnostic and prescriptive,guestions.

1) How do three methodS of instruotion affect th learning of
4t

interpersonal relationship skills as taught in'the USOE film Bela-
..

tionships With Other People.
.

2) Is there velationshT-p tetween three'related:16.ernen,
W

tudes" (Sy; Ai, and To), and the degree,ofgrowth in interpersonal

reationshi,p Skills expegienced as a result--af.the'specffied USOE

film. .

3). Is there an interaction' effect between level of learner

apititdde.(Sy, To, and Ai) and method- of instruction-tn.the learning
\ ,

of interpersonal relationship skills as taught in the specified USOE

-film.

4) Is there an interaction' effect-between the tinfe elapsed,

--after instruction and learner-aptitude or method of ins rktion
. .

the learning of interpersonal relationship skills as taught'in te
.

spec-if-Led USOE

5) What actidns can .the USOE and local educational agencies :
.

teke'in order to maximi 'the effectiveness of this and othel- similaf

films in the teaching of cognitive'and affective skills.

Statement of Hypotheses
1

The experiment consists of foUr groups of STE3ectOthree dif-

. 0
.

,, ---

ferent treatment groups and one non-treatment eOntrol' group), three

..,.

groups of aptitude variables with two levels eachs(high versus low
.

16

a
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6

'Sy, high versus low Ai, and high versus low To), two dependent

4, measures of learning (cognitive and affective), and thr4e different

testing sessi for both measures of learning (pre-cinstrution,

immediate post-inst tion,and delayed post-instruction). Table 'I

,shows the variables and the7time sequence or-the experimental design

Based on the review of literature found.in Chapter II of ,

...

1

. psychological and educational.research related to the design and

content'matker of this study, the f011owing results are'hypoihesized

(Refer to Table I- for grogp-numerical representation 'employed in

. .

the hypotheses).

4-
.

...., .

--....." . -

.
A

1

et

a

)

Itt

,



' TABLE 1

BASIC RESEARCH DESIGN

.

,

Experimental,

Elements °

.

Time
Sequence 1

Groups*
2 3 4

.
!

Aptitude,Testing ,
,

(Sy, Ai , To) -

,

2 weeks prior to
treatment day /

. .

X - X X X

P1etesting .

(Semantic Differential
Test and Criterion ' ,

Reference Test)

,.

Treatment°day

,

X X 'X X

.
.

,

Film Presentation .'s-

(Relationships With Other Treatment day ,
,

.

__

X

.

.
A X

,

.

No

People) ,,

Print Based Material

*.,

Treatment day .

. --

No X X No

.

Classroom Instruction

4 week period
following treatment
day .

No No X No

,

Posttest )-
(Semantic Differential
Test and Criterion '

Reference Jest)

Treatment day

re

.4 weeks following
treatment'dav-

.

X

_X

X

.

K

,

X
,

i

,1

X

-x

,

.

Posttest Z ,

( Semantic Differential

Test-and Criterion
Referenced Test)

Treatment Group 1: Film presentation only

Treatment Group 2: Film presentation and print based material

Treatment Group 3: Film presentation, print based material.

and classroom instruction

Group 4: 'Control Group; unrelated film only

18
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8

1) Group 1 will show significantly greater positive change than

grou4 in the cognitive 1 arning,of interpersonal relationship

skills as measured by a criterion referen6-e6 test. -

2) Groups 2 and 3 will show si ificantly greater positive change

than group 1 in'the cognitive learning of interper'Sonal(relation-

ship skills as. measured by a criterion referenced test.

3) Group 3 will'show significantly greater positive change than

group 2 between first and second criterion refererice posttests

of interpersonal relationship skills.

r
4) GrOup I will show significantly greater' positive change than

group 4 in the affective learning of interOunal relationship
' ) ;
skills as measured by a.semantic. differential teSt

5) Groups 2 and 3 will show-significantly greater positive ch g

than gtkoup 1 in the affective learning of interpersonal relation -

"'ship skills as measured by a semantic differential =tit'.

6) Group 3 will sh w significantly greater posit Ve change than

group 2 between the first and second semantic differential pbst-
.

test of interpersonal . relationship skills.
.

7) Subjects scoring high on'the CPI. Sy scale-will show a positive

correlation scoring high on the affective interpersdnal

relationship skills rretest MeasUred.by a semantic differential

' test.

8) Subjects scoring high On the CPI Sy scale in groups 1, 2 and 3

will show a significantly greate positive change in affective

19

r
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.interpersonal. relationship skills as measured by a semantic aiffer-

ential test than high and/or low Sy,Ss fin Group 4.

9) Subjects scoring low on the CPI Sy scale'in Groups 1 and 2.will

show significantly greater positive change in affective 'interpersonal

relationshipskills learning-as measured by a semantic differential

test than high CPI Sy scoring Sin Groups 1, 2 and 3.

10) Subjects scoring low oh the CPI Sy scale. in group 3 will show

significantly greai'er poSitive_change in affective learning of in*-

persoizil,relationshi0 skills between the first and second posttests

of a semantic differential test than low,COI Sy scoring Ss in, f

.

Groups 1 nd-2.

11) Subjects scoring high on the 'CPI Ai scale in Groups 1, 2 and'3

show significantly greater positive change in cognitive learn-
,

ing of interpers61 relationshiwskills as measured by a criterion

reference test than low. CPI Ai Ss inGroups 1f-2 and 3.

12) Subjects scoring high on the CPI Ai'scale will show signi icantly

greater positive change in cognftive learning of interpersonal re-:

latiohship skills as measured by a criterion referenced test han

the Ai low scoring Ss of Group 2.

13) Subjects scoring high on the CPI To stal:e in Groups 1, 2 d 3

will ,show significantly greater positive chan0On both cggni ive

and affective learning of interpersonal relationship skills.

measured by a triterion.referenced test and a semantic diffe ential .

test than low bPI To scoring Ss of Groups 1, 2 and 3.

20



14) Both the high CPI

10

Ss and the low CPI To Ss in Groups 1, 2

and 3swill show significantly greater positive change An both cog:-

Ritive'andfffective le rning of interpersonal relationship.skils

as measur by a triter on re4erenced test and a semantic differ-
.;

ential test than the su med high and low CPI tor-scoring Ss in

Group 4.

.:*0'-

Considering the nu ber of variables involved in th4 study,

it would have been possi le to4identifynumerous ether hypothetical

d ferences within and b tween the.various,groups and levels.

However, inn order tb;-mos

results of glements,deeme

effect"ively analyze and ir4erprei the

to'be of significucetAthe'objectives

of the present study, the pumber, of hypotheses was limited to these

fourteen.

A

..s

cd

;11 .

-4

At

St

"N./

4. .

21
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Significance of the Study

. The film Relationships With Othe0eople, on which his study -
<

0e c- .01
is based Was developed by 'the Insight Communications Gr (oup (Pasral

GZ

4

. . -

1974) as an educational program' to.-be disseminated -natiortally.

The results from this experiment. concerning' the
.:..

typ of students
. . .

who learn best under the'Nfarious types of instructional cifnethods

relating, to the filM, will be. of concrete value to all educators

utilizing this career education film.series.- Along with. providing

specific data for the pl-ogram on.v,tich the study was conducted, it
.is expected that the results of variout`espects of this. study *may -'

,
. , .
be of Wue to psychologists ,educettfr, and future. researchers .,

considering related programS and experimental questins within the
4 +,

realm. of instructional method's aad .aptitude treatment interactions'.

o
,Extent of the Study

A& 4

The scope of this study, has been operationallYriarrowed in

order to more accurately examin certain aspects of the problem':
,

The film, Relationships With Other People; is only one of a series

of ten films produced through the USOE program dealing with. common

,core skills for entry, level- yiork in putlic service.occupations.
.

Other films in the USOE series are: Iniroductitopto Public Service

')Occupations, Oral' Cominunicaiions,.Writtp Communkation f Basic

Report Writing, Basic Record Keeping, Good Gro0m-ing Interviewing .

\Skills, Applying for Public Service Jobs, andiTechniyes.for Decision,
, .

;

L. 2a

"f

4.1.744, 0.41.4, 41.

1P.
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do,

1.

i2,

Making. Specific conclusions, recommendationso,and.generalizations
.

. i r

of this study can only, however, accurately be.directed to Relation-,
6 -

ships With'Other People. . 4
. e -

The target populat1oriof the study consists of all stuipnts
.

c*rently enrolled in the 65:Regjron41 Occupational Programs (ROP)

?FT

.

." ,
.

.
.

. ...

California. In 0 personal commvnique. with the California State: ,.>..,/

Dep4hment of Educaiion,-VOcational Educational SuivOi-t-141it, it

was learned at a total of 113,400 secondary level- ,students were
.. . , .

,
.

....4 enrolledin the 65 Os during the 1974-1975 school year when, this
_,

study WS conducted, and, a total .of 95 percent of the pubilic schools
, .

-1 . I

. in California mereinvolved
.
in an ROP (Vallejo, 1975). Due .to the

l'''
4 ,

'impractGlity of truly :universal smplingofthe target popula-

tion, three presel cted-110Ps lOcated throughout California served
*,

as the 'experimenta 19 accessible population (EAP) for, sampling

puiposes. Althouglthe sampling of the students W4hin/the EAP

V
was conducted in a random fashion, because the EAP was not randomly

k selected from the target population; the conclUsions must be general-,

. ized with caution. In addition, the )arge number of.ftpntrolable

vahiables studies dithiarge and diverse. populations

,opdrating.over a period of time, make such caution a necessity..

Assumptions of the Stuily.

V

Thisstudy bases its findings and conclusions on -the assumptions ,

C
that:

'1) . The criterion referenced test, sementiC'differential

. .. .
.

1

1

<

k 2 3
. .
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/
and the Sy,Ai_and To scales of the CPI used as'instruments in this, .

,
study accurately measuh)the factors which they purport to measure.

2) ,The independent variables of time and treatment are not

significantly confounded by extraheedS ttariables--so as to alter'

their measurabie.effects!

3) The random sampling methodsAmplord provided a representa- ,t

3 C-die population of the EAP.,

,Definiti4 of Terms

Achievement via inaependence (Al) is the personality trait

(personalogica) variable) ddvtsed to predict academic achievement
0 V

in college undergraduate courses. It will;be objecOely measured

by the Ai scale of the California psychological PRVerAory (CPO.,

People who score high on this scale tend to achieve ifl settings
C--, .

where independence of thought, creativity, and self- actualization

are rewarded. This scale will 'differentiate the EAP,samples into

"high Ai" and,"low Ai ". based on the topthird and bottom,thi d

scores on the Ai scale.

Career Education is a general program appli'ed-to all educational

,

- experiences, curriculum,rinstruction, a d counseling geared toward

,self-awareness and eventual economic in ependende through an appre:

ciation and acquisition of minimal competence in a career;

Criterion referenced test is a measure used to judge cogniti've
,

growth in students. as.a result of an instructional program. The

b

4
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acquisition of the cognitive objectives.of the,film, Relationships

.

Wi5--Other People will be measured using this kind of test.

Experimentally accessible population (LAP) is-the total number'
4

-of subjects that are available,to the.E (accessible). The EAP con-
3

sists- of students enrolled in threeiegional occupational programs

equiped with video cassette units.jn California.

'I'nstructional technology is a eomprehQnsive systems approach

to instruction covering- the conception, impleMentatioh and evaluation.

of educatidal programs'(educational technology).

interpersonalyelationshipsskillsare,-the particular skills or

building blocks for social relationships between people as delineated
0 u

in the film -Relationships With Other People.

Print based pteial (PBM) is a term which refers to all .hard

opy materials which accompany the film, Relationships With Other

.

, Public service.occupations are those pocupationsio pursued by '

persons performing the functtons_necestary to,accomplish't o missions
. .

.

of local, state and fe4pral uvernMent, exOuding.

.

servites and tradesrequiring an apprentiship. These missions re-
A

flect the services desired Or needed by individuals and groups.-..

and are performed through arrangementSor Organizat4ons:.established

by society, normally on a non-profit basis, and usually supported.

by tax revenues (Lynn, 1975).

ILr 25
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c6ncept, or object on a 'series of,scales with polar adjectives.',
\

I
.

.0-
The aff ctive correlates of interpersonal relationships are p

measured using this technique. .
, .

_

, I
,

Sociability (Sy) is 'the personality trait (persontlogical ..

; ,.

..4ariablie) relating to interpOssonal effectiveness`,, that is, people`'

.. who are outg g, sociable, and participative. it will be ob-,',
7 . .41-.., . . . . .

... ...

'jectiVely measured by the Sy scale of the California PsychofOgircal
f

ce .

1*
Inventory.(CPI). This scale differentiate

't.N
the EAP samples ,i,

-.

into "high 5y", ,and. "law Sy"'based on top third and bottom third '

,..

.

scores on the Sy scale.
r

Sem ntic differential is a method of evaluating an idea',

Target popUlationS,,the total population for which the E is

interegtbd in inVestigatirierin terms of predictability -and gel,T

eralizability of experimental results,. In this instance, the'. -

. .

target populationiconsistiof all ,students enrolled (113,400)in

sixty-five regional occupational programs (ROPs) in the state of

California during the 1974-1975school-year.
dee

'Tolerance is the personality trait .(personoldgica(1 variable)

relating to peLplp who Are p rmissive; ac5epting,and ha've nonjudg-,

mental,soCial beliefs and attitudes, People who scOre low on this
14F

- CPI scale. tend to be authoritarian, close-minded, and prejudiced.

6 , ,

This scale will differentiate the EAR samples into "high To" and

,

. .-4.1
, , ,,,

'slow To" based on top third and bottom third scores Tn OW To scale.

-

ti



Chapter II

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Introduction
. .

t . .

.

fhe design.of the present study incorporates a variety 'of

different psychological and educational variables, most'of which

9 have been researched quite extensivelywithip their own domain.

However, research combining these variables,*as iedone'in the /

present.sfudy, is lacking. A-revieW of related literature for'

this,study must therefore be presented in distinct Sections, pre-

Senting separately theimportant research relating. to each of the

present variable.t- In some instances there is past research com-
:-

bining two of the present variables Which allows for more accurate

comparism and analysis. However, the limited amount of such data

, necessitates some degree of speculation in the reliting of thd less

comprehensive studies to the presenticoncerns. This chapter is ,.'

divided into the following six subheadings for grout:41g ofe,tehe

related research:

1) Educational psychology, research, in Which research* the

`,teaching of social skills*and behaviors will be reviewed.

2) Instructional techbologyresearch, in which research on

-.the use of films, and related media will be reviewed.
, , °

3) Aptitude treatment interaction (ATI) research, intWhich

rela.tW ATI studies and concepts will be reviewed.

t:
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4) California qychological Inventory research; in which rele- ,-..

.

Vent studies on the Sy, To and Ai scales of the CPI will be reviewed. .

5) Criterion referenced test research, iniwhichAiteratut
.

e .
.. .

on Criterion re-Perence'testing will be reviewed.
. 0

,I5)- Affective education research,-in which the literature on,

attitucie,,Oange and tts 'measurement through the semantic differen-
,

tial method will be reviewed.

Educational Psychology, Resarce

A number of psychologists have clearly expressed'the importance'

.Of acquiring positive interpersonal relationships as an essential

part of the emotional maturation that occurs in human beings (Thorman,
7.

1971). However, very little has been done in- the field of educa-

tion to train students in interpersonal relationship skillS. In-

' the field of educational psychology, the major cbicern with.inter-

persoaal relationship skills has been in the tra ning of teachers,

while' the students have been essentially 'ignored in this respect.

-,00r

Among others, .row, Zender, Morse, and Jenkins (1950), thaVe coo-
e.

,40= oluded that teachers exhibiting,greater skilas in hurrn_relation-
.

ships themselves, ihduce greater learning in their students. As a

,result of these kinds of findings, many educational psycholo gists

have s tressed the need for training in effective interpersonal re-,

\lationship skills to be a part of modern teacher education (Cronbach,
/

1963). Current research in methodological effectiveness of such

interpersonal skills training programs fprebperspective teachers has

1-
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not shown any specific method of training to be more effective'than

others, but has suppdrted the idea that all training programs and

(

methods used have produced improved skills in the trainees (Thorman,

1971).,

Other research regarding the teaching of social skills. to

adults and student popglations has been generally applied to two

methods; encounter or t-group method's, and the modeling of social

.behaviors through actual or film presentations. A great deal of

t-group effectiveness researchS has been conducted by the National

Training Laboratorie, but veny: little of this research has been
- .

applied to educational systems (Weschler and Scheim, 1962). Archer

and Kagan (1973), however, compared two experimental interpersonal

,relationship4kilJs training groups to # control group among college

students. One experimental group received treatment of limited

structure t-group experience for eight sessions, while the other ex=

perimental group'receiv'ed 'film and tape presentations of actors in

interpersonal roles for the purpose of affect:simulation, and later

participated in actual video taped interpersonal role playing ex-

erciseS. A control group recei)ed no treatbent Archer and Kagan

found that the Ss receiving the structured t eaMent of films and

role playing exercises showed significant gains in four measures

.

of interpersonol'skills over the other tvQ,,group5. This research0

suggested . the conclusion that structured interpersonal relationship

traiOng,methods may be more effective than unstructured group-ex-
,

29
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,

-Another type ofdstudyirep. resented by Bryan and Walbe (1970).

on-acquisition of certain social behaviors throughModeltng

-data of some relevance to the present concern. Ss were exposed to

models exhibiting six different behavior-attitude charafteristrs

iri the activity of bowling for certificates redeemable by money.
4

Thesix models were: 1) those who gave 6 porpton.of: their winnings
-

and spoke of the benefits of sharing.; 2) those wpo kW their

winnings anf,moke of the Yeriefits of keeping all Of the winnings;

3) those who spoke of sharing, but kept all of their winnings;

I .

4), those who spoke of greed; but gpve a pbrtfon of theii winnings

to charity; 5) those who spoke-ntutrally and kept their winnings;

6) those whO spoke neutrally and- give a portion of their winnings

to charity. 'Resulting behavior of the Ss after exposure 6 the

models 'inditAtes that behaviors are' modelecNifter the actions:Alot

the stated opinions of othars. The Ss opinionl however;, correspon-

ded More closely,with the Stated opini'bm5'of the model even when

the opinion directly conflicted with their actions. This study,,as

well as others on modelingfand imitation, was on chilVen-betWeen

the ages of 8 and 11. Research by others (Bandura, RosS:& Ross.; 1961;
410

.Sears, 1957) show that the :specific behav drs can be aCquired.through

modeling.. The results cannot be assumed to e identical for older

students and adults and therefore prov?des limited data for the_present

Study.

30
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There fs currently an attempt'to package and market programs,.

,

to both schools And 'the general public, dealint with interpersonal

'f-Oitiveness. Some of these prog rams. like Transactional Analysis

(TA) (Bern, 1961; sliarri's, 1967; and Steiner, 1974), Reality Therapy

(Glaser, 1965), and couple.communication'(Miller, Nunnally and
)

- . Wackman, 1975), also purport to have clinical and consulting ap-.
. .

plicationS as well as educational, uses. Most of the, researc deal,

in g. with these programs tends to-be based on individual clinical

studies and-there is a-paucity of true experimental research on,

effectiveness of these models applied to educational systems. One 1

emerging system of interpersonal relationship skills, Effectiveness

-%

Training, Parent Effectiveness Training (Gordon, 1970) and Teacher

fEffectiveness Training (Gordon, T974), has spurred soMe research
, NOP

`dealing with this program's effectiveness (Fine, 1975; Garcia, 1971;

Lillibri.dge, 1971). A new programYouth Effectiveness Training

(YET) has recehly been developed by Effectiveness Training Associates

(Gordon, 1976) and deals with training high school 'st dents in specif-
,

ic interpersonal relationship skills ("e.g., listening, \onfronting,

expressing needs, relating to people who are different, pro m.,

solving, and values tlarifiCatibn). Thisrogram.has just become

°available during the winter of 1976-1977, and no research on,it is

. available at this time.

Attempts have also beeaNgade to apply the principles of be-, '

00'
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hasVior modifib4,tion-in a systematic way to improve interpersonal

yelationship-s: The u of'behavior modification principles (Skinne;,,
As*

1938) hasp been sug 4'fully employed in behavior theilpy approaches

to utilize wt s essentially learning theory todify human

behaviov senck, 1959; Wolpe, 1958)': ThiS-researrch indicates that

ident d.behavior can be changed,, that is, behavioral responses
5-- . c .

te o be strengthened or reduced contirte t upon reinforcement-
0.

traction schedules.

Although no studies are found that deal directly with the

methodology of teaching interpersonal relationship 'skills to high

school level students in the prescribed manner of the present study,

the cited research examples do indicate that different methods of

instr:Xion and modeling do have.an
,/
effect on the'interpersonal

skills and attitudes of the Ss, and that much more research is needed
!/'

in the field of eduoational psychology to establiskeffective means

for such education.

Instructional Technology Research y
The heading of instructional technblogy has genersally refered

to research and use of innOvatiVeLprograms involving,teaching machines,

audio-vis'Aral media, computer assisted instruction (CPI) indi'viduai

programmed instruction, and other non-teacher programs. But some-
.

eaucators now' consider the field to be much broader than that.

Saettler (1968) has defined instruaional technology as any method
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Of education which uses scientific knowledge to increase, its effec-

tiveness. The scientific knowledge to which Saettler refers is not

necessarily related to computers; buf may also include insights in

psychology, sociology, or any other of the behavioral 'sciences.

Comprehensive volumes on the entire field of instructional technology

are available (The Carnegie Commission on Higher Education, 1'972;

DeCecco, 1964; McBeath, 1972), but this review is only concerned.

With one select area of the field; the effect of audio-visual media-
,

and its combination with other instruction as used in the present

study.

Before 1950, the great'majority of audio-visual research was

0.f the evalua44Ne nature: Hundreds, of studies compared the effec-

tiveness of using films as a substitute or in combination with

tradtional teaching methods. Many of these studies have been

highly iiisized for their lack-of scientific rigor (Allen, 1971),

but so well designed and yeild data which is worthy of con=

.

sider tion. One of the-earliest studies which is still cited fte

to its simple and well controlled design was conducted in'1933.by

Att.-

Rulon (Moldstad,1974). Rulon divided Harvard science students into
. .

two groups, an experimental group which received a treatment of

ti

science films in addition to course text material, and a Contr:g1

group of students receiving only course text materials. Rulon found.

significant differences in the experimental groups greater learning

on immediate measures as well as in long term retention (3 1/2 months).
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: Since then, numerous other studies have found similar result,s/

in the teaching of social sciences,, mathematics, history, 'reading,

vocabulary, and numerous kinds of technical training. Comprehensive

,reviews of such literature has been, completed by Allen (19E9; 1960;-

1971), Hareeroad (1960), Saettler (1968), Moldstad (1974), and

Campeou (1974). Moldstad (1974) to his review conaudes °the fol-

a

lowing concerning the effects jof film and multimedia instructional

approaches:
/k

1) Significantly greater learning Often,results when
media are integrated into traditional
programs.

2) Equal amounts of learnibg.are often accompli,shed
in significantly less time using instructionaltech-
nology.

3) Multimedia instructi
\

al programs based upon a
"systems approach" freque tly facilitate spdent
learhing more effectively an traditional instruction.
(p. 390)

Studies comparing the use of televisi n as supplimentary to tradi-

tional methods yeild similar'rehlts thdse concerning the use

of films. The Ford Foundation in a report in 1961 concluded that

a combination, of television and classroom instruction pftiduced

betterlearning resultsthan either of,these two methods used sep-

arately (Harcleroad, 1962). Two lolig term - comprehensive experimental

programs in the public school systems Of Anaheim, California, and

Hagerstown; Maryland, also produce strong evidence supporting the

34
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increased effectiveness of televis,tkon in combination with tradi-

tional instruction (Mold'stad, 1974). A toMplete summary

ture relating to the effectiveness of television instruction can

be found in a, review by Chu and. Schramm (1967) and Schramm (1972).

)
Although no studies could be found dealing with the effects

of multimedia instructional techniques and the teaching of social

or interpersbul:sktlls, it is felt thatjhe ovdrwhelthing evi-

dence supporting the greater effectiveness of multimedia in the

teadyg of other subject matter suggests that sucha result may
_ .

also be found in the instruction of interpersonal relationship

,

Aptitude Treatment Interaqion Research

In his 1957 American Psychological AsSociation Presidential

'70 address, Cronbach's recommendation for an gmphasis on the match-.

ing of individual differences with environmental effects had a

far-reaching'influence on the fields of psychology _and education.

a'

Aptitude treatment interactions studies have become the focus of

many researchers (Sarason and Smith, 19711. Although many educa

tors,have suggested that no single method Tif instruction is the

most effective means,to teach all students, specific interactions

between characteristics in students (aptitUdes) and teaching meth-

ads (treatments) to support.this s ate ent have been difficult to

obtain experlhentally. Brdcht (1970) refer to an earlier unpublish-,

ed doctoral dissertation in which he conducted.a systematiC analysis

35
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of 90 previous lksearch studies, designed to i'denfify possible ATIs -

in educational settings and found only five to have.accipable dis-

ordinal interactions. Lubin (1961),,prviously had distinguished

between two types of significant apti'ude treatment interactions;

ordinal when plotted treatment lines do not intersect, and disordi-
,

r nal when plotted treatment Iines do,intersect. It has generally
,

been agreed that only disordinal interactions meri4the possible

adjustment in educational curriculuM to administer different i

structional'methods to different students (Bracht and Glass, 1968;'

.

Mitchell, 1969). TherefUr6i, even the statistically significant

ordinal interactions of the studies.cited by Bracht (1969) have been

discarded as insigni'ficant in tei-ms'o'f pra'ctical appl-lcation. In

addition, Bracht has suggested that among disordinal interactions,

only those whose treatment differences at the two levels of per-

sonological 'variables (aptitude) are significantly non-zero a's'well

as different in algebraic sign, are'worthy-of consideration. After

is

such ri.gorous, but necessary scrutiny, a very small perCentage of ,

-ATI 'studies lialie resulted in findings of use to educational psy-
. . 0

chologists. This lack of-true evidence to suppon the ATI approaCh
7

has researchers to feel that the continued pursuit of ATIf

is:fruitless. Glass (1970) states:. , /-
'

"There is no evidence for an interaction of cureiculum treat-
.

ments and personological variables." I don't knowof any
- other-statement that has *n:confirmed so many times and by

so many people, (In Wittrock 'and 141ey, 1970, o. 210.)

But otherS continue to search foi- and,utilize significant ATIs.

36
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Mitchell (1969) expresses the possibility that some experimental

research oriented educators may attempt to ignore individual differ-
.

ences andltreat them as annoyances rather than challenges because

Of the dibruptive influence they Oreate in theibrmulation of more

general laws and conclusions,. Vale and Vale (1969) addressing the

same point state:.

..interactions are a part of scientific life,, and the time is.

lo g:since past when we could make a defensible case far
c oosing to ignore them. ---They are not the poor relations -

o main effects.; in many circumstances it is fromHinter-
aCtions that the interesting information is derived.
'13. 1105)

II gor

Even ithciugh the number.of significant ATI studies is.limited and

....__none4bf the existing studies heal specifically with 'the variabls

ide tified In the present study, a look,ata few reports Matching

-rel te'd traits with treatments will offer some background.

4 Aunt (1975) found an interaction between, conceptual leyel

(GAL) of Ss and level of structure in(classroom instruction. 'High

students,cliaracterized by the *ability of generating-concepts
a '

ndependently and internally were compared to low'CL students char-

acterized by the dependency on,exterrQ standards for conceptual-
o

ization, in their learning achievements under high and low struc-

ture conditions of plassroom.instruction. 'Results indicated that

low'CL Ss profited significantly more frorther>oh structure con-

dition-khife the high CL Ss learned more in the low structure con-

dition. Hunt cites Hunt and Joyce (1967),11athbone (1970), and

Robertson(1973)As supporting this finding with related evidence

.

a.
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suggesting that high CL students prefer self-discovery types of in-

structioh

.

(independent) and low CL students prefer highly structured -

class.situations. Other studies involving student attributes and

structure versus non-structure methods of teaching have indicated

that,authpritarian or dogmatic Ss have,significantly more diffi-
.

:,', culty in learning unstructured as compared 6 structured tasks

\ (Neel, 1959; Hoffman, 1960; Frumkin, 1961). One ddditiontl study

---- yielding 4 significant interaction in a related area Using the

Guilford-Zimmerman Temperament Sur'vey foilnd t high versus low

2 \

4,

friendliness getting aftng with ot s) interxted signif-

icantly with type o instruction; prdramed.versus traditional lec-

I

ture (Haskell, 1971):

Although the differences between the abOve cited studies .on

ATIs and the present study are too large for significant comgallson,

the above studies do indicate that personologidal fact6Fifive been

found to .significantly interact wttli.instructiohal methods. It

may also be argued with some caution that there is a close sim-,

ilarity in the definititins of :the variables in the above studies

,.(CL, dogmatism, and friendlines0 with the CPI scales (Ai, To,

and Sy) used in the present study. If there is an oriap in

these variables as measured by their respective instruments, then

the results of the cited studies May be highly indiCitive of the"'

)......

...--_,.

results of the present study.

CPI Research

a 0

a
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The California Psychological inventory (CPI) was first deV-
- . .41,.

gloped,by Gough in 1948, and since then the number of studies using

the CPI as instrumentatiop fs nearing a thousand. Along with itS.'

ezpe4mental application, items seen wide Use in clinical, correc-

tional, educational settings in this country as well as many others.

The CPI is a pencil and paper personality test which can be

administeredivikually to anyone with'q minimum fourth grade/read.-

ing ability. The test is Se'igned for groupsadministrationiand

requires approximately one hour, although no time limits are enforced.
7

vif41 entire Mils composed'of18 scalesiahich have been divided into

four factorially distinct classe.(Crites, Rechtoldt, Goodstein, and

Heilbrun, 1961). Class I consists of interperonal scales to measure

Dominance (Do), Capacity for StAUs (Cs), Sociability (Sy), Self-

acceptance (Sa), gocial Ofesence (Sp); and Sense of Well -being (Sb).

Class II consists of interpersonal scaleSta measure Responsibility

(Re),'Socialization (So), Self-control (Sc), Tolerance (To), Good

Impression (Gi), and CommUnality (Cm). Cl6ss IIi consists of scales

fo'r_Achieveilientvia conformance (Ac), Achievement via Independence

(Ai), and Intellectual Efficiency (Ie). Finally, class IV contai4

scales for the ii;e/asure of Psychological Mindedness (PY), Flexi=
s.

bility (Fx), and Femininity (Fe). A survey of these scales--in re -

.
lationship to the factors and objectives of the present investiga-

tion showed four scales which were clOsely related to the.present

re earch parameters, Sy, Ai, To, and fx. The flexibility scale How-

eve was omitted due to lack of sufficient validity (Megargee, 1972).

39
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The sociability scale was consthicted'to 1;eagie differences

in traits of outgoingnes, sociability, and-participlkive temper-

ament (Gough, 1952), and w4s chosen as a variable forgthe present
A;

study in 'order to access the Ss prior degree of sociaT'effective-

ness. Gough originally called the scale Sotial Participation
a

(Sp), but later changed the concept to sociability-when, correlative
.-. ., .- .

'"?.

research indicated a lower correlatillin between the scale and measures

of social par icipat,ion (r =.24) and higher correlation between the

scale and eer rated tI4,416 of sociabii-y and outgoingness (r=.42)

':-(Hase and Goldberg, 1967.). 'Ongoe (1968) also reported a r='.42

correlation between' the Sy scale ancLpeer rated sociability as well

as. a r=.68 correlation riith self-rated sociability.
- ,

The current Tolerance scale is designed to identify- permisSive,

accepting and non-judgemental social beliefs and attitudes (Gough,

1969), and was selected for this study to determine the Ss open I

mindedness as itAy relate to the changing ofAsocial attitudes.

, The scale was originally designed.. to measure prejudice and anti-
.

_ .

sematism', but was re-keyed and four items changed in order to

differentiate'between Per issive,'accelAing, non judgemental Ss 1

' and those who are narrow-mined and.prejudiced. Studies b5 Gough

(1969).show moderate negativA,correlation between the To scale
.

and another measure of prejudice,'the-California E Scale (r=-.46

fi

and r=-.48). Additionally GoUgh (1969) has found' a'.34- Correlation
c.,

between To and the Chicago Inventory of SocialNliefs. No studies.
. t.
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were.found, however, refleCting a possible re lationship betweeii
* -

this scale and overt behavior, and it is not entirely clear whether

high sc6res tpdjcate tolerance to the same degree that low scores

'-'

indicate prejudice. Questi.pns have also been raised whether the

test,identifies prejudice 1n geneeal.or onlyalanti-sematiSm, and

wheeler, high scores indicate tolerance"of-people'or tolerance of

'ideas (Megargee0-102). Nonetheless the To-scale is as wen val-tk

idAted as ol'her nieasures.of tore'rande or prejudice and its ex-
/. . .

pected value to this Study was suffftientl peatto.warrant its

inclusion -0"&pite.of these unresolved questions. _

- The third - variable from the-CPI included in this'studi;

. ' Achievement via-Independence (Ai), predicts achi6ement in-settings

where independence of thought, creativity, andself-actualization

V
ae:emplias.,1,7-ed. Thi0s a direct contrast to the Achievement via,

a
.

Conformance (AOscale-which predicts achievement in settiogs.jhere.
...

t
.

rote memory an strict adherance,to guidelines are emphasized.
.

Thisshould-not be interpreted thirteen, however,'that Ss scoring

*high on one scale will,score low on the Other, but merely :thit the

"two,testsNill 'differentiate between those Ss who do well in 'only

'one 'or the Other setting.
'-,,.

Many validat ion studies have been conductedjw college pop-.,

ulations correlating grade point average (GPA) with Ai (Bendig and

Kiugh, 1956% Gough, 1969; driffin and Flat?erty, 1964). In every

. ,

-3.case positive correlations were obtained ranging. from r=.19 to
,

.
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r=.44% However studies which controlled for IQ differences in the

Ss found lesser or non-existing correlations between either,..!course

grade or GPK.and Ai (Capretta, JoneS, Siegal, and Siegal,, 1963).

Validation studies on the Ai scale were also conducted in high

,, school' settings (Bendig. and Klugh, 1956; Gough, 1964) and posi

..

tive correlations (r=...30) were again found between Ai and GPA.

The range of validity of these, three CPI scales, Sy, To,

and Ai, usedin the present study, vary somewhat, but all seem

to reach an acceptable level in the majority of studies. .As with

all psychological tests there ere weaknesses, unanswered questions

and a great need for further cresearch. In view of the number of

investigators of the CPI, and in comparison with7esearchon other

/".
inventories, the CPI scales selected appear to'be the most reli-

able and valid for the intended rurposes.

Criterion Referenced Test Research

Criterion referenced tests ar igned to measure the degree

to.which.a group of students has mastered a given area of subject

matter, and hence the alternate name-.-mastery tests. These tests
"-,00,4~.*''`

) are generally teacher -made, pertain to specified subject matter.

covered in instructional methods, and-contrast directly with norm-
.% .,

referenced tests such.as IQ Tests, whichnd ope is expected to.

N
be. capable of answering all items and thevalue ofthe sCm5re.is in

measureof ability relative fo.others who have taken the test

before (Glaser, 1963). In norm referencedests the scores oLall
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students Who take the test results in'the reference point by which

any individual score is evaluated, whereas in the criterion refer-

enced test the reference points by which any individual score is

evaluated is set according to subject matter,' method of instruction,

and other situation specific variables. The most common kinds of

criterion referenced tests are essay, short answer, (definitFons or

solutions to algebraic'equations), multiple choice, match-
,

ing, and true-false. 4

Giaser (1963) describes the criterion referenced test method

as follows:

Underlying the concept of achievement, measurement is
the notion of a continuum of knowledge acquisition rang7
ing,from no proficiency at all to perfect paiqormance.
An individuals achievement level falls at some point
on this continuum as indicated by the behaviors he dis-
plays during testing. The degree to which his achieve-

, . ment resembles desired performance at any specified
level-:11"ressed by criterion:referenced measures of
achievement or proficiency. The standard against
which a student's performance is compared when measured
in this manner is the behavior which defines each point

". along the achievement continuum.: (p. 519) ,

Research and examples of others using the criterion refer-:

ed test method can provide helpful-clues that aid'in the con-
-

struction of a valid and reliable test, but no past research can

in actuality validate any test other than the specific test used

in that particular study. Therefore, rather than reqr to studies. .

,,whose tests are irrelevant to theAresent testing procedure, the

following eclectic guidelines were'selected in an attempt to con-

struct a reliable test approlriafe to the content of this study's

43
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;treatments.

\'1.) Choose questions which relap to important aspects of

the material covered.

2) Consider be available time and attention span of the

sr,
students.

3) Keep the reading difffcu]ty
.

4) Group items on one topic together.

5) Word the items so that all potential responses are

I
grammatically correct.

.

6) Randomize cqrrect responses.

7). Include four or five alternate responses for each item.

8) Submit the test to a panelof experienced test writers

for eliMihation of poor questions.

9) Administer the test several times to a'control

test group to check.the test's reading level, discriminitive

power, and reliability:

Affective Education Research- 4

. Affective education, pertaining to,the changing of attitudes,

is one of the major goals of the film Relationships With Other

People used 4n this study. It istherefore necessary to consider

past research in the 'area of attitu4 "change.and the literature
.

pertaining to the instrument used in this study to meas e at-
,

titude change; the semantic differentialpchnique. A invited

number of research studies. hake been conducted in the past on

44
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affective change and none of these contain variables similar to

the present study (Festinger, 1957; Sherif, 1948). The'review in

this sectioh, therefgre will be for the most part limited to the

work of Roke"ach due,to his clear conceptual,definitions useful in

it 1
the discussion of this study. Rokeach (1971) closely linkr.at-

titude change with theories of value change or value clarification;

and considers any attitude" change which based on personal values .

to be of a more lasting nature. Feathdrs' (1970) research on at-

titude change and its relation to the individua\s' values supports
o

this idea: ROkeach distinguishes attitudes from values'in stating,

...an attitude represents an organization of inter-
related beliefs that are all focused on a specific
object or sttuation, while a value refers to a
desireable end of state existence (terminal value)
(e.g. "a, world at 1-3-5-ET", or "salvation") or a mode

of behavior (instrumental value) (e0g. "honest", or
""logical "), (1971, D. 453)

Rokeach's experiments on attitude change have shown that by

inducing states of self-dissatisfaction concerning personal at-

titudes, attitudes and related behaviors changed significantly in

both short term (3 weeks) and long term (21 months) measures

(Rokeach, 1971). Subjects were asked "to rank 18 values according

to importance, and afterwardg!write a statement on their feelings

toward civil rights. Any inconsistancies- between'the ranking of

values (partfcularKthe valves of freedom and equality) and the

statement on civil rights were immediately brought to the attention

of theoSs in order t6 create the Selfjdissatisfaction.

45 0
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'control,grOup who,were not confronted With inconsistencies showed

no significant change in value ranking on.posttests,. but ri-
,

mental group'Ss showed significant changes in value ranking in the
,

poSttesting.

The thieiries"and experiments of-Rokeach hold possible signi'f-

.57..\
icance to the present study for two reasons/ Firstly, Rokeach has

divided attitudes and values into categories according to stability.

Some categories of values are considered to be primitive and are

1psychologically)ncontrovertible,'Whileothers are learned or deriVed

feomnuthorityand are potentially susceptible to change. The value/

attitudinal factors involved in interpersonal relationships are

considered tojle in the second category and are therefore somewhat

malleable. This provides a theoretical basis for the assumption

,that'the film Relationships With Other People an bring abbut atti-

tudinal change in individuals concerning human reltations. Secondly;

the experimental treatment method used by Rokeach (1971) to produce

4 affective change in Ss may be in some ways similar to the treatment

of the film, print based material and instruction found in this

study. As in Rokeach's study, Ss in the present experiment may be-

come aware of inconsistencies,in their own value system through ex-

posure to the treatment.. Thus, Rokeaches' theoretical and expei-i-

mental findings may be used as a basis or th hypothesizing and

understanding possiblechanges in interpersonal relationship skills

as a result of the present treatment.

46
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The measuring instrument for attitude change used in this study

is a semantic differential scale, first proposed by Osgood, Suci,

and Tanenbaum (1957). This technique is a system of rating several

concepts on a variety.of scales, using a series of choices. It is

important to note that while it is generally refered to as the

semantic differential scale or test, the semantic differential is

actually a "generalizable technique of measurement" (Osgood et al,

1957, p. 76), which can be applied to any subject matter Or set-of

concepts. Because the test maker actually chooses the concepts' and

scales, validation of such a test, as in the criterion referenced

test, cannot directly be obtained by reference to other studies.

The semantic differential method is designed to measure affec-

tive reactions to ideas, objects,levents, and people by the use of

a seven step linear rating scale with opposing (polar) adjectives

at either end. An example of a semantic differential scale is as

,

Hot : :. : : . : Cold

,S

The Ss taking the test would.rate concepts by placing a check.

in the propriate blanks of a number :of such scales,-eachhaOng
d. 4

different sets of contrasting affectiVe.adjectives. Examples of

concepts to be ranked might be; mother, people, or home. The-ad-

jecives Used in-he scales are in three major dimensions; 1) eval-

uative (good-bad, fair-unfair, hOnest-dishonest), 2) potent

0 47
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(strong-weak, large-small, hard-soft), and 3) ictivea(fast-slow,

.alert-listless):,

Due to the nature of this metho of testing, objectivity in

the evaluation of the test is assure regardless of the scorer.'

,Reliability and validity however are

the test items vary according to'the

be tested. Osgood and others (1957)

tic differential scales thafthere

more difficult to assess as

purpose and content matter to

have shown using various seman-

iability of the technique hovers

around the highly acceptable level of :85. As far as the repro-

ducibility of item scores is concerned, 0§goodrHas found average

variation to be slightly less than one place in a rank of seven.

' Additionally, the face validity of the technique is quite good,

and as Osgood states;

Throughout our work with the semantic differential we
have found no reason to question the validity of the
inastrument on the basis of its.correlation with the '

results to be expected from common sense: (p, 41)-,

Nickols'and,Shaw (1964) and Heise (1969) however, suggested-

slight problems with the semantic differential technique. Per-

ceived social desirability atsociated with certain topics may affect

the responses to some degree. Nichols and Shaw (1964) suggest that

there is more sensitivity to social repercussions of certain re-

sponses.
,

when the object being rated'is salient. Ford and Meisels

(1965) supported this hypotheses of social desirability effect in

the. evaluative dimension of the scaling. No further research has

4,-
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pursued the validity or degree of this effect on-the semantic differ-

ential and further evidence is. needed if tests are to be constructed

accordingly: Other areas for conc&n which have been expressed re-

garding the semantic differen re indiVidual differences in

size and character of semantic space-and the different scale checking

characteristics (response styles) of different Ss (preference for
,

endpoints or midpoints) (Edv'rards, 1953;1957; 4abody, 1962):

In spite of the numerous studies in the past decade criticizing

the semantic differential techniqffeof measurement on different

accounts, tt'has proven itself as one of the most useful toOls'avail-

able for assessment of attitude. As Heise (1969) states:

The "successful" profile for the.SO (semanttt differential) -

remains after more thaOten years of additional studies
and applications. The SO has become .a standard and useful

tool for social psychological research.

There is probably n8 social psycholo§tcal principle that
has received. such ounding cross-group and cross'-cul-
tural verification as the EPA-(evaluativi4 potent,'active)
structure of SO ratings. Furthermofe, few traditionsof
research are associated with comparable productivity or
with the richness of findings tat has developed via so
applications. (p. 421)

Sunvnary of the Literature

No literature has been- found specifically relating to the total

.

objectives .of this study; that is , --t-o-assess what 'kind of student'

learns best under.what,kind of instructional treatment in the

acquisition of intbrpersonal relationship skills.. It has therefore

not been possible to support directly the hypotheses listed in

.
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Chapter I by Tpecifici_and compYehenVve research studies.: Inttead _

it has-been necessary to draw isolated supArt for various aspects

of the hypotheses-from many studies In varied fields of education

and psychology. Studies in the field of educational psychology.

suggested that most previously'usedlnethods of teaching interperson-

al relationship skills result in learning gains, biit differences

between the results of various methdds are not clear. Research in

educational technology however, clearly sorts the multimedia

approach for effectiveness in the treatment of most subject matter,. t

and specifically that greater learning takes place when films aqrpr
.. <,

r
. .

televisicavare used conjunctiorrittp.thher traditional methods
3.

.

...,.

of teaching! Aptitude treatment Tneergctionyesearch'has resulted
.

,;, . , y
in inconsistent data, but suggests that some leaper aptitudesdo

interact
,

significantly Inta eract with different instructional methods arid
. .

y . .

es.

that much more,research is needed iotheareato clearly define
.6 I e'

such relattOshiOs far practical' application in education. These

general findings of research'have proviy ed the grounds for the,.

present study's des'ign and hypOthetep. Additiokil research cited
.0 , t°

on the CPI, semantic differential, wid criteriOrPreferenced test ,

,
, '.$ 40;*

. have supplied supportive material,for the instrumentatioknecessary

to implement the study. ,1
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Chapter III

. METHODOLOGY

>x

"4

Introduction

The number of research questions posed,by previous studies

concerning interpersonal relationship skills, instructional tech-

nology, and aptitude treatment interactions reviewed in the pre,

ceding chapter, result in a large number and variety of research

hypotheses for the present investigation, Rather than design

and conduct a number of single factor experiments fulfilling the

objectives of this'study,independent of one another,.a multi-'

factor design was selected so not-only could, several individual

hypotheses be tested simultaneously, but possible interaction

effects between .factors could. also,be seen. AtteMpts wet-9 made

throughout all aspects of the design and methodologg of Vie ex-

periment to maximize Operimentally manipulated variances and

minimize extraneous variance in order to most reliably test the

stated hypotheses. The following sections of-this chapter fully

describe this methodology and the techniques used for the nec-

'essary controls.

Research Design

Considering the dimensions'and variables' from previous lit-
-

erature felated,lo the present objectives, a3 X 3 X Z multifactor

4%

.51
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research Aesign-was employed (figures 1 and 2 ). In order

to most accurately identify the treatment, effect, three treatment

levels were administered along with a non- treatment control group.

The three experimental treatment groups were given markedly dif-
s

ferent degrees,of instruction'inj.eterpersonal relationship skills

in an attempt toomaximiie differences and identify trends or inter-

actions with other variables. The treatment groupswere: 1) pre-:

sentation of a 30 minute film, 2) film presentationtuid print based

materials, and 3) film presentationrint based material, and

classroom instruction 'ses'sions. The 30 minute color film Relation-

ships With Other People was used in all three of the treatment

groups, (See Apendix A for film. script). 'Print based material
1`

used in both Groups 2 and 3 consisted of a four section-packet of

printed materials and exercises related to the film. (See Apendix B)

Section A of the pri-nt based materials was a sequenial list of the
1

film captions, consisting of questions with multiple choice answers

Subjects Yeceiving the print basedwaterial were instructed to use

the section during the'film presentation4nd therefore were.provi ed

with greater opportunf for activelarticipation and inthrac.tion

with they film content atter. Section 13 consisted-vof a series-of P°

indepegdentexercises designed to strengthen and expand u on the

major concepts of the film. .Section G as an exercise designed to

allow self evaluation of cognitive concepts covered in the filh.

7, 52
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DEPENDENT VARIABLES
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SectioneD consisted of a list of bibliographic sources for further,

independept reading onlnterpersonal relationshfp skills. Class--

room instruction administered to Group 3 consisted of four one hour

sessions' on interpersonal relationship skills conducted during the

one,mo9th period follotingfilms and print based material treatment.

'The control group received'only a non-related film Good rooming on

treatment day. - 7
.

To best identify possible aptitUbe treatment interactions,
j. ,

three appropriate scales of the.Calitornia Psychological Inventory

. i

/ were used as independent classificatOrfor personological vari-
't . .

. ables (Sy, Ai,*and To scales). Each of these three persono)ogical

'variables were divided into high and lovklevel, and to:miximize

. ,the difference betweenthese two'levels, the highevel was opera-

tionally defined by the highest one-third of the test scores and
, .

'the .low 'level, was operationally defined Pyr the lowest one -third of
. . ...

. the test scores. .

, -
. ki ,

In additfonito these dimensions of the independent variables,
, 1

-two temporally separate posttests and two different methods of
, , ,

'. measuring changes, in interpersonal skills(o,riterion referenced
. ,,

. . , ..,

test and semantic differential test) were used as dependent vaableSri.
t

to Measure pre-post treatment difierences., The second posttest,'
.,

e ,
month-after the treatment-( Table 1; p., 7 ), was administered in

... .

Order to.Measdre the effect of formal classroom instruction on in-
di:

terperson0 relationship skills in Group 3,-as compared ,to other

pAs

-I.
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groups, and to measure differences in retention of interpersonal

skills in all three groups. The second posttest additionally served,

to control somewhat for Hawthorne effect possibly created by the

first posttest being given on the same day as treatment and pre-

test. The two,measures of interpersonal relationship skills, af7

fective (semantic differential tent) and cognitive 141,taridn ref-,1

erence test), were sentted as dependent vanables itrorderlo

assess total changes.as a result Of the highly value-oriente& sub-

ec matter of the treatment conditions.
/ A

Population and Sample .

targettarget populat1on of this study.was 113,400 students.in-
,

Nft

volved in Regional Occupational Programs(ROPs),in the state Of.

Califor ia. These IprOgrams area conducted in pulkic high schools

6 througho f the, state and are available:to students of every ethnic

.01

background, intellectual capacity, and slacio-econoMic level, 'Al-

though the programs are available,to all students,.the actual stu-

dents who-participate.in ROPs May,hAve characterigic differences

from the total population Qf high school students. Since the ROP

. courses offered are ,primarily skills.trai(ing programs 4n anything

from auto mechanics to health professions 'EN insurance and invest- ,.
s .%

ments, the students enrolling in(these prprams may be more career

oriented and Of a more pragmatic nature'. An ROP S's assumed interest
,

....
..

.
4

in careers was a factor in chooSing ROPgTudents as the film was

. - 4

also developed to.interest youth in-career preparation. (See Apendix
.

7

t

4 ,
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C on career education). This not to suggest howeuer, that ROP

students are less interested in college preparation or that fewer

.ROP students go on to attend college. Although the nature of. the

ROF programs suggests certain possible qualities Of its partici-
,

- pants-, no studies have been found coMparilig ROP students to non

ROP-students to substantiate such suppositions.

Among the sixty five ROP sites'in.the state of CaYifornia,,
r.

three wereelected for this study. because of their availatiilitS,,

willingness to cooperate,,and geographical location; SacraMento,

FreMont-Newark, andLong Beach. An addition, the treatment groups

had to be lbcated at,eROP site that had 'appropriate video-cassette

players and viewing equipment available:

The experimentally accessible population (EAP) consisted of

. three illoPs in California. GroUpsl .ana°2 were taken from the Fremont-.

Newark ROP, Group 3 the Long Beach ROP, and Group 4.the Sacramentb

-ROP. For practical' as well as experimental control reasons groups

1 and 2 were taken fromtWo different high'schools within the

Fremont-Newark ROP. Sixty two 10th and 11th gradeSs were randomly

selected from a'total of 215 students involved in a total Of five

ROP courses in the C. K: McClatchy Senior High School,in the Sacra-

mento ROP.for use as the experiment's control grout.'

- There were 2615 students in the total,Sacramento ROP. The

ethnic/racial composition of this EAP Was; .5 percent Caucasion,

nine and ok half percent Mexican American, six percent Black, and
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four percent Asian.
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Group 1 consisted of 59-Ss randomly selected from a total of

'604 students enrolled in,tweive ROP courses at American 1.1.61Nchool.

in Fremont7Newark, and Group2 consisted of 60 10th and 1th grade

Ss randomly selected from 451 students 'enrolled in nine Rol) courses

at John F. Kennedy High Scheol,in Fremont-Newark. Groups 1 and 2

were taken from separate schools within the Fremont-Newark ROP in

order to avoid possible contamination effect beiweenhe two treat-

...ment groups.

There were 1640 students in the total Fremont-Newark IP. The

ethnic/racial composition of this EAP was; 89 percent Caucasion,

nine percent Asian, one percent Black and one percent "other non-

white".
,

Experimental Group 3 consisted of 64 10th and llth'grade Ss

randoMly selected froM 400 students enrolled'in eleven ROP"courses

at the Jordan High School, Long Beach.
/.

There wereo400 students in the total' Long Beach ROP., The

ethnic/racial composition ofthis'EAP was; 74 percent Caucasion,

14 percent,Black*, nine percent Mexican American, and two percent

Asian.

:The total sample sire of the combined gr&ps was 245 Ss ran-,

dm* selected from a combined ROP student population (EAP) within

the thAee areas of 5,655. Even though having the different experi-

mental and control groups in different locations wording to

41,
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treatment possibly may introduce tpme uncontrolled difference's

between groups, it provides some controls and advantages. Positive

effects* differen4geographical location include: 1) a better
o

sample.of the total ROP population is usedi 2) interaction between

groups is minimized, eliminating treatment contamination factors,

and 3) the classroom instructan'invaVeld in Group 3 treatment

could be condUcted by'the same instrjctor eliminating otherwise

possible differences in teacher effectiveness. All three areas

used for sampling were middle class suburban populations with only

slightly varying ethnic compositton: with total minorities ranging

fr om 12 - 25% of total population.

Ss iiyach Iodation we selected randomly among the total-,

ROP studentt in the school who were present at the time of.person-

ality testing and whomouldbe present for at least one and a half

months for the pretest, treatments, and both posttests. This elimi-

nated only ROP students who were absent ptesently or would be ab-

I

sprit due to work study pragrams. SoA ROP progr provide initial

classroom didatic training follfwed by al work experience in

the field. A,slight Teduction a he. original number of Ss ab-

Wned during pretesting durred as a result of absenteeism during

treatment day and e second posttest. As 'only Ss who were present.

for all treat nts were included in this study, absenieeism at

each of t four test -sites accounted for the final number of

55 fo group 1, 51/for group 2, 53 for group. 3, and 51 for group 4.'

k 5
alb
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kfairly equal distribution of'sex existed in the remaining Ss:

49% male and '51%, female.

Instrumentation

The three personological variables investigated in this study,

Sociability, Achievement via Independence, and Tolerance, were

measuredby the appropriate scales of the CPI (Gough, 1969). The

.completeCPI consists of 18 scales and a total of 480 ites in

,random orderyt The three scales needed in the present study con-
.

sisted of*84.:FOTtions which were extracted from the tandard CPI

in the order that 'theitems originally appear so as , o preserve

the random sequence (see Appendix D ). Subjects i dicated their

answers on a standard true- false -answer sheet (Sr Appendix E)

which was hand scored using separate keys for each of the three

scales.

Cognitive lea as a result of the res ecive treatments

1

was measured by an experiment ade pilot tested, twenty item

multiple choice criterion referenced tes ,(See'Appendix'F). Each

-, item containerfour choices which.'were randomly ordered. flhe test

was submitted to a panel of individualt experienced in test con.-

struction for appropriate recommendations.apd alterat4ps in items,

wording; andpunctuation, prior to and following pilot testing..

Affective changes as a result of thetreatments were,Measured

by an eight concept experimenter constructed semantic differential

test (See Appendix g ). -Results from pilot-tests which consisted

e
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of an initial trial with four concepts and second trial with thir-

teen colpept.tests were evaluated. Recommendations fromthe.panel

of test construction experts resulted in a 'final eight concept

test. Each concept was ranked on a seven step scale for nine sets

ofipolar adjectives randomly ordered according to their positive-

negative value. One page of instructions and examples preceded the

test items and verbal explanation and needed clarification was given

with the test. The semantic differential test was also a paper and

pencil test and was hand scared following administration.,

Pilot Testing

Rilot testing the experimental procedures was conducted for

two reason's. Firstly, the_experimenteis madeinstruments, the

semantic differential test and the criterion referenced test, were

mini tered to pilot SS to test their validity Secondly, pilot_

testing Allowed a dry run experience of the procedures for prior

detection of experimental difficulties of controllable_ sources of

extraneous variance. Pilot testing was conducted at the Fremont;

Newark ROP in twp different sessions using different'groups of 10
. ,

Washington High School Ss from summer school. and Fall 1974 semester..

The pilot tests were conducted at a different high school than those

which served later as the treatment group population. IC

. ,

,Both pilot test groups took the 84 item CPI (Sy, To, and Ai)

semantic differential test, and the criterion referenced test prior

81
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to viewing the treatment film, and thee again took the semantic

differential test and the criterion referenced test following the

film. Pilot Ss were found to e able to take the CPI with minimal

help from the E. On .11 number of items were questioned due

to a difficulty in the choice between true and false respons'es, and

.readability was concluded to be acceptable.

'The written instructions for the semantic differential test

were found to be a point of confusion with the first pilot group.
) .

(

Verpal reading of the ihstructions as well as further explanations

concerning semantic ratings were found necessary and adequate

the secondipilot testing. The first semantic differential test con-
.

sisted of only four concepts,'all Of which showed th e desired posi,
.

''' i
. ,, , .

tive shift in attitude,as a result of seeing the film. The test for

the second pilot group hoNever, was expanded. to thirteen, concepts

.(9 new items and the 4 from the first pilot test) and showed the

desirable shift in attitudes on only 8 items. The non-discriminat-

invitems were eliminated and the remaining 8 served as the final

semantic differential test.

The criterion referenced test given.to the first pilot group
(,\

resulted in a mean score of 12 of 20 correct prior to treatment and

. .

15. of ZO correct in the post-treatment test. Thetest was revised

by making the items more specific to the film content for the second'

pilot group in order to maximize the discrimindting power of the

test'smeasure of treatment effect. Ideally, a test for.this pur:

62s_
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pose should beof sufficient difficulty so that Ss'score low on

the pretest before treatmentd show improvement on the posttest
.

following treatment. Mean posttest scores however, should not .

approximate the perfect score as there must be adequate room left

at the upper end of,the scoring continuum to show possible learn-
,

-Mg effects of the additional treatments (print based material and

'classroom inssfruction). The second pila test Ss showed a pre-
.

.0

test mean on the revised test of 6 and at mean of 14 on the poste

test.- the results of the second posttest fulfilled the criteria

for an appropriate instrument by which to compare the treatment

groups, and after a final submission to the panel cfeducators

experienced in test construction for minor.changes, the test was

administered, in the experimental procedures..

Procedures

The experimental .proce ures took,place between October 1 and

.

December 10, 1974,.and utili2ed high school ROP students in the

Fall term of their 10th or 11th grade year. (See .Table 1, p 7'for.the

experimental timetable). Ss were Tandomly selected in the manner

described ear(lier and were first administered the personological ap-

titude

,

measures,0Sy, To, and Ai. Subjects were given the 84 item

CPI in a blind control-by a state-department of education adminis

trator not to be involved, in the later experimental procedures.

The same administrator conducted the CPI testing at all sites,

I. 83 .,..
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experimental and control, and described the test as "a standard

test given randomly to students throughout the 'state to help

. determine the needs of high school students'". No m tion was made

of the actual experiment and the proceedings to f ow in 2 weeks. #
4 -

All testing and treatment procedures were conducted during regular

school hours in groups of 24 -30 Ss ::sing local school Classrooms,

The Ss were given time aw,/from their regular R0P class for thiS-

purpose.

Pretesting, treatment, and posttesting were all admifiiStered
.

to the Ss on the same day within a 1 hour period.' Local volunteer

ROP administrators from each area conducted the experimental pro-

cedures in their respective schools. SObject were fivit given

the materials for the semantic differential test and the criterion

referenced test and the following standard explanation for the

purpose of the testing:
1 -

We are testing a new program which may be included
in our school systems in the future. Today, you will
be helping us to determine its effectiveness by watching
a part of the program on video tape. Before seeing
the tape though, we would like you to take these brief
tests so that we can find out how.much you already
knot,rabout the subject matter.

The instructions for the multiple-choice criterion referenced
.

test were given by. simply identifyiNg the test questionsld the

.answer sheet and ekplaining that the best of the four possible

choices for each item should be selected and.indicate& on the

answer sheet. The instructions for the semantic differential test

64
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,

were then read aloud to the group andan example of concept rating

was-demonstrated on the board. Brief questions concerning the in-

structions were answered and the Ss werp-allowed to procede.

Upon completion by all Ss of the two pretests, the materials

were collected and print based material was distributed only in

Groups 2 and 3. The Ss in group 1 had no knowledge of the existence

of associated print based material. The Ss in Groups 2 and 3 were

told to follow along' in part A of the print based material during

the video presentation. The Ss in all three experimental groups
.

were-then shown the 30 minute film, Relationships With Other People,

and a standard la):ge screen colpr television monitor. Following

the presentation all Ss were given the posttest materials and asked

to complete the tests again. In Group 1, afterall posttests were

pleted and collected by the E, the Ss were .thanked for'their

cooperation and toad that the experiment was finished. 16roup 2 Ss
.

were alsthanked at this time but told to keep the print baged

Materials given to them earlier and to study.it on their own time.

Subjects in.Group 3 were also told to (Seep the print based material

/

and study it independently and also that there wpuld be four addi-

tional classroom-gestions in the following 4 weeks covering the

print based material dealing with interpersonal I,lationship skirls.

No mention As made to any of the.groups about the second posttest

to be given month later..

The classroom instructions which then followed for Group 3

were conducted by the same ROR administrators who performed the

65
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'pretest, treatment, and posttest for that group. He was an ex-
.

le

perienced teach& and counse lor,wjth 12 ears of experience in these
A

skills and had had some experience teaching an ROP progrk en-
.

.

titled, "Public Service Occupations". Theceroup 3 instructor can

be described as highly motivated in the present study due to

personal interest441 the experimental content and objectives: (Be

tween the first and second posttest, Group 3 met three times With

their instructor for classroom lecture and discussion based on

suggested maierial,in'the print based Material, and one'time for a'
( 4

/ .

guest letture'presentation.by 'an OfficiAl with the Los Angeles- County

e4w-
*

Parks..and Recreation Department speaking on the importance of

positive interpersonal relationships in public service positions.

One month after treatment day all groups wereagain allOwed
3

tine from their regular ROP crases to take the same semantic dif-

ferential test and criterion referenced tests as a second posttest.

-This postte sting was again performed by the same local ROP adminis-

trator in each area.

The control group was given the same equence of treatment and
0)-(

testing as GrOup 1, except a 30 minute film Good Groomin9 (Pascal,

1975) was shown in place of the treatment.film, Relationships With

( ,.

Other People. The NO filMs were "of equal" quality as they were

-made in the sameASOE funded series, bdt.the film Good Grooming

contained no direct or intentional material on interpersonal

relationship skills.

1, .66
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-Data Collection and Processing

Tests were all hand scored and hand tabulated and the raw data

put through the Statistical Package for Social ScielicesT(SPV cam-

pufer program at the University of Pacific computer system, Stockton,

The subprograms used in-the SPSS were the Pearson Correlation,

Analysis of Variance, and basic descriptive statistics;(nieans, modes,

kurtosis, median, variance, range, standard error, standard_devia-
..

tion, skewneissdeciles, quantiles and sample Size). Multiple com-
1

; i

;
(

prisons were analyzed using the Scheffe statistic. The Scheffe.

F statistic Which uses planned ortho6onal comparisons (P06'was

chosen to analyzrthe expected outcomes of the multiPle'comparisons.

-Planning ahead (a priori hypotheses) with POCigives a lower critical

- value and yields more statistical power-. Scheffe.is a conservative

multiple contrast statistic in that it minimizes the-probability of

making a Tyoe-I error. In addition, theBIOMED 05V pro!am was

used for analysis of group, level, and their interaction effects.

_Statistical Analysis

"Ten analysis of covariances 1ANCOVAs) were used cklculate
0

the possible main effetts of the experimental groups, end person-
. c:,

.

ological levels, and their possible interaction, effects. ANCOVAs

were performed,for the Sy variable on all three semantic differential
0

test administratiOns: Posttest 1 - Pretest, Posttest 2 - Pretest;
R

°
0 0

V

0

10

O
11,
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and Posttest;2 - Posttest 1. ANCOVAs were also performea`fr the

Ai variableon all thret criterion referenced test administrations:

Posttestl - Pretest, Posttest 2 - Pretest, and Posttest 2 - Pest-
IMP

,,4.0. test On the'To variable, four ANCOVAs were conducted; two on

the criterion referenced test (Posttest Pret4t,,and Pbsttest.

2 - Pretest), and two on the semantic differential test (Posttest 1 AI

Pretest, and Posttest 2 - Pretest). The covariable in al1,10

.1

4

ANCOVAs was. the initial test in the comparison (-he., a Posttest
1

1 - Pretest ANCOVA, the Pretest is the covariable). Hypo heses

1-6, dealing only with group effect used the most conservative F.
do,

value from the appropriate A

In order to statistically examine the effectsof the multiple

comparisons found in Hypotheses 8= 14, tbe conservative Scheffe F

° was emplbj/ed: For Hypothesis 7 a'Pearson Product Moment Correlation

CoeffiCieqsubroutine froM the SPSS computer program was used.

Limitations
.0 .

.

-41mit tions Inherent inany study-involving people in tf 'r

aural environment are too,numerous to discuss here. .Tlie nu er

- . ' I . '
of incbntrillable variables in the differences between peopJe and

Ak ,o.
,

, V
in the different influences which may be encountered before and

during the experimental period_are inconceivable. It is not pos-

A V

Bible, nol. ethical, to control the lives o4 human Ss to the extent

.necessary to insure scientifically accurate data.- However, proper
ts.
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randoms ampling when Obssible, designed to maximize the treatment

effect andm inimze the effects of exlranedus variables, and approp-

riate ,pnd rigorous s.tatistica'r procedures for analysis of 'theLtiata,

can help reduce. the effect of these uncontrolled variebiei. The 4.....

.present
study was designed to maximize the experimental varierce,

.

. '''":' ::,:.

control, the extraneous variance ,.. an'd minimize the error variance,

-but due to practicalities which were necessary to face, a few, areas

of .weaknesses in the study resulted. Firstly, it was necessary to

-band select the ROPs which were to be used rather than randomly

select them 'from the 65 total ROPs. The ROPs usable in this study

were limited. to those which had a ,three quarter inch cassette video

rA

playback unit and col or fioni tor in order to uminister the treat-

rfient, and those ROPs which were cooperative and to assist .

-

in the conduct of the experiment. Additionally, it was not possible

for the same E to admilgister the treatments. at all :ROP sites, so
, -

- experimental-groups were assigned to available areas and volunteer

ROP administrators in each area :served 'a5 the E i9Kr their group.

This created e.posstble source for differenceS-in the groups other :

f

than through,,the groups' resrective treatments.

Certain other limitattbns may be detected f n specific aspects

_ .

of the 'experimenter rode test instruments or areas ofthe design,.

but it is felt that the design adequately controls for the most ob-.

vlous and significant- extraneous variance.

89
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Chapter IV
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°

ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS

Introduction

'
The three previous chapters-:have been concerned with the definition

of the., problem, review of the literature. related tot the problem; `and the

experiMental and des'ign, procedures used to investigate the problem. 'The

purpose of the present chapter is to present a summary of the data with

its statistical treatment, its bearing on the hypdtheses, and an objective

.interpretition of the findings.. The results will first be summarized in

an overview and then presented in detail with respect to each hypothesis
,.

Interpretation and evaluation of the data will be presented in the final

section of the chapter in .order to separate it froM the purely'empirical

data. Raw data tables can be foUnd in Appendix H;

Overview of the Findings"

Results' from the analyses of covariance indicate that' the, sum of

treatment group Ss sliowedieignificantly greater? changes in the semantic

3
differential test (SDT) and the criterion referenced test (CRT) than the

non-treatment control grOup Ss on boIb posttest)measur5s. (SDT posttest
A

1 - pretest: F(3,197)=10.8, pif.01; SDT posttest 2 - pretest: F(3,14)=

39.4, p<.01; CRT posttest 2 - pretest: F(3,197)=70,9, pal).

Differences between the three treatment groups were only sign4icdnt

.

the posttest 2 -, pretest measIir&s (see Tables. 2 and --75 , ). Cognitive

4.;

I
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changes in interpersonal *relationship skills measured on the second

,criterion referenced, posttest were found to be in direct relationship

with the amount of treatment (Grp 3showed significantly greater
...

changes than Group 2; 17(3,197).=-13.- 5.,. p 01; -and Groilp 2 showed signifi-

cantly greater changes than Group 1, 'F(3, 97)=6.2, p<.01). Affective

changes on the ,semantic differential second poshest however showed no

Significant difference between/Group 3 and Group,2 (F(3,197)=1.43)` but

''significant differences between Grotip..2'and Group 1 (F('3,197)=2.62, p<.05).

'See Tables 2 and 3 for ais'ummary of the group mean differences.

,

. Table. 2.%
%

Mean Change ScoreS, Affective Learning
,

*

Set-antic Differential Test (SDT)

SDT 2 SDT SDT 3 - SDI 1. SDT, 3 -- SDT 2
*

:GrouP 1

,

''"5( ='38..1

$D:= .35:3
,

X = 13.f)

SD r-r'2./1./1 ,

X = -25,1

-SD = 28.1" ,
.

Group ,2 .4 X 38:3 X = 34..2' X; - 4.1,a,2 .,='

SD = '33.0 SD =38.; SD = 31./1

,-Group 3 X= X = 47,0 X =.19.8
SD = 36.3 SD = 47.5 SE) = 48.9,

Group 3 X = -2.4 X "---**,-3.0 X =
SD = 21.7 ,SD = 21.0 SD = 18.7

O

7 1

*3

O

'Ay
,)°.
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Table 3

Mean Change Scores; CognitiveLearnin

Criterion Referenced st-fCRT)

Group 2

Croup a

Group 4

T 2 CRT 3 -CRT 1 CRT 3 .- CRT 2

X = 5.18 a X = 2.06 X= -.13
SD= 3.51 SD = 2.36 )(SD= 2.96

X = 5.96 V= 4.67. X = -1.39`

SD = 3.76 SD ='3.84 SD = 1.99

X = 5.33
SD = 2.97

X . -0.49

SD 2.22

X = 7.94
SD = 4.76

X = -0.26

SD = 2.37

X = 2.61

,SD = 2.97

-X = 0:23
.SD = 1.95

A

Analysis of covariance also indicates that the level main effects of

Sy, Al. and To variables were sign)ficant on the second posttest - pretest

measures, and in the case of Sy, was significant on the first 'posttest

pretest- measure also.. .(see Tables 4-7 for.main effect .F values).

Only two aptitude treatment interactions showed statistical signi-

ficance and both were found between leiel of Ai and treatment group. 'A

.

_

/ significant interaction of F(6,97)=4.1, p<.01, was found between Ai and'
,

i .
,

tAatment on the criterion referenced -test second posttest Pretest'
.

.1
,

.

.

-

measure, and a of F(6,197)= \,;46, p<.01 , was found
, )

.
,....

on the criterion referenced second posttest - first posttest. Both inter-
,

.
_

.
. ,

,

actions show 'that - change in cognitive learning in Groups 1424)&2 increased

with level of Ai, while in Group,'3 the cognitive cha nges Were similar lfor,

. all levels of Ai (see Figures 3.and 4 ). No othert,signi icantaptitude
../- .,

treatment interactions were found. Tables throu0 sum rize the fi-nd-

4

ings of the treatment and personological effects in appropritate ANOVA tables.
, .

..

..,

'7

is
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Tabl e

ANCOVN F Val ues for the SY Di mens Von

on the Semantic Pi fferenti dl Test (SDT)

4,

d ,f.

Treatment Group 3

Sy Level
1
2

Group x Level ,
..

6

SDT2-50T1'. SDT3 -SDT1 SDT3-50T2'

F F

10.83* 18.95* 16,.36*

,

6.11* 5.63* 1.96

,

0.65 0.890 0.59
12,

.

*.E.:<. 01

Table 5

ANCOVA F Values: flr Ai' Di ns On on
JV

the pion Reference 'est (CRT):

4

Ai Lever

Treatment Group

Group x Level

".'

2 0.51

6 1

10.1*

CRT2 -f RT1 CRT3-CRT1

. = F F e-

49.1* 83.7*

212

4.1*

-t
*p_<. 01

p x1

CRT3:CRT2

54,7*

12.6k

4.46*

A

4

p

73. s
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Tp.51e 5

ANCOVA F. Values for TO DImensi *on

Semantic Di fferentil Test (SDI)

SDT2,--SDT1 SDT3 -SDT1 SOT3 -SDI2'.
. d. f. F F F

Treatment Group `. 3 2 12 . O'r . 16.77*

.To Leyel 2 1.61 $.10*

Group x Level 6 0.97 1.05

S-
Cf
U
Cn

e-
re.

C3

a)
U
C
W

4-
CU

c.:

o
e-

C6)

S-
LA

5

o

*.E<. 01

low
.

.
. : . ii-i.Oh

4 , .,..

Level: of ,4,1

Os.

4

4 .

Fi gure -3 > Ai*Treatment Intenacti off; CRT 3 - "CRT 1

0 74

a
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1

1.ow hi gh

Level of Ai;

Figure 4; 'Ai Treatment 4nteraction; CRT 3 - CRT 2

Table 7

ANCOVA F Values for To Dimension on

Criterion Reference Test (CRT)

CRT2-CRT1
d. f. F

CRT3-6if1

F

Treatment Group 3 39.45* 70.9*

t To Level 2 2.74 7.35*

*

Group x Level 6 0.18 1.90
,

*p :01

CRT31.GRT2

F
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Data for Individual Hypotheses

In this sectidn'data needed for hypotheses testing-will be pre-

sented in.Fjgures 5 through 10. Following each figure the relevant

hypptheses will be discussed in relation to the data. Figure 5 refers

to data for Hypotheses 1, 2 and 3,

.0The _differences between Group 1 Ss and Group 4 1,Ss.on both

ter on referenced posttest measures (posttest 1 pretest, and posttest

......ot . .

- pretest 2)
s

can be seen in Figure a. 4 The differences were found to
a

0 .

be.Isignificant on both accounts, F(3,197)=32.6, p<.01, and F(3,197)=
.

, ,.

. 6.05' p<.01 respectively. Therefore Hypotliesis 1, predicting greaterII a

positive change in Group 1 than Group 4' on tha criterion referenced
.4.,

test is rejected ithe null form for both postteSt 1 and 2.

A

O
U

a, 15
U

4
W
cec'O

X10
4-,

5,

0 Group 1

..410 Group 2

0 Group 3

Group 4

I.

1 2

Criterion Reference-Test Session

3

Figure 5. Compared Treatment Group Performance on
the-Criterion Referencn Test

t4 Ira
; h

.
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iHynodiesis 2, predicting greater positive,changes in Groups ? and 3 .

on the criterion referenced test than Group 1 was accepted Th the null form

for posttest 1 pretest, and rejected in the null form for posttest 2

pretest..- Differences' were not significant between Groups.2 and-1

(F(3,197)= .60) and betWeen Groups 3-and-1 (F13,197) = .03),.(see Figure 5

on posttest 1 - pretest. Groups..? and 3 however, both showed signifi-

tcantly greater change (F(3,197) r 7.53, p<%01., and F(3,197) = 38.3, p<.01

respectively) than Group 1 on the second posttest.

Figure 5 also illustrates the, difference between Group 3 and Group"2

'in cognitive changes on posttest posttest 1. This difference was

found to be significant to the p< .01 Tel'el (F(3,197) = Therefore

"Hypotheses 3 predicting greater cognitive changg in Group 3 as compared

to Group.2 on the second:,posttest - posttest 1 is rejected in the,null

gure6 referso the data concerning Hypotheses 4 through 6.

'As S n Figure 6 , Group 1 showed, greater changes in the'semantic

differential test than Group 4 on the first posttest - pretest only, and

imo

showed no difference§ On posttest --pretes.t. Hypotheses 4 predict, d

1

-Group,1 to show significant)y greater positive Change on the semantic

'differential test than Group 4 on both posttest measures: Consequently,

the null -form of the hypothesis is rejected for posttest. 1

(F(3,197) = 15.3, p <.01) and accepted folthe posttest 2 -

'4E(3;097)
,

6,gure 6 shows the greater change in set anti differential score of

-,pretest

pretest

..

t.t
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2 -

Testing .Sessions

figure 6: Compared Treatment Group Performance on the

Semantic Differential Test

Grtbp 1 on the first posttest pretest and the significantly lower

Group 1 scores on the second post test - pretest in comparison to

Groups 2and 3. Hypothesis 5 predicted that the changes in semantic

differential.posttests scores'of Group 2 and 3 would be significantly

greater than that of Group 1, bnd is therefore accepted in the null

form for posttest - pretest 1 (F(3,197) =.0002."foGroup ?versus

Group 1; and F(3,197) = 1.10,for Group 3 ver s Group Wand rej.ected

in the null form for posttest - pretest 2 (F(3,197) = 3.94, p<.01 fbr
.16.

Group 2versus Group 1; and F(3,197)-= 1Q.16, p<.01 for Group 3 versus

Group 1).

0

a

)
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HypOthesis 6 is rejected in the -null form and the results support-

ing this can-also be seen irNigure Tht hypothesis predicted that

Group 3changes in semantic differential scores would be significantly

greater than that of Group 2 on the second posttest prgtest 1. This

differencewas founil to be significant to the p<.01 level (F(3,197) = .07).

Figure 7 represents the-observed data of the groups as it pertains

4.
to Hypotheses 7 through 10 regarding the CPI V classification of Ss

....

ti

4.

45b

L 425
4-

400
C.)

0
4j 375
M

ul
C.)

350

325

() Hi Sy 1,2,3

.4) Lo Sy 1,2

Lo Sy 3

, SI Hi; Lo Sy 4

I,

/ 1 2 ,
.

I
...-. Testing Session

Figure 7: Observed(Data on Three Test Sessions of Semantic
J

Differential as airanction of Ss. Prior 4,.

Sociability-

Hypothesis 7 predicted a positivetorrelation beWeen high Sy scorino

:end those l,)Cwing high scores on the swantic differential pretest. The_

'. r----,--

Pearson corr ion coefficient was found.4o he significant at r = .34 "-
, . 4

(p .01). Fi 7 ilMstrates the difference inftween the high Sy Ss pnd.

4)

c
.

.-

,-/
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the low Sy Ss in relation-to their semantic differential pretest scores.

- The null form of the hypothesis is rejected.

Hypothesis 8 states the prediction that high Sy scoring Ss of all
0

three treatment groups would show significantly greater changes in

semantic differentidi scores than the high and low Sy Ss in control

Group 4. Differences were significant for p sttest - pretest (F(11,197) =

4.17, p4.01)Ond also-significant for postte pretest 2' '(F(11,197) =

1.78, p = .05). Therefore, the null form of the hypothesis iS-rejected

for both posttest pretest 1 and posttest - pretest 2. Figure 7 illus-

. trates these gro p dfifferences.

Low Sy scori g-Ss in treatment dloups 1 and 2 showed no signifi-

,

corm/greater chang sin the semantic differential scores thaQ.high

Sy Ss in Groups 1, 2, and 3 as illustrated in Figure 7 (F(11,197) = .06

for posttest - pretest 1; andJ(11,197) = .09 for posttest pretest 2).

Hypothesis 9, predicting a significant difference between these groups.

is then accepted in its null form.

Hypothesis 10, predicting low Sy S's of Group 3 to.show greater
e

changes'on the semantic differential second posttest - pretest 1 than

'\
.

low Sy Ss in Group 1 and 2 was also accepted in the null form. Although

the observed differences iefigure 7-appear to support Hypothesis 19,

the differences were not significahtlydifferent. (F(11,197) =

tigure8 illustrates the data relating to Uypothesis 11 and 12 re-
,

garding the classificatory variable Ai.'

Although figure 8 illustrates some differences in criterion re -;

80
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Lo Ai 3,2,3

1) Hi Ai 1,2,3

2 Hi Ai 2

Lo Ai 2

to

70

1 2

. Testing Session

Figure 8: Observed Data of Three Criterion Referenced tests as
a Function of Achiever.ent vit Independence

.

renced test changes between high and low Ai Ss of the combined Groups ,

. ,

1, 2, and 3, particularly on posttest 2 pretest,_ thes difference are

not significant statistically (F(11,197) = .21). HypOtcsis 11, Pre

dicting greater cognitive- growth in the high Ai Ss is accepted in t

null form.

Hypothesis 12,
I

terion referenced test scores.ef ;Iir-ji Ai Ss within Group ,2 tha

,,^

relcting significantly greater changes-

low Al

S5 in the group isccepted in A..; nu41 furl) fo poTtCesti- - pretest.

(F(11,197) = and rejected in null forM for posttest 2 pretest

J as

81
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C

(F(11,197) = 2.46, p<.02). Figure 8 illustrates the increased

diffdence in the two groups on posttest 2 - pretest, showing ,greater

learning in high Ai Ss'as hypothesized.

Figures 9 and 10 repreKt data relating-to the, class ificatary

variable To and Hypotheses 13 and 14,

1

5

C) High To 1,2,3

0 Low To 1,2,3

C]liigh E.. Low To 4

ajt

V

1 2

Testing Session

Figure 9: Observed Bata of Three'Criterion Referenced Tests
as a Function of Prior Tolerance

4

*-

a

40'

t
fA A

.
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325

C) Nigh' To 1,271

q$ Low To 1,2,3

kiyh & low To 4

"

I-

.1

Figure 10:0

2

Testing Session

3

Observed Data of The Semantic Differential

S'Cores as a Miction of Prihr ToleranCe

_ .

is 13
-

lt\1-Jtypothes p5edict-hinh To Ss- ; the.lummed Groups 1, 2 and 3
1 .

.4. .. .4
4 \ 0

wi ow greater po. sitive jai n%on both skmantic differential and cri-°

terfon referenced tests than low To Ss in -the same three groups. Ffgures

9 and.10iltustrhe that high To Ss hadsomewhat higher mean scores on

all measurqs.of semantic dtfferenti,al and criterion referenced test, how-
.

ever the actual changes, if score from the pretest to the sttes_tin§

d

k

*83
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'0 i'
shows- no signifiC t differences (note the s:imilarity.in the slope of

f-

line5 representing pit'. To and low .To Ss). The F values for the

semantic differential. c4aages were F(11,1-97) = .03 for posttest 1 -

pretest; and F(11,i97) = 1.54 for postteSt 2 - pretest and F va1u2s for

the criterion, referenced 'test ereF(11,197) = .004) f posttest 1

pretest; and F(11,197) = 0.24 for posttest 2 - pretest.. This hypo-
.

was accepted: in the null form for both posttests of the seman-

tic differentia test and'the criterion referenced test,

ofk

The final stated hypothesis, 14, has Predicted that both the high w .

To s and the low To Ss of Groups 1, 2,and 3 will' show signiffCant
=

gins in the.semantic differential and the criterion refeenced tests
)

as compared.to the summed' high and low.:To Ss in Group -4. This hypo-
_

thesis is rejected in the null fOrm for 'posttest 1 pretest differ-

ences on both semantic ;differential and criterion referenced test as

.significant difference was found in each case: high T Ss' showed

significantly greater semantic differential chdhges °that) Group 4 Ss

(F(11,197) 2.59, p<.01); low To- Ss showed significantly greater

Chan es than Group 4 Ss on .semantic di fferintial :(F(11,197) = 1.69,
. -

pC:05);high To' Ss showed significantly,greater criterion referenced

test changes tan Group A Ss (F(11;197) = p G Ol ); and low To Sse

showed significantly greater changes on the criterion referenced test

than Group 4 (F(11',10) = 7.45, p(.01), _For rposttest 2 - pretest

differences, this hypothesis is rejected in the null form for the h gh -

To Ss semantic differential score in comparison to the Control group .

f>

) a

/
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(F(11,197); =12.92, pi.01), but accepted in the null fOrm for-the low

To Ss comparison to.the control (F(2;197) ..c0.97). Both high and low:
4

Ss showed greater positive,c*ges on the second posttest - pretest of

the criterion referenced test as coMpared to Gedbp 4 V(11,197) =

p <.Dl; and F(11,197) = 5.15,1)(01 respectively), therefore-this hypo-

thesis is,rejected in the null folmil,for both high and low Sg on

coriteriOnyeierehcedsecond posttest - pretest. Figures 9 and 10

trate these differences in change for high To.Ss,low To Sg, and the

/ control Ss.
q A

Summary and. Discussion of the Results
.1

The number and riety of hypotheses formulated and-tested in this ,

study' make the presentation of a, concise and simple summary Of ngs

iimposSibl: Th&.comglexity of the findings do howe allow us to

better deal with the original'research problem, which"students lea'rn

best under varying methods and combination of methods in the teaching

,
Of interpersonal; relationship skills. 'Table 8 suMmar4zes these findings:

related to each.hypotheses question. .

p

.
The :finding's 'relatilig to Hypotheses 1 through 6 deal only with the

. A A,.

. ... .
i

differences between treatment groups on both measures of learning used;

.

affective and cognitive:, Results'of this study agree with earlier find-

ingsoldstad,'1,974) that greater combinationg of instructional, media
n

,
,

result in,greater-positive gains in learning. Both the-aff!eftive and-
40 .. i

t

cognitive measures of learning insthis study support thtg evaluation,
. .

- 85
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however some conclusion's (i.e: Hypotheses 2, 3, 5 and 6) must be limited

to the second posttest only, as the differences betwein treatmentrgroups

in the first'posttest. were either not Significant or were not measured

(see Table 8 ). (

The*ndings related'to Hypothesis 7 support the prediction that

Ss showing-ehigh degree of sociability prior toy the experiment Would

scone'initially high on the affective measure of interpersonal relation-

ship skills.

The Andings Telating to Hypothesis 8 through 10 pertain to the

effects'of the personbloFical tralt 5'f sociability op treatment groups:

.Here the only hypothesized trait effect differences found to
.

reach an

t

acceptible level of signiPftance were in the,affective measure between

treatment Ss Storing high on Sy and-control Ss scoring lovion Sy and

between low scoring Sy Ss'in Group 3 and low scoring Sy Ss'Irg7Oups 1

,

and 2:

Data regarding' the trait of achievment throUgh independence

.1

(Hypothesis 11 through 12) indicated that, the nigh Ai 5s within the

treatment group that included independent'study materials (Group 2),
% -64.,'

(
^,showed greater cognitive gains than the lai Ai Ss of the group only on

4
the second p6sttet after which the Ss had,had time to pursue- thip

, ,
.

ndependeht_aspect of the treatment. ?Comparing.the high and low Al Ss

Ofall treatment groups which either had no independent work available"
.

to the,Ss;'er had it in conjunction with for al classroom instruction;4
. I

,

.
. "'\ .no :significant differences were found- The only:aitlideAreatment .

;

./

'8§



Tablis8

Summary of Findings

.
GQ14,1: film only
group- 2: film and print based material
Group 3: film print based material & classroom instruction

'Cognitive Change

fl

4

4

.
Affective Change

Hypothess Cbmparison factors
CRT'2 -- CRT 3 CRT 3 - -SDT 2 - SDT .3 SDT 3 -
CRT 1 CRT 1 CRT 2 - SDT .SDT SDT 2

,,

1 Group 1 vers-Us Group 4. . ,

.2" Group 2 & 3 versus Group 1

3 / Group- 3 versu's Group-2

4. Group 1 versus. Group 4

Gro 2. & 3 'versus Group 1

6. 6rou5 3 vers Group 2

Correlation: gh. Sy &

semantic differenti'a'l P.retest

°°8 High Sy:Groups 1, 2& 3versus
1 ow,. Sy Group 4 --.

9, Low 4 Group 1 & 2 versus high
\Sy Group 1,, 2 and ,3

.--
\

,

,
r = p- .01'

8710' Low Sy Grtup 3 versus low Sy
Groups 1-& 2

.11 Higji tGrciup 1, 2 &.3 versus
,low Ai Group 1, 2 & 3 .

12 High Ai Group'? versus low
_ Ai Group

. NS

.

NS

.
r'\'

NS

.

NS

s

. s

NS NS

.-
\

5

e

NS

q.

v.

-,`

tiA

88
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Table' 8 Continued

Summary of Findings 1

I 0

4

0

Cognitive Change Affective. Change

- CRT 2 - CRT 3 .1- CRT - SDT 2 - SDI13 - SOT 3
Hypotheses Compari Son Factors CRT 1 CRT 1 CRT2 SQT 1 SDT 1 SDT 2

13 High To Croup 1, 2 & 3 versus --.)
) 1ow :To Grip 1, 2 & 3- NS .11.S

14 a High To Group.1, 2 & 3 versus' .

high & Tow To Group 4 S , S

b f Low To Group 1, 2 & 3 versus
high and low To Group 4 S

NS NS - --

S S

at NS

,

CRT 1 Criterion Referenced Pretest

CRT 2 - Criterion Referenced. 'Po-sttest 1

CRT 3 - Criterion Referenced POsttest 2

SOT 1° - Semantic Differential Pretest

SDT 2 - Semantgc Differential Posttest. 1,,,1

.SDT 3 Sqmantib, Differentia) Posttest 2

S - significant difference

NS .- no,;;i gni ficant difference
-p

.8

-

4.

411111r---

O

4

/

V
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_
.interation effects reaching significance - statistically were also in th'e

a
.

dmnain of the Ai traits. WhileGroups '1 and :2 showed increased cognitive

learning in the highJevel of Ai Ss, Group s' showed no" differences in

78

f

learning between levels of Ai,. The teractionS Suggest that treatment

witheut classroom instruction is more ef ective for Ss of high Ai, and

that treatment including tlaSs'room instruction is ,eqt.ially effective for

.

,

both high and low, Ai Ss. *Ikeau 5e the interactions 4i)'.e ordinal however,
" ?

basen the recommenda tip) of Bracht (1970), any conclusions or 4uggestionS

for future educational settings must remain tentative.,
. %.

Finally, the data relating to the Tojerance .glasification atid

Hypotheses 13 and 4, showed significahtly reater gains Imo t _affectivel
r

and cognitively by high To Ss reteillifig treatment comparedio-control

Ss,- but any con Sion is again. difficult due to the -evident differen e.

.

. .., .
.

,-'

in treatment effect .between grOups.... T:he that no si ficatt
. _ .: ' . -

difference existed between lbw Ss of "the treatment oups and all con;
.

. -. N . - .,.-' --. -- '''. ."
__

trol :Ss,- high. and.lOY _To, suggestS that :a-1:1, fornis f interpersonal

elafionship:skii-l's -training usio n this-sttidy w re ineffective on! Ss

of _ Tow-tolerance. 70'7-

The fol Awing chapter. will --furthier examin-e - f_ngs -in. re.-
_

latiOn'Aa current- eduntion 'the Use of, lm iff career educa--
. .

.. . .,..
... . . _. . .

.. ,
ti on .Pr96rP4Tis, -Pncriuttire xestarch.: . 7Z -..

. .. .. -

''' ti,"

s .e.. -.

'
/ e

-

;" 1+

..:%- -, .4.

*-

: I

-
-
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Chapter V

SUMMARY, ¢ SCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Summary of Previous Ch pters

The problem. for investigation in this study concer the quesiOn

of which kinds,of stu ts learn best under whiCh kind y instructional

. treatment in the acquisition of int6rpersonal relationship skillg as

taught in a USOE fflrr Relationships With Other People. Chapter has

discus,sed the heed,in education for the development of effective each-

ing methpds in interpersonal relationship skills and' has outlined
k

objectivesof the present study to help fulfill this need. Fourteen
1....4.- .

hypotheses .were formulated and Subsequently tested in, order to provide

. , .

objeetive means of answering the following quOtions stated in Chapter.

X ,

,

.

I as the study's objectives: ..

11, . .' ,-
1 ) How do different instructional treatments effect the, learn-,

.

ing of interpersonal relationship skills?

2) What is the relationship of :the personological variables
-

Sy, Ai and To to the learhing of interpersonal relationship skills,?

J
\ Are there any interaction effects b'.tWeen diffetent

J
0 , -

'instructional 'methods and the pars nbl ogi cat. vari able?

4) Haw .do affective and cognive learning of interpersonal
ea . 7

relationship, skills differ with various treatments andpeSonological
,.q

variables? F

.

e

a
T

. : ..

. 4;
.

. .

5) What effect does time haveon'the learning Of interpersonal

relationship skills?
. 1.

91:
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6 How can educators maximize the use 'of the film Relationships

With Other People in teaching interpersonal relationship skills?

A- The fourteen'hypothres developed to satisfy thdlse objectives were

a resulkt of previous research in the areas of Eddcational Psychology,

Instruction 1 T chnology.and aptitude treatment interactions discussed

in Chapter 14Lig,.1.No studies were found that dealt with the specific.

.

. .

variables of the present study, hoWeVer literOure in the related areas

suggested theollawing:

. 1) Most previously used methods of teaching interpersonal 41a-

0tionship skill's. had resulted in learhing gains, however thd methods ,

varied greatly and feq,comparative studies were available.

2) Learningi6 most fie4ds of education was enhanced with the '

.

combined use of audio-visual media and other forms of instructitn.

.

7

4,) Various lOirner'personological aptitOdes seem to interact

with the effectiveness'of various instructional t eatments in educa-

tion, but few of thtse interactions seemed to meet proposed criteria

r-

for accentable siqnifitance. Literature re.lated to criterion re-
.

,

..

ferencdd testing,,OTiantfc differential: testing and the Sy, Ai and To
,.

:,, ;... . - .., it . .-

c;cales'at the 61fTdiltiOsy6bological Inventory wa§ also reviewed
. , .. ,\--

in' Chager II., Thesq4Ments Were"found to be. the most appro..-
..

.
.

. .

o classify Ss in If rsonologj. cal-variatles and measure their
,

V

affective and cognitNe.Piianges 0 the present study a 'nd were found
''..

\

. .

. ;
. .

acceptiple in their val5dity:4ndtrOiability. i ,

In order.to to. the fourteen hypitheses 0i/eloped from the
.4- t .. f

, x

92
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'study's ,objeclivgtsandthe relate literature, a 3 x/3 x 2"multitactor_-

design was eMplOyeJ and descrik Chapter III. Sutjects in high:

and low cVassificitions of t e variables Sy, Al and To were 9iven one

or thi:ee instructionartrea,tments or the control experience,, and

measured fOr both"cognytive and gYfective changns on a fetest, immedi-
-toms

ate postte t and a delayed Oosttest.(see Tig6es 1 and or,a
s

arch design). Subjects selected from

atioval Programs in the state of Cali-
.

fornia were used i yie fo groups to make'a total f 210.

,

play of the ariables and re

secoridarY level egional 0cc

Possible changes !,'""Ss from the various treatment gyou0s (1 filgf

only; 2 film arid pr, n ased material; and. 3 film,Arint based

material and classro ins ruction) were measured by an\experimenter

ifferential and critp,Ton refer,
r

ANCOVA and Sct ffe ana is as well as-a Pearson ProductIMoment

Correlation Coefficientter* u to analyze the experi ntal data

and were discussed in Chapter IV.

designed .and pint 'tes

enced tests__

d semantic
;--1

COVA showed both treatment and'

level of Sy, Ai and.To to be ignifieani in 'their main,e'ffeCt do

learning of interpelsonal relatio p skills: Two interaction .

. si.

* /
, ..---- ,

effects were ,also seen in the between levl'of.A1>gd treat,

meat. The Pearson ProdUct Art COrriatio CoeffiClent and4heffe el,

.,,,,
%

.analysis were used to test each specifichypothesis and these stttis-

.

. .,tiGal results were discussed in detail in Chatter IV in relation to

the individual. hypotheses.

f

93/' 4
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The pr-es,can+a-e-hampt-e.r--444-1-4is.cuss these findings 'of Chapt

rel tian to the 410ectives of th study, further research and thei.areas

f education in intgpersohal rela ionship Skills inlvneral. el can-

. .clusion fs stated inthis chao0-Lever s (mid be ccinsidered to.be
k

ti

-

general9able only for the EAPsampled in theft-udy (three California

ROPs) and the film Relationshivs With Other People along with its

related print based material.

Discussion and Inter rotation of R\
.

.

A final Ye/view f the findings of the by

alljot for appropriate interpretation and concl us' ons to drew

Hypothesis 1 dealt with the comparison of.the tree ent,grou

).

this s

receivi a only the film and the control grotO )7e..Niving no inter

II

41

jr
personal relationship skilsreatme t. As rePartinn Chapt' IV,

the, difference imcognitive learning between the .two,grodps was sig-,

nificant in both ii4edlaie and delayed posttests as measured by the

criterion referenced test. This suggests-the s.impl.e conclusion that

the film Relationships With Other People used alone provides signifi-

cant and lasting effects on interper''sonal relationship skills. .A re-

;

view of Figure .5 (p_65 ) however,AndiCatesthat the residual learning

gains*in Group 1. asAleasured by the, second posttest had decreased

markedly from the immediate learning of posttest 1 and was approaching

the pretest level. This observation raises questions concerninelhe

permanency,of cognitive Changes due to the film treatment.

Hypothesis 4.dealt withrthe same comparison of Groups 1 and 4 on

the affectikie measure of learning, the semantic differential test.

.94 ,,
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V"

,

, .,

Figure 6 (p '67 ) shows the Group 1 affective learning fr.Ond tp be
4

...

similar to that found in Figure 5 (p 65-Y concerning cognitive learri)*
,

.
,. .

ing.' That is, immediate effects are spbsantial.Wt diminish during ,

the timejrior ropottest 2.
.

Furthermore, in,Hypothesis 4 the Cliffer-
0

ence between Group0,-and 4 %;tas not found to be significant in the- .

second posttejt affective gai-ns. 'Is in Hypothesis' 1, the question is

raised copcerning°e lasting effect of learning through-thefilm

treatment alone. AdditionaTly It.must be noted that for both Hypo
,

theses lland 4, the chlinge in affective and cognitive-interpersonal

relationship skills seen ip posttest.1 measure could have. been in part

1
:

a result of Hawthorn effect. To clarify-theeffectiveness of a siingly

filiwitregMent in teAthing.interp rsOnal relationship skills, fur ler
N

c 4
' e

research is needed to meas.ure the r idual learning after greater

.

..-- - ,

lenOis of ti,iii'e and to control fois possible WaWthorn effect. Q. .

. . . . , ,
Hypotheses 2and 5 both provide further information for -the ; , .

.

.

..... : ,
.,,,

questions posed in Hypotheses 1 and 4, GroUps 2'and 3 are compared

'to Group 1 In cognitive learning in'Hypothesis 2,,,' and,in
.

affective
.

4\0.
learning,in Hyptith '5. In both'easesikimirarticends are seen (see.

.-*
!lig

1 '

Figdre aid 6, pp ,'&,67).., There.is no
°

stinificant'difference an,.

,
.

.

- ,affectiVe or cogrfiti4 ,gains measured in posttest, 1 between Groups 2
-,

-1
.

and 3 and Of' up 1, hdweven'on Posttest 2 ..-,preebst-measures, Groups
'm.1...

.2 apd 3 showed significantly preater. gains These findings suggest
, , ja.....

.

two cOnchisions.4419-rstly, since Groups J, 2and 3 showed similar

-gainsonthefirstposttest,itWearsOat the use of print based
4t;

.1,

0-

0 ...t

5
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materials during th film presentation 1Groups 2 and 3) had no immediate

effect on.learning. Secondly, the second posttest measures indicate

that residual 1earnin is directly related -to the amount of treatment

given. 4Group l'sseco d posttest reflected a regression in learning

from posttest 1. Group film and print'based material seems to main-,'

tain.a constant learning effect between posttest 1 and 2, and Group 3

receiving classroom instruction in addition' to film and print based,

material showeda continuous learning increase from pretest-through

second posttest. The conclusion's ofd these' findings are that for .con-

' tined growth in interpersonal relationship skills it is important to

provide; print based materials and 'continued instruction.

The data for Hypotheses 3 and 6 confirMed this conclusion for both

affective and cognitive learning. When Groups 2 and 3 were compared in

their affective and cognitive learning between posttest 1 and 2, differ-

,
ences were significantly greater for °Group 3 which received the addi-

,

. , 0-
tional'clasroom instructions. This finding holds important implica-

I

tions for future teaching.of interperiondl relationship Icills through

, the useof the film Relations With Other Pe6ple.,'Further research
.:

-
..

.
. .

.

.

. .
however is suggested to confirm. these:findingS. Even though differ-

,

enceswere clear in'this study between 5s reeiving classroom instruc-

tion ands Ss receiving only film ar film and print based matertal.,

future, studies of the same nature may find lesser differences if the
A

qu'llity of tfie instrUcter is not equal .to that ofthi present study.

ki/ .

As mentioned earlier,-the teach& for'the Group 3 classroom instruction

9 6
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A's a highly motf.yated and experienced teach&-.' Further research is

needed to determine if the effects of additional'instruction vary with

the-level of experience and mdtivation of the instructer.
' . .., . .,

The findings of Hypotheses lxthrough o have given a fairly 'clear
,.

,

pi.0e0.4404heoPmlin effect of the various treatment groups on both
,

mmediate.and residual.learning. '
1

Possible interaction effects between

learn r aptitudes and'these treaiments were considered in Hypotheses

.

8 rough 14.

Hypothesis,' was the only correlation colparisop in the study.

The purpose of the correlation was to check thd external validity of

one .0f,the experimenter made instruments used. If the semantic

differential test successfully measured affective interpersonal rela-

tionship skills, it would be expected to correlate positively with the

,

prior sociability of the Ss. since high Sy Ss were found to correlate

(r = .34).with high semantic differentiAl pretest scores; the external

validity of the demantic differential is supported. It is recommended

that in future research such correlations be run with all appropriate
0

personological variables and .experimenter made tests in order to

establish the necessary external validity.

.In reviewing the findings of Hypotheses 8 through 10, some

implications are seen concerning the effects of level of Sociability

in Ss, as Well as some questions raised for fuither research in the
.

area Hypothesis 8 showeda significant differencerpetween the pooled

high Sy Ss rofthe treatment Groups 1, 2 and 3 and the high and low

e .
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Sy Ss of the control Group 4. This signifiCant difference was found

- .in bo th postiest Teasures%and can clearly be seer, in Figure 7 (p 68). .

ir

The conclusion that level of Sy has a-significant effect on acquisition /

Fof interpersonal relationship skills however is notpossible from this ,/ /

data. en though .the ANCOVA results reported in-Chapter IV (see Table

4.),62 ) indicate that Sy -had a'significantmain effect, the cOmpariipl .

.7) of Groups1, 2 and 3 high Sy Ss and Groge Ss does not by itself give/

us enough information tdsilpport,this conclusion because Groups 1, 2 end

3 would be expected to show greater gains than the-control Grodp 4 die

t)Sstreatmente'ffect alone, regardless of Sy.level.

Hypothesis 9,provides data to test this'question raised in Hypio-
.

thesis 8, and produces more doubt as to the possible effects of high ,

. ,

versus forq Sy on the acquisition of affective interpersonal relat onship

skills. Figure 7 (p 63 ) shows the coMpArativegains of high Sy Ss in
. J.

.-

Grobps 1,-2 and 3 with low Sy Ss in Groups 1 and 2. There appea s to be

a marked difference in'the letal.,pf affective skills betweerr the hi-gh-

and low Sy Ss, however, the slopes of these lines whichirefiect he.

, (- .

actual Change in interpersonal relationship attitudes appearne rly.

identical. Statistical analysis confirms this nonsignificant dlffer-

ence. It therefore appears in this comparison that Sy level un-
. .. ,

. important to confider' in the teaching 'o interpersonal 1-elatio ship

skills'using the methods:of the present experiment.

4

. 1 Hypothesis 10compares the low Sy.Ss in treatment Group
1

receivr,

ing all mcIdeslof instruction with the low Sy Ss receiving, les ar-amounts .
I. ....,

.

0

0
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of instruction and althOugh_no significant diff;)ence was found', 'an

interesting trend is gispla SigUre 7 (p 68 ) shows the trends

of the high Sy Ss of Groups 1, 2and '3 and the low Sy Ss of Groups 1

and-2 to be very similar in their slight gain on posttest 1 and slight

,

regression on posttest 2., Low Sy Ss in Group 3 however, shOw a trend

of Oontinuing to gain affeCtive interpersonal relationship skills,

through the seckid posttest. As mentioned'eariier,. because of the use

-of the highly conservative Scheffe F statistical analysis, the differ-

ence did not reach significance. The trends obvious in Figure'?

(p*68 ) do suggest how0er that further 'research 'is needed to determine

if low Sy Ss learn significantly more affective skills with classroom

instruction combined with film and print based material than with lesser

amounts of treatment.

Hypotheses 11 and )2 have, considere'd the effects of' Ai aptitude

on learning interpersonal relationship.skiTls under the'various treat-

ments and.have implicatiw which could lie significant for future

eduCational programs of this nature. Hypothesis 11 comparing the high

and low Ai Ss of the pooled treatment groups showed no significant

differences using the Scheffe analysis. Figure 8 (p 70- ) demon-

strates,the similarslopes for each of theSe groups'. Even though

there were no significant differences between the gain scores of the

high versus low Ai Ss, the Visible mean differences of high and low

. .

Ai Ss for each test measure (pretest, posttest 1 and posttest 2)'ire

noticeable; adding weight to the external .validity of the 01 Ai

_scale. Hypothesis 12 however, shows a signilfica4i and interesting

I 0

1,
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difference between high,and low Ai Ss within Group 2. The treatment'of

Group 2 consisted of the film with print based material but no continued

instruction to utilize the print based material in a structured manner.

The use of print based material by Ss within this group would, seem to be

highly related to their degree oAchievement via Independence. Figure

8 (p 70 ) illustrates the nonsignificant difference found between the

highs and low Ai Ss of Group2*on the first posttest. Posttest 1 is

prior to the one Month period when Ss in this group have the opportunity

to use the print based material independentlmnd only supports earlier

conclusions that print based material use duhng the film presentation

produced no significant effect. Figure 8 (pi 70 ) also'illAtrates'

the difference between high and lo'w Ai Ss cif Group 2 on the second post-

test/after this, one month period when independent study is possible.

The high At Ss continued to show increases in their cognitive learning

while the low Ai Ss showeda regression in learrling toward their

original cdgnitive pretest level. The interaction effects from the

ANC.QVA diAussed in Chapter Iy (see Table 5 (p 62 ) even' though

ordinal in their nature, add support to this
-
conclusion.' The ipter-

action existed between levelof Ai and treatment, group. Group,3 showed

no noticeabli differences between high and low Ai Ss.on t e second
I

posttest c9nitive(g&ris while Groups land 2 showed sig ificant

differences between their high and low Ai Ss. Figure 8 (p 70. )

illustrates clearly that%Group 2 showed the greatest difference in

cognitive gains-between the high and low Ss. 'The implications of these

findings,ubgest that print based material'without additional instruc-

10 0
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tion should only be used with ROP students who exhibit a high degree

e Achievement via Independence.

The final personological variable considered in this study was

Tolerance. Hypothesis 13 comparing high afid lo0 To Ss of the pooled

treatment groups by means ofthe conservative Scheffe analysisindio tes

that the level of,To of the students hasno bearing on the cognitive

and affective learning of ,interpersonal relationship skills. However,,

the comparison of initial semantic differential pretest:stores of the

,high and low TQ Ss again adds more weight.to the external validity of

the experimenter made affective measure of interpersonal relationship. -.

skills. More highly tolerant S§ .shoWed greater Initial ?nprpersonal
1

relationship skills than the low tolerant Ss (see Figure 10, p 72

. Hypothesis 14 consisttd of two.[5arts., First, high To-Ssliin the

pooled treatment groups were compared to the high and low To Ss in the

control group. Although the high To treatment Ss shOwed significantly

greater learning than the control Ss on both affective and cognitive

measures, beCause the treatment effect is not separated from the effect

of To level in this comparison, no conclusive interpretatiiin cab be

noted concerning the effect of high To aptitude. Secondly, in comparing,

the loy To treatment Ss with control Ss it was seen that significantly

greater learning of interpersonal relationship 'skills occurred only in

. the cognitive domain. Low To Ss.receiving the various treatment wethods

showed-no significant affective gains over .control Ss receiving no inter=

personal relationship skills training. The conclusion here is that low

.
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'tolerant-subjects failed'to learnaffectiv,interpersonal skill s re-

giaMless of the treatment, group. Fuet.her research is needed in.this

area to determine possible alternateemethods ofinstructiOn which may
.

produce affecthie,changes in interpersonal relationship skills in low'

tolerant, students.

It is important to reiterate at this time that the above inter--.

pretations and Conclusions regarding the findings of the 14 hypotheses4

can only be generalized with confidence to the three populations

and the treatment .comoonents'used. However, due to the wide geogra-

phical spread and socio-economic contrast of the,EAP samples, cautious
4

generalizations c n be, made to the target population (all ROP students

in California). Although the findings of this study may also surest

implications in other related areas of psychology and education, -

ilk

further experimental'-Fnearch is needed to vprify s-uph.generalizations.-

. . f

. .

Aajor'Recommendations and Conclusions

Many of the findings of thisstudy need further research toisupport

decisive conclusions. A few of the more dramatic main.effectsand

relationships however, warrant the following recommendations to

psychologists and educators concerned with the teaching of interperaknal

.,relationship skills:

1) The film, Relationships With Other People seem toproducOpoth

affectiife and cognitive growth in interpersonal reltitionship skill's in

most students ancshould be utilized for these purposes.

O

2
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.

2) The amount of cognitive and affective learning through the use

of OelationshiPs With fther4geople seems to berelated_directly to the

amount of additional instructional material used. Therefore, for

maximum utilization of this film, it should be psed in condriction with

print based material and formal classroom instruction whenever possible.

3 )'. If high Achievement via Independence s.tudents are identifiable,

merely: employing the film Relationships With Other People along with'-its-
.

associated,print based material may result in significant cognitive

,gains in interpersonal relationship skills.

'" 4) Low tolerance students may need alternate, presently undeter-
-

mined methods of instruction in interpersonal relationship skills in
J

order to show s- ignificant affective gains.

Because of the importance of acquisition of iterpersonal

ship skills 'and the role which current education must play in this `

process, further resseF-chto.verffy this study's results as-well as

to investigate new variables in the teaching of other interpersonal
*

t

relationship skill is than 1mited to this film is strongly

recommended., Furthermore, the utilization orsignificant findings

from such studies is also recommended in order to expediate the1much

needed progress in the teaching and learning of interpersbnal
0

relationship skills.

r
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RELATIONSHIPS WITH OTHER PEOPLE
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11.

YOU -- IN PUBLIC SERVICE

UNIT # 6 - RELATIONSHIPS WITH OTHER PEOPLE

"An exercise in "IN-HOME".learning, inter-
acting a 27:30Ltelevision experience with
the specially-prepared 'RELATIONSHIPS WITH
OTHERS) workbook, Section A."

Prepred,for.: Curriculum Center for Oocupation
and ult Education'
U. S. Office of Education
Washington, D.

Contract No. OEC-0-74-7925

Prepared by: The INSIGHrComAnicationt-Group
a division of-Entertainment Horizons, Inc.
450 Park Avenue
New York, New.York 10022,

Second DrAft - 8/30/74
with-educational
approval. Wapproved by
OE, this becomes
SHOOTING SCRIPT
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1.

SHOW CONTENTS

-1.. "P. S. THAT'S PUBLIC SERVICE" PRODUCTION OPENING ,(1:50).

2. SHOW TITLE MUSIC BRIDGE .(:05)

3. RELATIONSHIPS WITH &HER PEOPLE INTRODUCTION, WITH
* COMEDY INTRO, INTO .... (1:25)'

--* ,

4. RHYTHYM SONG "BEFORE IT'S TOO LATE, WE GOTTA) RELATE" (1:05)

5. INTRODUCTION OF FORMAL AND INFO, A;1,1 CONVERSATION f .( :40)

6; VIGNETTE "LICENSES"
( :45)

7. INi;ODUCION TO AND QUESTION # 1.- 4 (1:40)

8. ANSWERS # 1 - 4 (1:30)

9: FOLLOW UP, BRIDGE AND LEAD IN TO VIGNETTE "TAX OFFICE' ( :55)

10. VIGNETTE "TAXeFFICE" # 1 and 2 (2,:20)

11. QUESTIONS # 5.81 6 with ANSWER, TO.NESTION #.5 (100)4

12. 'REINFORCEMENT OF CORRECT ANSWER TITtES - MUSIC BRIDGE ( :05)

13. ANSWER TO QUESTION # 6 (1:05)
,

14. LEAD IN TO "FENCES, DEFENSES - ANIMATION/MUSIC" ( :10)

15. ,ANIMATION - "FENCES, DEFENSES RAG" (1:35)
4

16. VIGNETTE "BUCK4gASSING" AND QUESTIONS 7; 8 &9k
C

(1:55)

17. ANSWERS TO 7, 8 9 . ( :55)
.

18. REINFORCEMENT UNIT/INFORMATION ADDENDA _ .( :15)

:'145

19. LIVE SONG "WE'RE YOURS, WE'RE YOURS, WERE YOURS" - (1:00)
) ,

20. REINFORtEkNIA_ADDITION 'TO SONG - 1 ( :15) .

21. INTRODUCTION TO ROLE PLAYING
1.,

( :20)
.

22. VIGNETTE "WELFARE WORKER" (1:10):.,,,
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.-23. EXPLANATION PARAGRAPH

Git

-

. ,

q-115)

24. INTRODUCTION T0, -AND QUESTION # 10,. ( :50)

25. ANSWER TO QUESTION 10 ( :60'

26. "WELFARE WORKER" VIGNETTE REVERSE ROLE PLAYING,
WITH REINFORCEMENT TAG , (1?1)

27. INTRODUCTION TO PUBLIC SERVICE JOBS IN TODAYLS SHOW,
PLUS REPRISE OF SHOW MAJERIALS/LEARNING 0:15Y...

28. ,BALANCE O(TIME TO 27:30 - "P.S. -- THAT'S RUBLIC
,SERVICE SONG" WITH END CREDITS

_

k

. I

f.

c.

,

-;01 , ,

. .
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CU MAN'S FACE. HE SINGS When you ....

ZOOM BACK AS HE LIGTS PliONEs pick up the phone and get the
INTO SHOT. HE'S POLICEMAN

-

CUTTO MAILWOMAN PUTTING
LETTER INTO MAILBOX. SINGS,

/..

CUT TO RAN WITH COMPUTER

MACHINE. TURNING NUMBERS..
HE SINGS.

, police.

or.,-you get a-letter fFom a far:-

away.nkece

°'or, census checks population

'increase.

OTHER TWO (POLICE/MAIL) P./S. -7 That's Public Service.
POP INTO SHOT. ALL SING.

e

ECU ROMAN'S FACE. SHE SINGS When you
4

fOal BACK. IN RES RCH LAB

)

CUT TO-BUS DRIVER LEANING
OUT BUS WINDOW. HE SINGS'

a

hear all the facts about aspir-int

or,". a new bus Service.is'about to

sbegtn

- ,

CUT TO MAN WITH LARGE FILE . or,...int6rhafrevenue calls You in..
WALKING INTO OFFICIAL - --,

-BUILDING, HE SINGS .-',

--CUf.TO ALL 3 IN. BUS AISLE..

SPREAD-1EGGED,4HANDS HIGH.
THEY.SInG.

st-

"$
. S.\:50eThat's Public Service:.

00,

I

op

,

UNIFORMED PEOPLE IN PRODUCTION -CHORdt: We're Were; because loll
NUMBER MARCH. CHANGING FORMA-
TIONS & BACKGROUNDS. 's need what we do. po,00. We're her*,

,,

do provide thatAervice for you.
. (

ECU MAN. HE SINGS

ZOOM BACK-, HE'S BARTENDER
HANGING LICENSE ON WALL

Jut for you. Just for you.

When-you

get a license to self wine and

beer, '

el

110
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4

CUTMAN WITH GAS MASK & LAB
COAT..HE SINGS.

WOMAN AT DESK1DMINISTERING
. TEST TO BARTENDER & MASKED

/

TECHNICIAN ABOVE. SHE SINGS.

.

or, warnings are hearb about smog

in the air.

or, you get free help with anew

careen. ./.0

. .
,

ALL THREE SING P. 5.,,-- That's Public Service.
,....._,

' ,,

ECU MAN'S FACE. HE SINGS. . When you ....
C .

./

fr, ZOOM BACK. HEIS IN CONTROL -limb in a jet and take a safe
TOWER AiAIRPORT

a

1-

t

flight,

CUT TO GIRL PITTING BOOK ON ` or, the book.youwrote needs a'
LIBRARY SHELF. SHE SINGS.

copyright.

MAN'SPRAYING PLANT. HESINGS or, farmers get help in fighting

the blight.

fr

ALL THREE AT AIRPORT P. S: That's Public Service

/

CONTINUE UNIFORMED' PEOPLE CHORUS:. .We're here, because you
MARCHING PRODUCTIONAUMBER

need what we do. 00,00. Were here,

to provide that service for you.

Just for you. Just for jou.

MARCHING CONTINUES . MUSIC UP

ECU ONE MARCHER, SPOKEN: P. S. -- .we may even have

'a jbb for you, too.

ON BEAT .... BEAT

CUT TQ,ALLJFOUR FINAL CENSUS HEG1,41!--P.S. - That's Public
THREESOME SCENES AS REPRISE

Servide.
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A

.

4

Al

BUS AISLE: P. S. - That's Public .
ea

Set:Vice. .

OFFICE: P? S. - That's Public

Service.

AIRPORT: P.,S. - That's Public

4

CUT TO MARCHERS. ALL -WING TOGETHER (SHOUT): We do it, for you.
CAMERA

* -

DISSOLVE TO BASIC STUDIO SET,'CONSISTING OF BACKGROUND OF LARGER -THAN-
LIFE PUBLIC SERVICE.WORKERS BWOWUPS:...A BOARD ON WHICH WE WILI'!KEY"
STILLS AND'TITLES..-..FOUR VARIED SIZE BLOCI;S,FOR-OUR FOUR HOSTS. OVER
STAGE - SUPER TITLE "YOU IN PUBLIC SERVICE"

:TITLE: 'YOU IN PUBLIC SERVICE" MUSIC BRIDGE

JUANI-TA pS ON BLOCK #
SLOW 10 M.TO HER/

POP HANK ON BLOCK #

JUANITA: The single most important

skill for a Public Service Worker

.

og,..tnyone else for.thkmatter is

the ability to, get,along 4ith other

.people. Person-to-person rela lonskipt.
-

Ong-on-one. You and Me. Two people

relating comfortaWy and'effectively

with each other.

HANK: That was,Juanin.' I'm Hank.

Juanita is right, The pilme building

block to all relati'onsh'ips between' .

people...the one most essential...on

the jdb, with family and

getting along With the other person.
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, Ppip SUSAN ON BLOCK'113 SUSAN: Hi,, I'm Susan.4 I certainly
C. 8

N

4

7

POP CHARLIE ON BLOCK # 4

agree -with what's been -said..But, and

this Ivey come as a great, big shock

to you chances are-you are not

. relating with other people as Well as

you can. Ahd, I'm even talking about
. 1

reTatipl9Lto,yourjclosest4Tiend. Like

Charlie'.

da.

CHARLIE
e

: That's, stupid, Susan. Ridic-

ulous: Take me. I'm a good natured guy. ,

I cap get along with anybody. WhaI're,

you saying, I don't get'afong74s that

what you're implying. ....all of you:
.

You telling those people out there'that

I you, think I4carilt get along withother

'people. Wow. Gtt them!

CUT TO JUANITA

CUT TO HANK AND SUSAN
.

4te

0

JUANITA:, Mold it. Holii.t.(Look at-thf's."

W re hardly begun...and already,a

misunder'standing.12:,

TOGETHER: What do you tfa*n Asti/Icier-

standing? , 1

SUSAN: We get along just fine with

-

etch other and everyone else, don'tfrwe

'Hank?,

120 ,
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CUT TO CHARLIE

CUT TO JUANITA

CUT TO -HANK

CUT TO FOUR SHOT
YTIIYM MOVEMENT.

HANK: We sure .do, Susan. Misunder-
,

, standing? Crazy.

CHARLIE: (LOUD) Crazy.. You said it.

JUANITA: Hold it. Everyone. HOLD,IT.:

Let's get on the sarne.-walteragf1717------
. .

Before it's too late, we gotta relate.

HANK (PICKING UP RHYTHYTir: Yeah. We

gotta' relate, before its too late.

MUSIC: BEGIN RHYTHYM TRACK

'CUT TO SUSAN S: Put yourself in the other person's

place, listen to your words and-look

CUT TO CHARLIE

CUT TO HANK

CUT TO,JUANITA

VGA

.71

at your face.

.

C: Try to learn,the other perso's

needs, you'll have to know that,if,

ybu want to succeed..

-23

H: Liiten real 'hard to what's 6eing

said, not.just their words, but what's

irk their head.

J: Jhe tone of your:vOiee and the

words that say,, both'sUre can

lead -other people astray.

121
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CUT TO.USAN

-

CUT TO CHARLIE

CUT TO HANK

Id19,

Learn, why others say `NO and

refuse.:..when they refuse, you

know you lose. .

4

CH:. And the Tight time an lace
.

. .

are important to know, 'cause, the'
.

. wrong time".and place are a big OH, OH.

1-0`..6e6n how to make other People

relate, that's how to make them

`

-coopetate.

CUT TO 2-SHOT FEATURE JUANITA J: And that's what we mean, when we

r

flatly state....befora it's too late,

we gotta' relate.

,

CUT TO 4-SHOT. MOVEMENT ALL: We gotta' relate before it's
Au

CUT TO SUSAN

Ak

DUCKS DOWN AND HANK RIGHT
BEHIND HER INTO SHOT

DUCKS DOWN AND CHARLIE
RIGHT BEHIND HIM:INTO SHOT

-DUCKS DOWN AND JUANITA,

RIGHT BEHIND HIM INTO SHOT

too late.

S: So, let's get started let's accen-

tuate.'

H: Collaborate.

C: Demonstrate.

J: .Hypi:41e,cate.

0.

CUT TO .SUSAN. ECU S: Illuminate.

CUT TO HANK , H:' Matriculate.

?

1 22
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.07

-OF

. . ,

CUT TO JUANITA

BLACK OUT.

TAU UP ON CHARLIE

*3

J: Hehyyyyyy: Let's communicate.

Part of relating well with other

people isknowing how to talk to them

in an acceptable and appropriate way:
ger.

Fors example, with faMily andfriends

or with `fellow workers who are, more

or Tess, on your same level....in-

SUPER TITLE: INFORM formal conversation is most often used.

On the other hand', -,: r\

°LOSE SUPER when speaking with employers or super-,

SUPER TITLE: FORft.

visors a more ....

formal approach is expected. If you're

a public service employee, the formal

approach also as used between you and

the 'public, the people who come to you

for help, information and service. Or,

it should be. When it isn't something

like 'this could npqpn.

HANK AT-COUNTER IN LARGER- S: Say; this what you Want
THAN-LIFE SET. GETS A LICENSE
*FROM SUSAN AND LEAVES. SIGN H: Yeah (Facetiously) Thanks a
ABOVE HER COUNTER READS:.
LICENSES" lady.

SUSAN NON - PLUSSED, IN HER (Reaction to him) Humph.. NEXT.
OWN WORLD. JUANITA AN OLDER
WOMAN, VERY QUIET, COMES UP J: (Timid) Is this where I get a

/ TO WINDOW.
license?

123
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S: (POINTING TO SIGN) It says licenses

here. 0

- J: Well, I.would like a license.

)0e

S: Terrific.

J: I had to take two buses to yet
k

hef-e....and I've waited in line 20
4

miputes. , .

S: That'sthe way it is. All those

.

people behind you are waiting too.

Do you mind, I don't have all day.

I,wantecka license. _

WIO:e passed that. You want a

- license. That why you're; h'

, That's why I'm herar. Come on, already,,

what kind of license? .

J: (SOFT. LOOKING ATIA150: oU're

. making me 14V-O-us.

S: (LOUD) 'What? )

SHE, SLOWLY LEAVES: -WALES HER I changed my mind. I don't want one
HAND AS LF.TO MAKE IT WEE-GO
AWAY ofyour licenses. No. No, I don't.

SUSAN S: How do you her? NUT.

BLACK,OUT
.Th

FADE up ON CHARLIE. ON BOARD. C: (WHISTLE REACTION) That poor woman.

BEHIND HIM IS TITLE: "OPEN .

QUESTION BOOK TO PAGE # " . The clerk should have known'better than
HE HAS WORKBOOK IN HAND.

'ti that. Her relating skills weren't

A

a
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CHANGE "Mt" TO STILL PIC
LADY AND CLERK. SLOW ZOOti.

PAST CHARLIE TQ ECU PIC,

-"N

CUT TO CHARLIE AND BOARD

,

IAKPEFX EN, BOARD

CUT TO ECU CHARLIE

a

TAKE EFX BOARD

0 e

working at all. Let's see' how,, obvious

her miftakes were to you. Please open

yodr RELATIONSHIPS WITH OTT PEOPLE

question book to page

QUESTION NUMBER ONE. In Your question

book write the.answev: you think most

correct. Should the license' clerk have

A)- told the woman why she should

hurry? B) - asked her name? Q) - smiled

at her ?f Check the answer you think

most correct. (6 SECOND PAUSE) .

QUESTION NUMBER TWO. 'Wou/d.the clerk

have.related better if she had A) -

asked questions? B) - told the woman

to get to the end of the line C)--

got help from a supervisor?

(6 SECOND RN4U,)

QUESTION THREE.-What'should the clerk

have done more refully? A) - put up

her 'license sig . B) - listened? C) -

explained that she had many different

licenses available?
7

(6 SECOND PAUSE)



ROLL SCENE ON "KEY"
WITH CLERK AND WOMAN
TURNING, AWAY

FREEZE SCENE

ECU NED

QUESTION FOUR. How would you feel if ,

Sou came up against this kind of clerk?

A) puzzled' ?. B) - angry?) - worried?

CUT TO'StENE AND THIS
TIME CLERK IS BEING
AELPFUL (THIS IS TAPE
PLAYBACK SO WE CAN FREEZE) -

'SUPER TITLE: '"SMILE'

LOSE SUPER

SUPER TITLE: "ASK QUESTIONS"

LOSE SUPER

/
SUPER TITLE: "LISTEN
CAREFULLY"

.(6 SECOND PAUSE)

Okay? Lets see how we did with questions

-one through four. Question one.:

,The answer was C.

She should have smiled. A smile helps

the othe' person relax. it's a fAndly:.,
1

.

way.to open the door to ay....ipetter re-

.

lationship.,Smile ofteK.!.and mean it

4"e stiontwo. The clerk should, have...

the answer Was A.
t .

1.

should have asked questions. A few

simple questions would have helped the

clerk know exactly what kind of license

the woman wanted.

Question three. The answer was B.

She should have listened carefully..

In FORMAL reMtionships,-such as this

public service job, you have to learn to

listen on two*leyels.

12 6:
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CUT TO.CHARLIE. Hold up fingers Two levels. First,- for what's being

said:And, the second level, for all

the silent signals that help you dis-

'Cover what's under the surface. The

.clerk never ,heard the woman'.s silent,

signalS, because she wasn't really

,lstening.

CUT TO SHOT OF CHARLIE AND . And, Question four, how woulciyo4J feel?
BOARD WITH STILL PIC FROM
SCENE. All the answers were correct.' If that

were me, I'd be puzzled and maybe wor-

ried about why the-clerk was being so

unhelpful. I might even'try-tohelp.

But, if that didn't work, get ,angry

and rightly /so. After all, she is.a

PUBLIC SERVANT. Success in public

service depends on good interpersona,L.

4

relationships. You gotta'earn to

relate. .

JUANITAWALKS INTO SHOT J: Know what else our clerk didn't do?

C: What?,

START TO ZOOM IN ON ilER J: She didn't follow any sort of

routine. In a normal working situation,

there usually is a set group of ques-

tions to ask. Questions designed to get',

127
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I CUT TO CHARLIE

TWO SHOT

CUT TO SUSAN

CUT TO WIDER SHOT, AS
GETS UP AND STARTS TO
INTO LARGER. THAN LIFE
WITH OFFICE PROPS.'

SHE

WALK
SET

the information you need quickly, e

,-so you can do your job effectively.

C: Ah, but don't qudstions vary With

different people. I mean, you cbalkt

assume everyone is alike.

. CONT'D And you can't treat everyone

alikd. Or, can you?

S: Lee'stalk about that in the con-'

text of a relationship which takes

place,in a PUBLIC'SERVICE OfFICV.
. .

Let's say, it's a TAX OFFICE.

And I'm the ,supervisor', Two of my
,-

statf,6Hank and.Juanitd, were both

out yesterday. Neither called in.lio,

I hadto reassign.their Work to other

staff members, over-loading everyone..

It's the next day now, end,HANK,is

waiting in my office. I can treat this

either as a FORMAL discussion, or an

INFORMAL discussion. My choiCe is IN-
,

FORMAL. Let's see if I'm correct.

SHE SEATS HERSELF AT DESK SUSAN: We missed you yesterday, Hank.

128
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-CUT TO HANK

CUT)TO TWO SHOT

CUT TO HANK

COT TO SUSAN

HANK: kilt, it'-sod to be back.' You

know, I consider the office my home

away from.home.

S: Well, you know, wheel you're not

'here, there's a big gaps,
r

CONT'D,H,,ank,6Ye let everyone down.

H:'0h, I thought absense makes the

heart grow fonder,

S: Yesterday, I'm afraid it was just

a.case of heart burn. Everyone. was

burning.

CUT TO TWO SHOT H: Gee,. I'm sorry.

3e
S: (LIGHT) Besides, if you had called*

CUT TO HANK

CUT TO SUSAN

CUT TO HANK

CUT TO 2-SHOT

in, Hank, we wouldn't have spenNhe

day worrying about your golf score.

H: Aw, I didnit play golf yesterday.

S: Were you really sick?

H: When I got up' I "felt a little woozy,

so I just dozed off.

,CONT'D Jgan woke me too late to get'

in on time.

S: Why didn't you at least call and

tell us?

H: I did think about it-

129"
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CUT TO HANK

CUT TO SUSAN

CUT TO HANK

CUT TO 2-SHOT

.,

HE LEAVES. SLOW ZOOM ON
SUSAN. SUPER TITLE: INFORMAL

CONT'D but, .then I got 'busy th

this anti that. And.before you knew
40

it: the'd4 was over.

A

S: I see. Well, Hank I appreciate Your

candor..but, you do have a responsi-

bility to others ip thislkection.

G--.
CONT'D And. yesterday ytu let .them clown.

H: Maybe I can make up for it.
E.

S: Let's forget it this first time.
,

But, do ,us bOtha favor and don't .let
. ,

there bt a next time. Okay ?,

H: No next time.

S: Well; that was Hank. INFORMAL sdemed_

to work The points Iwanted to make

were made without ruffling any feathers.

LOSE TITLE. But, believe me, if there is a next time.

SUPER TITLE: FORMAL we will have avery FORtiAL discussi

LOSE TITLE

CUT TO 2,-SHOT AS JUANITA
SITS DOWN WHERE HANK HAD
BEEN

Superviimkto employee,

be

Ah, here.tomes Juanita
A

The INFORMAL approach work61 with HANK,

-, ,

and nsin I try to treat everyone thJ
. .

. 4. . .

same, IT be informal with Juanita, tn.'
. ,,. 1,,
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CUT Tr Jf1ANITA '

I
.CUT TO- SUSAN

TO JUANITA: We missed youvesterday,

OUANITA.

J::

S: You-know, when ,you're not here;-
'"

,there's.",big gap.

CONT'D Juanita, you let everyone, down.

J: -Sorry.

S: *If-youhad called in, we wouldn't

have'spent the day worrying about-lour
.

.. or .21

gold s dare.

Q
CUT TO JUANITA

CUT TO 2-SHOT

'CUT TO JUANITA

CUT, TO 2-SHOT

CUT TO SUSAN

CUT TO JUANITA

J:,I don't play. OIL Is that all?4

S: Were you really sick?

JI.Can I get .back to my 'desk now:?

S: Sure.°Bul, why didn't you c 1 us

yesterday?

J: I was too tired. I've been. up every

night this week' with Jennifer, my

,daughter: .

CONT'D'Yesterday we 'didn't know
t.

whether or not we'd have to take, her

to the hospital. An' just forgot.

S: Uby didn:t you tell me. I didn't know.

J:I didn't think you'd care.

6
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CUT TO 2 -SHOT.

CUT TO JUANITA
410

CUT TO WS. JUANITA LEAVES.
SUSAN STANDS UP. STARTS TO
WALK BACK TO TEACHING SET.

\J

°

SUSAN AT bOARD. ON .IT IS
STILL'PICK OF HANK

-TAKE'EFX,STILL

CUT TO INCLUDE SUSAN

e

e 4..

S: Of course I do. Let me know how

things are....'and if you need any

more time off; fell me. We'll work

something out.
ti

J: Thank you.:Thank yop.very much.

I'll get` back to work .now.

.

S: On the surface, a very.normalft

commynication. We both gave and got

ihf6mation. But, under the surface

it was obvious Juanita was upset.

Now that-we've forted out why .things

should get back to .normal.

19",

S: In the link, this is QUESTION nuoi-

ber five. Ready? (PAUSE) QUESTION five.

With HANK, do you think an INFORMAL'

'discussion would have been more effec-

-dye? Should I have been the hard' ,

nosed boss -- or, the friendly sper-

visor I tried to be:, Write what you

think., 4

(8 SECOND PAUSE)

QUES.TION six. With Juanita, would'the.

FORMAL or INFORMAL INTERVIEW have been
,S5a

most eifeCtive? What do you think?

. 132' I



0 TAKE -EFX; STILL

CUT TO WS Of BOARD.
STEPS INTO. SHOT

ON BOARD "KEY" TITLES:

"PRAISE OTHERS" "ADMIT
MISTAKES" "ASSUME HONESTY
AND INTEGRITY OF OTHERS"
"USWAMES CORRECTLY.AND
OFTEN"

CUT TO EFX TITLES

,CUT TO 2-SHOT HANK & SUSAN

HE LEAVES. JUANITA COMES IN.

p.

ZOOM IN ON HER\__

(8 SECOND'-PAUSE)

QUESTION five. The answer. Letts

seeSusan kndWing me for a hapRy-
, ;

gb-lucky guy had two choices. She

could have played heavy boss and

turned me off. INFORMAL worked best.

In fact, drd you notice that she....
.

praised my importente to the office.

She got me to understand and ADMIT i

made a mistake in not.calling in. She

assumed my honesty and integrity.,...

and that l,would be more cooperative

in the future. /\nd, she used,my name

often, to make me. feel-special......

4/fr

MUSIC BRIDGE e.

H: The way Susan handled the interview

seemed just right.

'S: Thank you,.Hank. And you will ca'11_,..

in next time.

H: There won't be a next time.

J:'I OasnIt too happy with the way.'

the,interview'starfqd. I was uptight.

I think I Auld have preferred a more',

formal interview without personality

involved. Just questions and answers.

133
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1

A

EX SCENE OF SUSAN AND CONT'D V/0 But, then(Susan changed a
AI JUANITA FRIENDLY

CUT TO J,UANITA AND BOARD '

TITLES: "SMILE OFTEN" "SHOW
APPROVAL" "ASSUME HONESTY
AND INTEGRITY OF OTHERS"
"LISTEN CAREFULLY" "CHOICE

'OF WORDS" (Should be in

a
position #2) )C what she-said.and how she said it. Her

acceptance of my explanation showed 40

approval of me. She never once cpubted

her straight ahead approach. I got .

the feeling she wabeginning to

understand my problem.

. s

'J '0 /C: fie'smiled often Ia mAke me

feel more *comfortable - and eventually,

that made me feel 'better. Along with

r
START TO ZOOM ON JUANITA,

CUT TO CHARLIE,
r

N.,

my honesty.- Shg listened....really

listebed and heard that J was disturbed,
*

'then reacted to it immediately.
-we"

J: As it turned out, Susan's use of

the INFORMAL discussflion was right.

-
- Though she is my,supA3ervi.sor, nbw I

Wl-more friendly 6.her. Tired or

not, next peobably. remember

'to call in ,when I have,to be away ,from

the office.,

C: For awhile ganita felt

threatened, didn't sjte?-What do you do.,

when you feel threatened? 1.'11 bet you

fepces and defenses.
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ANIMATION "FENCES,
'DEFENSES RAG"

" a

I-

You've got your'.food anal you'ie got

your drink, then someone says, hey,
, 4

that's for. me. You've got your rest

and you've got your sleep.440,0e41.,some,--

one says, hey, T disagree. You're on

7
the job-and _going real fine, then

. z someone says, hey, that's for Me. You've

0
,got a friend, a name you can call, then

someone says, hey that frieqds for-me

'Fences, defenses, a barrier; awall,

O

we build them quickly to any threat

at all If you can help them to get

t they need, then,no one says, hey,

that's for Me. Help them to feel'all
4

safe and secure, then no one says;

hey, Idisagree. If you will :lust, put

you, in their place,'then po one says,

that's for me. Imagine that you4re

wearing their faCe,.then one says,

hey, look out.for me. Fences, defenses;

a barrier, a*"wall, when we relate

friends,, those fences-gotta' fall.

Sister and brother 2-- one with each

:'other -- now-they can get it on.'
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CUT TO CHARLIE. HE WALKS.

TOWARDS OFFICE SET WHERE
NED-1 FANCIS & SUE ARE

-14ORKING. WALL CLOCK SAYS

SUSAN LOOKS UP WARY...,

4-4

SHE FREEZES. PER TITLE p
(BLINK): "FEt ES,- DEFENSES
BUCK PASSING. "!

Father and mother one with

another -- now they can get it on.

IYeah we all can get it on.

c CHARLIE:

Talking about fences, watch-this.

I'm a PAROLE OFFICE ADMINISTRATOR.

,First thing this morning, I gave

Susan, one of,oar clerks an important

report to type. Tomorrow morning I'll

be going into court to recommend in

favor of one of our juVenileL:.and

I need that report to studj, at*home

, tonight. Hello, Susan. Have .you

finished my report?

SUSAN:

P.m no r . 1.. knew you needed it,

but got so busy I turned it over to

Hank at noon.-I wanted to make sure

you got it done'on time.

CUT TO HANK HANK,: Boy, what a day I've had. I

got busy..1 couldn't get to it



- HE FREEZES. SUPER TITLE
*(BLIND): "FENCES, DEFENSES
BUCK PA5SING.",

CUT TO JUANITA

. WS

CUT TO CHARLIE AND WALK WITH
HIM INTO TEACHING ,SET

..;

CUT TO THEM IN SET

either,,To I turned it over to Juanita

around 3:30. And I was sure to tell-

her you needed it.

JUANITA: you mean you wanted it ,today.

I was going to get to it first thing
4

in the morning. Gee. I'm sorry, I

didn't know you wanted it today.

SUSAN: Well. Hank, you and Juanita

should have told me and I would have

assigned it to someone else.

HANK: Juanita, (voice trails off as

Charlie leaves set)....I thought you'd

get right on it.

CHARLIE: No one wants the blame. Their.

defenses are up. Their'status, their

security is being threatened. And you

know whose fault it really is. That's

QUESTION NUMBER seven. Whose fault was

it that the report did not get done on

time?

VIO CONT'D Susan's. Hank's. Juanita's

..:or mine? (6 SECOND PAUSE)
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CUT TO CHARLIE
-7: ;46,,' 1,

C: QUESTION NUMBEV%eigtit: To make

certain ,Susan would do thecreporii

should I have A) - told Susan how gr,

-important the report waAB) - told

7 Susan how important she was, and

I rely on her when I need someone to

do a special job? C) told her I

needed,i,t or else?
T.

CUT TO EFX STILL ALL 3 . (6 SECOND PAUSE)

CUT TO CHARLIE ;:QUESTION NUMBER nine. Use your own

words for the answer to question nine.

All three assistants were doipg what

against each other? .

CUT TO EFX STILL ALL 3 (8 SECOND PAUSE)

DISSOLVE TO CHARLIE ;C: The ,answer to question seven. Whose

*fault was it? It was my fault. I had

the responsibility for that report. I

should have made certain it would be

done On time:

CUT TO SUSAN STANDING IN : ,S: The answer to question eight. To
FRONT OF TEAtHHT BOARD

WITH TITLE: "GIVE THE 'make certain that f would hive done'
OTHER PERSON WHAT THEY NEED"
OR "HELP THE OTHER, PERSON" !THE REPORT, Charlie should have:..B...
GET WHAT THEY NEED"

:

(MIGHT CONSIDER "KEYING" -told Ire how he relied on me when he
SUSAN IN WITH CHARLIE)

needed at spaal job dotie. That would

have made me feel secure. It would
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HANK REPLACED SUSAN

.have;Said...Sue, I like your work.

You know what! I wouldn't have given

that job to:anyone else for anythilig

....if he had said that.

H: Question nine'. The answer. What

we were all doing was building fences,

defenses, barriers...

protectihg ourselves.

the blame.

.walls. We were

.No one wanted

JUANITA STEPS INTO SHOT J: We were making excuses to protect

our status, our jobs. We passed the

buck.

CUT TO CHARLIE

'CUT TO SUSAN CLOSEUP IN
SAME OFFICE SET AS-ABOVE

HANK LEANS INTO SHOT

C: You know what I didn't do. I didn't

explore the feelings of, Susan and the'

others. If I had I Might have understood

them better. And by doing that I

Might have gotten my repOrt on time.

S: When you loOk in my, eyes, pleased

with surprisel.

14: Then'say to me frignd, I'm the

livin' end.

S: Say that you appreciate us.
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CUT TO CHARLIE IN SET

JUANITA LEANS INTO SHOT

FOUR SKr

JOINING HAIL

CU HANK ./`

,

suSAN LEANS IN.

JUANITA LEANS IN .

-;

JOINING HANDS

V
CU CHARLIE

H & S: We're yours, we're yours,

we're yours.

When you stop by to chat, to .

learn where I'm at....

J: To show that you care, that

you're really aware.

C: We'll be there, when you neechus

chum.

C i4J: We're yours, we're yours, 1

we're yoUrs.

S: You never threaten in any way.

H: Never try'to take"my nide away.

J: I always know just where I stand.

C: ...so, I'm ready to...help ir
ALL: when you hold out your hand.

40

H: When we finish a job, voq'rc never

a snob.

S: you share the good.like we'knew

you would.

J: Anytime you need a friend...,

ALL: We're yours, we're yours,

wi!re yours.,

-

C: (SPOKEN) Treat the other person

like he was you.
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CU HANK-

CUT TO SUSAN
.

CUT TO JUANITA

PUT MASK ON FACE

CUT TO ECU MASK. IT'S LIFTED
AND ITS HANK? NOT JUANITA

;TENEMENT INTERIOR
PROPING IS EASY CHAIR
ANU RUG. SUSAN IN
CHAIR.

H: You'd be surprised what a little

thought can do.

S: Put yourself in the other person's .

(

'place.

J: Imagine, you're wearing the nther

person's face.

H: Surprise. In life, everyone wears

a mask and plays a role. As a PUBLIC

SERVICE employee that role is to serge

the public. To do that well you have

to think about your own feelings....

how you really feel about other people'

...:and you have to learn to put

yourself in the other personirshoes,

EFX: DOOR BELL

S: Who's there?

J: Juanita, lur.case worker.

1:S: Watche want?

J: It's our regular checkup. ' ,

/f
S: Don't/ou people have nothing better

to do then to keep coming over here

and asking questions?

141 a
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J: I don't see why
you're

complaini
I'ml,cloing the

coming over and askingthe
questions.

S: So what, you're working ain't you?
d: What's

wrong with work?
S: I'd

rather be in
your place.

That'swhat's wrong.

J: No one is
stopping you from

working.S: Yes they is. My ten babies
sleepingin the next

room. They're
stopping me.J: You

should have thought about thatbefore you had them.

S: That's my
business..

J: Okay.
Letts

answer these
questions.Is your

husband
working?

S:
Like',I told you last

time and thetime before, my husband
left Me.

J:'He hasn't been back? Hasn't sent
any money?

S: Money?
MR, Ha!

That's a good'one.
J: Did you make atly money this

month?
P

S: How
would I make money?

J: Well. Did you?

: Sure,
a million.

142.
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GETS UPAND LEAVES

SUSAN CRADLES HER HEAD &
SOBS

CHANGE FOCUS TO HANK IN
FOREGROUND

HANK WALKS INTO SO'
WITH JUANITA & SUSAN

Answer the question, please. (

S: No, I;didn't works and I won't

wor ext month, because I'mAdtlig

to stay right here and raise these

kids right so they'don't end up

like this.

J: You'notify us if you do go to work.

S: You'll be the first to know,
. _

J: Don't forget. You notify us.

EFX: SOBS

H: Being an'unwed mother, alone, on

welfare, isknot'only difficult, but

it's a blow to many people's prides.
j

If'Juanita had put herself in,Susan'§

place and thought about Susin's prob-

lems, she} ight ha4e been/a bit more

understanding. ;

H: Juanita, wbuld/you have .liked to

/

have been in S.6san's place?

//
J: Not very much.. To. that caseworker,

she was 'dust a questionnaire-to ,be

filled out.
.

H: And,if been there a few
ir

times before, wouldn't you, think she'd,

14a°



T TO EFX, AND TITLE:
"LIST FIVE THINGS JUANITA
COULD HAI DONE BETTER" ,

r

c

1CUT TO WS ALL THREE IN '

SCENE IN FRONT OF BOARD.
WHEN READY TAKE'TITLE:
"LISTENED" "ASKED QUESTIONS"
"ASSUMED THE HONESTY OFa
OTHERS" "PRAISED' THE OMER

. PERSOIN" "USED HER NAME" .

"WATCHED CHOICE OF WORDS"

ask at liast one question about the

children?
21,

H: Tell you'what: We're going to let

Sue'ind Juanita change roles and replay
-*-

the scene. But, before that, here is

QUESTION NUMBER ten.

V/O: List at leas five things Juanita

could have done bett than the. way

she did them? (15 SECOND' PAUSE)

41p.

:e-
,

There/Could ave been at least nine

improvements. She have listened
la.

betterAgthe words, ,and what was
' c

behind the words. She should have asked
ro

"USED LESS FORMAL questionS.....frierld1S, questions. Not
.TECHNIQUE-"--"SMILED."

r

"PUt
',HERSELF IN OTHERTERSON'S such offtcial,questions. She was in the

PLACE."
,

_,other h

, .% s,

S: If°she had af umengy honesty....A

and praised me fois.heTiing bring up'

the children :..and -used my flame oc-
,

cassioftlly, I.yould have been a lot.

more cooperative.
4

She also could have been more.care-

*ful with her selection 'of words, and

as Juanita said, used'a less formal

.#

approach. And she could have smiled...

144
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a lot more.

J: And,'.she cQuld have tries re

'to put herself in Susan's place.

H: We're going to let you do.that

right now....as we reverse roles.
J'

.msan,.this time you're the case-
.

w- orker.

RANK WALKS OUT OF SET. SUSAN
KNOCKS ON DOOR

L

J: Whb's fher'e?-

S: SUSAN, your caseworker

J: You back again?

S: You know I like to visit with you

Juanita I1-111d out what's new.

J: Well, come on.in.

S! How've'yom been? .

J: Can't complain.

POINTS TO IMAGINARY BEDROOM Jan and Johnnie sleeping?

J:

We'll make it quick then. Have

you heard from your husband since my

last visit?

J: That-no good.

S: Have you worked?'

J: I'd love too, but I can't,notwith'

t

the kids. They aren't going to end up

like ihis.
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S: I
heard

something
about a chilcare

center
coming into

the,neigh6
check it out.

Maybe, w(it, you
can ge.t

a few
hours of worka week.

I
knowt/ou'd like

that.J: If you only knew how much.

HANK WALKS
IN'APPLAUDING

ECU HANK

S:
Okay. You stay well. And take care

of those
kids.-

H: What a
difference.

Susan, you wereefficient. Got the Job done
quickly.Were

undtrstanding

and,friendly..Yourfeelings of
warmth and the way yourelated them were

obvious. You wereeverything we
expect, from a pubi-4service

worker,.

/.J: I
liked the way

she,knew the
namesof the

twins. It
showed she caredibe t us, even

though she
probably_visits

sever
families a day.

H:
Exploring your

own feelings
andtrying to

understand the
feelings ofothers- is'a big

part of
person-to-person

relations. Put
yourself,in theother

person's
place.

Imagine
you're

10)
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PUT MASK M , wearing the other; person's, face.

CUT TO ALL FOUR 04 BASIC_,. .C: These are some of the Public
SET.

Service jobs we've discussed today....

REPEAT SEQUENCE WITH OLD
LADY & CLERK

.e..a license clerk....

REPEAT SEQUENCE WITH ....a tax office super:visor anti her
'SUE, HANK AND JUANITA
IN TAX OFFICE assistants-....

REPEAT SEQUENCE WITH ....a Wale office administrator and
PAROLE OFFICER

his staff members....

REPEAT SEQUENCE.WITH and a welfare caseworker.
SUSAN AND JUANITA

CUT TO CHARLI

r;.

These are just some.of the many PUBLIC

SERVICE Sob opportunities....you

,might want to consider.

S: Today, in general we discused re-

lating to other people,...by putting

yourself in their place.

H: And we learned when we should use

FORMAL and INFORMAL relationships.... .

'the difference between t ng.6.

friends and supervisors. '2

J: We learned abodt how to relate

better.::.by listening; smiling, asking

questiong....assuming the honesty 'and
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integrity of

others....admittiAg^."

being
careful in our

IchoiCe.of words. We also
learned

about why people build
*fences. Andhow, if

you help
others

satisfy theirstneeds,
they'll

usually be 'more
cooperative with your needs.
S: And

putting
yourself in the

other
person's shoes.

Learning that couldhelp
but....

SUPER TITLE

ALL:.YOU -- IN
PUBLIC

SERVICE
O

...e.--

ECU MAN'S
FACE. HE SINGS

When
you....ZOOM BACK AS HE LIFTS

PHONE
-pick up

the,phone and jet the
police.,

INTO SHOT. HE'S
POLICEMAN-

CUT TO
MAILWOMAN

PUTTING';
or, you get a letter from a faraway

LETTER IN
MAILBOX. SHE SINGS°

niece.CUT 10 MAN WITH
COMPUTERMACHINE.

TURNING
NUMBERS'HE SINGS.

or, census
checks,

population
increase,

POLICE/MAIL
POP' INTO SNOT -

:P. S.
That's

Public"Se'rirfce

ALL 3 SING

ECU WOMAN'S Fgt.
SHE:SINGS

When you....ZOOM BACK.
RESEARCH LAB

hear all the
facts about

aspirinCUT TO BUS. DRIVER LEANSOUT WINDOW SINGS, or, a new'bds
service is about

to begin.

ti
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ie

CUTTO MAN WITH LARGE FILE
or,.internal

revenue calls'yOu in
WALKING UP STAIRS OF OFFICIAL

.1,

BUILDING

COT TO' ALL 3 JP BUS AISLE, P. S, - That's Public
Service

SPREAD-LEGGED, HANDS HIfr.
,THEY

.

_

.,---

UNIFORMED PEOPLE IN PRODUCTION
CAORUS:.WOre here, because y04 need:T

NUMBER
MARCH..CHANGING FORMAT

.
,

,

TIONS AND BACKGROUND LOCALES what we1do. 00 00. We're
here, to

.
i

-.

t
,, -

,.

provide that service for you. Just

.

for-you: Just for. you.

,

.

1

13.

ECU MAN HE SINGS
When you....

ZOOM BACK. HE'S BARTENDER get a license
to selleneland

beer....
HANGING LICENSE ON WALL.

CUT TO MO WITH GAS MASK , or, Warnings
are heard about smog'

& LAB COAT, SINGING

0: in the air.
-WOMAN AT DESK ADMINISTERINGTEST TO BARTENDER AND-MASKED
TECHNICIAN.' SHE SINGS.

or, you gtt free
-help with a new

ALL 3 SING
P. S.

- That's 'Publ is
Semi/iceECU MAN'S FACE. HE SINGS When you.... .

POLL BACK IN CORTVOLJOWER

<LIBRARIAN PUTTING,BOOK ON
SHELF SINGS

olimb'in a jet and take a safe fl

or, the book
you wrote needs a.

copyr'ight..,

YTMAN SPRAYING
PLANTS, SINGS

or, 'farmers get help fn fighting the

4

-
blight. -

ALL 3 AT AIRPORT SING
P. S. - That's Public

Service

'
44.
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CONTINUE UNIFORMED MARCH
CHORUS: We're here; because you need

PRODUCTION NUMBER

vhat we
do.-00,00. We're here, tO

MARCHING CONTINUES ..

i ECU ONE PERSON )
.

,

LIP.SYNC: P. S. -- we may even have.
-

.2', a job for you, too.
.(

,
41g

,..

I

.

ON BE T TO REPEAT
, MUSIC BEAT ..-

OF A 4 THREESOME SCENE 4
CENSUS CRECK: P. S. - That's' Public

4 .

Service. .

..' : V!
t.

---, ,, W AISLE:,P..S.
What's Public Service.

1
OFFICE: P. S. - That's Public

Service.,
,

(

'AIRPORT: P.4 S. - That's Publi-c-Service:

'

provide that service for you. just

for you. Just for you.

.,4

MUSIC BEAT

Uhf TO ALE MARCHERS
AT

MERA TOGETHER: We do it for you

MUSIC BEAT.\ 'lk. ' -,'
,

'

NOTE: Over the final song go CREDITS
for film,igictUding OE aqdEdUcator credits. Profession credits.include producetAI di rector,

writing, ,music, ediUrial, etc., ending withINSIGHT.logo.
( .

1

1

ti
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1

RELATIONSHIPS WITH OTHER PEOPLE.

PRINT BASED MATERIAL
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./
RELATIONSHIPS WITH OTHERPEOPLE

INTRODUCTION
.

1

Perhaps the single.most important skill that a public. service
worker, or anyone fiTr that matter; needs is the ability to get
along with other people. "Person-to-person" relationships are ,

the building blocks of all _social "interactions between'two
individuals. If there is an essential ingredient for 'success
in life, both-and Off the' job, it is developing greater ef-
fectiveness in dealing with other people-.i

P

2

"A" RESPONSE SECTION

The 1:espn begins with you observing and participating in-a half-
. hour televisionprogram. During the program, que'stions will be

presented that .you can answer using the Response Section (A)
of this Workbook. Make the responses while the television pro-
gram is going on.

"Li" EXERCISE SECTION

r

This is for independentwork. It should. be started and completed.
by you immediately following the program, since much TV programs
related material is included. Your working.time should be no
more than a half-hour.

.p

"C" EVALUATION SHEET .e
, 2_

This is a short evaluation test. When the test has been com-
pleted, it is easily removable for mailing (to your school or,
agency sponsor) so you can receive.completion credit. When you -

have received Credit for the entire COMMON CORE series, you will
receive a CERTIFICATE OF COMPLETION for Your permanent education-
al records.' This may be helpful to you when included:with a
Public Service Job Application.

..*

"D", ADDITIONAL MATERIAL

=
This section offers, guidance in continued exercises that will help
the individual to develop skills in dealing with other peop e.
'Work in this section .can be coordinated with supervisors- em-

ployers, etc. (Section D is not required 'for ,cOMpletio credit.)

.

t
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RELATIONSHIPS WITH OTHER PEOPLE
SECTION A
RESPONSE'

TITLE: Clerk and the,Lady

Check the answer you consider most c6rrect.

QUESTION 1: Should the license clerk have:
-\

(a) told the woman Why she should hUrry?
(b) asked her name? fi

(c) smiled at her.?

QUESTION 2:, Would the cler have related better ifshehad:

(a) asked questions?
(b) told the woman to get to the end of the. line?
(c) got help from a supervisor?

QUESTION 3; :What should the'clerk have done more carefully?

(a) put up .her license.sign?

..(b). listened?

(c) explained that she had many different
licenses available?

,

QUESTION 4: How wodld'you feel if you came up against this .

kind of clerk?

(a) puzzled
(b) angry'

(c) worried.

TITLE: 'Informal/Formal Discussions

QUESTION 5: With Hank, do you think an INFORMAL discussion

or a FORMAL discussion would have been more
effective? Write whatyou think.

1,53
U

1
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QUESTION 6: With Juanita, would the FORMAL or INFORMAL.' INTERVIEW
have been most effective? WW.!_do you think?

4

TITLE: The Report

QUESTION: 7: Whose fault was it that the report did not get
done on time?.

/

QUESTION 8: To make cekain1Susan would do the report, should
I have:

(a) told 'Susan how important the report was?
(b) told Susan how important she was, and that

I rely on her when I. need someone to do a-
special job?

(c) told her I needed.it or- else?

QUESTION 9: All three ass istants were doing what against
each other? Answer in ,your words.

ti

QUESTION 10: Eist at leaSt five things Juanita could.haVe done
better than the. way she did them?

lo
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%RELATIONSHIPS WITH OTHER.PEOPLE

I. Interpersonal Communication Skills

The expressjon,'Public Service Occupations, suggests frequent

face-to-face contacts with not only the general public, but Writh

co-workers as well. With possibly a few exceptions, practically

.

every public service employee encounters frequent person-to-person

)
contacts both on and off the job. The ability to get along with

people is very important in public service work. Place an "X"
. )'

1

) ,

next to the type of person-to-person contacts yob expect to have
1-

on the job. .

supervisors
/ft

other workers
4

eneral public ,

4
1. Att

Do ou expect to communicate, the same way with all three? ,

. No

A.' Office Behavior - Formal and Informal Relations

_Jr

(a) Underline the following True (T) or False (F),

1. T, F Public service agencies have clearly defined

rules and regulation:

2. T F Generally, the, behavior of the public service

worker is not, guided by established proCedures

and directives.

155
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O

3. T F Generally, individual departments or units

will have procedure manuals, which regulate

conduct and off' e work.

When you begin a public service job, you will beelold about the

organization of your department. This information is important

to you. You need to know about:

Administration services

Training

Safety rules.

Personnel records_

It's a good idea to learn about these matters as quickly as you

,r.,

"'tan.

4,

(b)' Underline the word that makes the sentence correct.

1. In the above, you are learning about the (formal / in-

formal) organization of an office.

2. Formal relationships (are / are not) well regulated

by procedures and directives.

3. Formaf\relationships are most often required in deal-

ing with (general public / co-workers).

Yes: The public service worker usually has more formal contacts

with the public than with co-workeis and these public contacts

arise from the nature of the work. .

Here are examples of formal public contacts.

Applicant applies for a license (marriage, builOing, automobile,,
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shop, profession). The public service license interviewer_ has

specific questions to a$k and informati4 to obtain.

A social worker has informatiOn to- obtain from a mother who needs,

support. She must get information.

A-ensus worker contacts a farmer about his farm productivity.

'' A policeman "interviewe, a motorlst.

.

A state loan administrator hasga discussion about a mortgage, with

a-local businessman.
t

Acustoms inspector checks the baggage of a person entering the

country.

These relationships are all FORMAL.

4.

4

11,

(c) They are formal because: (Underline True or False)

1. T Only ,one person is working for the government.

2. T F They are prescribed by regulation.

3. T F The general public is expecting help with a

4
particular service.

List here' several examples that you think represent a formal

relationship between epublic service worker and the ,general

public.

List examples such as :

library helper and library patrons .

(11 police cadef and general public,
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Many of your person-to-person relationshipS will 'be with your

fellow employees. Often, these relationships ire not preicri

IFby regulations. They'are informal (or fred).

.(d) Underline True or False.'

1. T F Informal relationships'are generally more

relaxed than f al relationships.

2. T F Informal relationships Are not allowed in

public service organizations.

3. T F InformAl relationships tend to be more.

personal than formal relationships.

4. T F In real life, the distinction betWeen formal .

and informal social elationships is not

always clear.

Informal relationships enhance-friendliness. The public service

worker develops many "work" friends.. These are people you are
.

friendly with at your place of.work. As one might expect, many

public service workers become personal friends -- friends that

are seen sotially'afterward and/oron weekends.

,(e) Underline True or:False

1. T F A public service worke(should-cooperate more
%

on the job with co= workers who are personal

friends than those that are seen only at the

job.

2. T F The,more formal the relationship between public
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service workers, the more productive the

organization is,

3. T F The relationship of'a pre-school teachers'

- aide with 01's students is an example of an

informal relati nship

In,public service work, your/ lat onship with your supervisor

/-

may be both formal and informal. It is` formal. in that youi. super-.

visor and'you have regulations and directives controlling,how you
% .

work with one another. He must assign work, evaluate performance,

instruct, direct, and so on. You have an obligation'to cooperate.

.How6er, much of your contact with a supervisor may be informal,

not prescribed by rules. You will quickly learn to detect-when

the relationship is formal or informal.

(f) Place a check in your choice.

1. ForMal Informal

2. Formal Idformal

3.. Formal Idformal

4. Formal ,Informal

5. Forma) Informal

:6. Formal Informal ,

(

Ne.

Performance Review by supervisor.

Discussion of bowling league

at lunch.--

Unscheduled "bull session',

about need for seety

Daily assignmftt of work loOs.

Briefing on organization vaa-

tion guidelines.

Mutual comments about the \'

cafeteria food.

159
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In yourOvewords, briefly identil the kind of relatiohship a

A
4

public service worker will have with:

a. supervisor

b. co-worker.

c. 'general public

1

.
B. Listening

When people are conversing person-to-person; two great human

capacities are being useP---, talking andilistening. A good con-

versation requires that both be done well. Unit '1, Oral Communi-,

cations, stressed the.need-for all aspects of speaking well, but

a- /* listening well is as critical as speaking well.

4

In your person-to-person conversations, do you

talk more than 50% of the time

listen more than 50% of the time

'do each about 50% of the time

In any case, you spend much time listening.

(a). Underline True or False 4

1. T F InterpersoRaltommunization can be .define'd as

a two-way flow of information from person:--to-

person.

2. -T F Our idea about a person's "personality" comes

from observing. how he gets along with other

people.

R.
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!c.,d .To listen well, you must do two things.

3. T. Listening is not.an active process; we c6nnot

control it.

Many people do riot listen well. Studies have shown that, on the

'average, a person retains only About 25% of a given speech after

only 10 minutes have elapsed.

.411

flay attention

listen for the meaning of what is being said. Itis not e-

nough to have your ears open". You must concentrate. Check. ,

.
1.up on your own listeping. Do yo6 do, any o f the followirt:

o:t

.think about what you are going..to say so Much, yob don't
. 0

listen-to the other per4

-interrupts° that you can make your point

fail' to ask questions lb maa sure you understands

look likefitou',re listening but actually "daydream",

`use'mannerisms (body language) to indicate disagreement °

while someone else is talking to you -

. . 7.°
As a chpck on your listening,-state to a friend asmany of the

words of the song "Human Relationsas pid recall.

truly, listening.is an active process; th p'public seryice worker

knbws that doing it well isan important part of hiejob/.

0 o.

x6 1

1r 0
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II. FACTORS IN INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION

. Engaging in effective person -to- person cotmu6ication would seem
-

to be relatively straight, forward. You can ..acquire the speaking

and ligrening skills needed to be
. f
a good communicator_ And you

'can'learn common sense rules about when and where tospeak to

people. But there is more to it than that. Before looking into

the major problems that effect your interpersonal (person-to-

person) conversations, consider a few common sense Situation's.

lie

Would a pre-school teacher's aide use the same vocabulary in

,

talking tp a three-year old.as she would in talking to there-
.

thewe-
.

sc4o21 teacher?. Obviouslx not.

A.4 Rtght Time and Place

Again, when a superviser must talk to a subordinate, he should-ask

1
.

r
/himtelf

.

the question, "Is this.the right time and place". Fu-

many conversations4 rivacgjs-required..

--$

No.G.

(a) Check Agree ors isagrep

1. Agree [Disagree The words one uses should be

-appropriate for the Ocdasien.

2. Agree Disagree. One's choice of words rarely
I . 14%- ,

has-a direct bearing on .an in-

terpersonal communication.

. Agree
.

Disagree Persona) problems*should be

discussed only in prlvate.

4
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B., Attitudes and Emotions of he Individuals

Altitudes and emotions, of individuals strongly affect interpersonal

coMMunication

. (a) ,Check Agrde or Disagree for the. following:

A

1. Agree Disagree Both the speaker and the listener

have uniue desires, soma open ,
%

2. Agree Disagree

and somewhidden from the other

person. Thesedesires can and

do strongly influence inter-

personal relationships.

When asconversation involves a

demand from one person 2n. anr

other, it is unlikely to cause

an emotional respgnse since

there is no misunderstanding:.

Actually, how ,one states a demand can effect strongly hov/i/the

listener reacts. (Techniques for making demands skillfully are

presented in the-Oral 'Communications
4
Unit.) Ps:the film for this

(Unit) showed "clearly, some peopleeseem to react emotionally to

uh6motional statements. .

3. Agree.. Disagree The'feelings a person has to-

a

4

ward another personare rarely

reflected in his tone ofvoice,

4( /

, choice of woeds or body move-
,

Iments;"

1:63*.
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A

A.

A

4. Agree Disagree Human beings have acquired most *.

of thqpir opinions, assumptions
)

and value judgments through

4 IP

4

itheir relationships with ofh&

people

5. Agree Disagree Paseexperience is the source
--7,

of a person's good-and poor

guaities.

6. Agree Disagree A strong bias usually blocks

an effective communication if

the subject of the communica-

tion concerns that particular

. bias.

All people learn from experlence..: All learn puck witholif being

aware of what was learned or how if came about. Public, service

workers must 'be careful not to let theirIat experiences'inter-r
fere with doing their job. "Reflyt! Do you have a priejudice

*
3

that might interfere with the way you do your job? If you are

aware of it.you Scan probably control it.

(W. Place a check mark next to the public,servixe jobs in

which you4believe irrational prejudices might effect

formal communiatiOn with, the general public.'
'

4
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1

1% Social Worker

Mail Sorter

Fire Fighter

Librarian

FBI Agent
.

6.

..-

T.

8.

9.

la.,

.

2.

3.,

4.

5.

Trash Remover ..
-Lawyer

"i0k 0.ffiCer

-1HOirre

'Forester

omist

. . ^.
Some Sobs do require much. more formal copta'ct with the public.

. . -.

However, every public service Worker. should4cdevelop insight into'
- , . . , .

1 .
N

"wha-it makes him tick".. 1
. -

v ,. 4.

. /
.

The words "objective' and "subjective" are *portant in evaluating
. .

.

,

one relationship wish other, people.
V

.

I

Ihe behavior of ari'infant and:.a young child is '':subjective ". It.

.. .

is.self- centered. Everything js-personaT% One'sown feelings and -'

.- , . .

desires guide one't actIons. As a.ch:f,18 9rows, the education pro-
,

A

etss in the hoMe and school airs making h* more "objective.

That means the Child should learn. to be less self-centered and"more

faif and reasonable.. When the deVeloping person becomes largely

objective in his dealings with others, he ts sajd-to be "adult":

In human relationships "adult" refers not to age, but to objectivity.

.

DO you know anyone over 21 whom you do not consider "adult"? Un-

fortuately, somepeople remain mostly."subjective" (childish)

most of their lives.

0

o

5

4
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(c) lUnderline True or False

1. T F

2. T F

3.. T F

4. T F

I

When an objective adult talks 0 a:subjective

adult, it is'almost as if an adult is talking

to an angry child.

The most effective interpersonal relationships

are those that are childlike in character.

The public service worker who is objective in

dealing with the general public will be fair

in his discussions.

Differences in, the degree of objectivity of.",

two people.is unlikely to have a negative

effect,on their interpersonal communications.

C: Defense Mechanisms

When people are bothered by a physical mblem such as a splinter,

'we'call,it "pain". .When they ,are bothered by a life problem,. we

call it "worry" or anxiety. Every day people protect themselves

against physical harm. They duck.to keep from bumping heads, they

avoid burns. In other words, they constantly "defend" themselves.

When one is being careful driving a car, one is using "deferiSiye

driving". All public service jobs have safety procedures to pro

tect .the workers.

.
.

People also try to protect themselves from anxiety and n.

Their-attempts to do this are called defense mechanisms.' -All

people have them; they are valV uable; butswhen they amount to

a
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self-deception, to "kidding ourselves", they are bad. Many a

public service career has been harmeddecause the worker did not

,understand his "defense mechanisms".

This is, a story of a yefense niechanism" at work'.' A college in-. . l'

.115*Jita

structor applied fora job at another college. His only reasc

for not getting-rt was the quality of hisspeakin41voice.. Hit, .

tided to take speech training. The speech analyst made a record:"

ing .of the instructor's voice. The criticism was painful-. i4he

analyst "told it like it is". The instructor's speech was too

nasal,words were not articulated clearly and s6 on,

The instructor was a sensitive fellow. Since he was teaching at

the time,he felt sorry for his students 17,06 had to listen to his

awful voice. Then the "defense an to appear., .He thought,

"Atleast I have something to sa that speech analist has a pretty

,

voice but he doesn't know anything. He's just an actor ". Sort the

instructor stopped feeling sorry about his voice,because he had

something to say. Re felt better. The defense mechanism 'used by

the instructor is a'form Of rationalization. It was useful in

. reducing his anxiety. But he still needed Voice training. and he

got it. However, if he decided it wasn't importaInt because "con-
A

tent" is t07; he thing, he would have "overreacted" and used a defense

mechanism poarly. He would4have'used it 0 an...excuse to avoid

doing tomething the facts showed 'he should do.

1 6 7-
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A

(a) Underline True or False

1. T F (Defense mechanisms are harpful;,thjCe

little positive value.

T F Defense-mechanisms°are<unconsciqus. We have

ti

, great trouble identtfyingIthem.

3 I F People use defense mechalgsms to protect their 1

basic biological and social needS.

(b) For each of the needs in the f011owing, identify its class

by placing B, for Biological-or S for Social next to it.

`, Rest Air
.

'2. Justice 6. Statqs'
3

3. Affection 7. Security

4. Food 8. , Water.

(.c) CheckAgree or Dicagree in the following:

1. Agree Disagree Fear of loss .or failure in any

of these basic needs is related

to the development of defense

mechanisms.

* 2. Agree Disagree Pittitudes toward faililre are

learned A aduLts and-rarely

priglnate froM '61.1dhood ex-
,;

4
perience.

3. Agree Disagree. All people are equally dominated

by the fear of failure.
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4.- Agree Disagree Individuals dominated be fear

'of failure are likely to Lie,

defense mechanisms to keep them-

selves from having, to perform'

pr to change,
.

..

, There are'tjYree defente meChanisms that are used of One is

rationalization. Die instructor .stbry is an of rational-

ization. Rationaliiation becomes bad when people use it to make
4

any impulsive, unreasonable action seem logical. "Making excuses"

APi s rationalizatiOn.

You may haye seen a child at play-break a toy and then, blame it

on another child. In accusing the other child,'the guilty one

might say, "ae always breaks,tHings"4 This defenS'e mechanism is .

called prOjection.

(d) Underline True or False,

1. T F Rationalization is making a logical action

seem impulsive.

2. T F Projection As assigning one's traits to

others.

If yod,can, 'List one example of projection yorare aware of:

Example: A persOn who lies about other"people accuses them o

4

lying about him.

4
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Here is one,kind of mechanison.that tends to make people feel good.

Identification- This means assuming Someone else's favorite

qualities are tfieirbWn. A perton can say: I am as pretty as

Mary Lou; as brilliant as Einstein; as honest as Abe. A little
. ,

of this "daydreaming" is 0.1t. But if a person really.believes
0a-

his-flidentificati.o2P, it can lead to serious personality dis-

ofsders440,Such a Arson may think that he doesn't need experience

. a
0

or training to advance; that he is as good as the co-worker who ,

got a `promotion, an'd so on., He'does not have a realistic idea of

his own 'strengths and weaknesses.

-^

In general, the use of defense mechanisms toprotect our social and

ps.ychologicar needs can be' dangerods..

A

(e) Underline True or False

1. T F A common factor in all defense mechanismt is

their quality of self-deception.

2. T F Defense mechanisms do not have a ditzect in-

fluence on interpersonal relationships.

3. T F Defense mechanisms can lead a person to form

erroneous opinions about another person's
41,

, motive..

4. T F A difficult but obtainablesocial goal for ,

all public service workers is to become 'less

defensiVe through greater-acceptance of others.

P/0
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.5. T F Putting the blame on someone else is a very
vo
common form of defense mechanism.

6. T F .Few defense mechanisms can be found in the

everyday behavior of most4ormal people,

i). Role-Playing in.-Interpersonal Relations

-.

\Earlier in this lesson, you aonsidered thit a public service worker

has formal contacts and informal contacts. It can be said that as

a public service employee you play a formal role and an informal

role.

(a)-Underline.True or False

1. T. F People you meet while you,are 41n a formal role
itrA

do not "really ",know you.

- Everyone wears a mask and plays a certain role

'roles in life.

F It can be said that we are playing a role eves

4-

when we. are 'being ourselves".

As you advance in a public service ca'reer, you
-

will ha\T new and different duties that will

require-nOw 'modes of behavior or roles:

The way thatpeople behave tends to.reflect stable values that ...

t.

t

C

importer4 to them. Some people are mild, some aggressive.

ome-tactful, otherS direct. You are familiar with many such

tendencies which psychologist's call Interpersonal Values.

1.71
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(IN,(b) J:41 the left is a list of names of values that we I have'

to some extent. On the right is a list of definitions for

the values on the left. Match the definitions with the

16
names by placing the letter identifying the definition in

;the space next to the name.

Value Dimension

,). Support

2. Conformity

3. Recognition

4. Independence

lr
. 5. Benevolence

' 6. Leadership

I

.Value Defi ni ti on

A Being admired, lOoked up to,

considered important

B Being in charge of others g-

having authority or power

C Being treated with under-_

standing, encouragement,

kindness

D Sharing and helping

E Being able to do what one

' want, making one's%own

decisions

F Doing what is socially.correct,

adepted and proper

Look at the value'definitions. How do you feel perstally about
' .16

each?- Which two. are your strongest tendencies?

'In-summary, for public service workers to be effective in interpersonal

relationships, they must be aware of their own needs and of the needs

of other people. They must begin by being able toassess their own

172
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strengths and weaknesses.
,

This concludes Section B, Exercise. We recommend that you accomplish
.

, :-

Section C, Evaluation, immediately.

9 -
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ANSWER REFERENCE SHEET

I. Interpersonal Communication

_r

A. (a) 1. True

'2. False
3. True

(b) 1. Formal

2. are

3. general

(c) 1. False..,

2. True,

3. True

(d) 1. True
2. False

3. True
4. True

(e) 1. False
2. False

3. False

(f) 1. Formal

2. Informal

3. Infirmal

4. Formal

5. Formal

6. Informal

B. 1. True
2. rue

4 3. False

public

k

d ,

Factors In Interpersonal Communication

A. 1. Agree'

2. Disagree 0

3. Agree'

B. (a) 1. Agree
.10 4 2. Disagree,

3. Disagree'
4. Agree
5. Disagree

6. Agree

rt.
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tb)

Olo

Irrational prejudice should be avoided on all jobs.
It would be particularly. bad fOr jobs 1, 4, 5, 7; 8 an A9.'

(c) 1. True .

2. Falseo

3. True
4. False

C. (a) 1. alse
2. False

(True
IP

(b) , 5. B

2. S 6.

3. S 7.* S
4. B 8. B

(c) 1. Agree
2. Disagree
3. , Disagree
4:, Agree

(d). 1. False
2. True

(e) 1. True
2. False

True .

4. True
5. True
6. False

D. (a) 1. True

. 2. True

3. True

(b)

4. True

lc .0

. 2.. F

3. A

4. E

i. D

B

HIV

1:75
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RELATIONSHIPS VIITIPOTHER PEOPLE
SECT-MN C

EVAEITATIOTI

410

;

This Evaluation Exercise-is to be\Dmpleted and mailed or delivered'
.

to your,course monitor. This <1 ensure your getting credit for com-

pleting this Unit of the Common Core Series. Please accomplish the

following items."

Fill in the crossword pUzzle below.'
y

.

A
4

r

h

10

12

1141

40SS:
.

4

i
3 NA strong prejudice or _can bloc -k good reAdovihips:

Ong able I() do.what one wants to do satisfies need for7.

1

3 I

9

V

13

10. Q s f words should be correct for: the,bccasiori,

11. Friends villa ly haie relationshiQ.

12. In talkil4o er preblv-with behei-S , is important.

13, erYone. eds 0 fee .

14. is isSigning,one's traits to others.

-

s :

=

1''6`
t -

1
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DOWN

'40

1:'

2.

4.
5.

,6.

'8. \

We when we, try, to make r actions seem logical.
When we assume someone' s qualities as our owri., we wi -01

,,,

that person. -. '
Individuals when they db what is socially proper..
When .we attract favorable attention we gain_ .

Some people liave' a strong. 'of failure. , ----
{

.,
mechanisms help to protoct a person from.anxi et

6.

f.

. r. 4.
2

AR

. i

t

1.7 7'

4
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4.

RELATIONSHIPS MITH OTHER PEOPLE

ADDITIONAL RATERIALS

3

The developmen't of high skill in.,dealing with other people is an

.
-activity.that must be continuing- The Major point made in this unit

.
ts% that advancement in any public service, career field may depend.

to a large extent upon such skills. Th'e following are suggestions,

General, and-SPecifX thamay help'you in your self-development.,

GENP1AL SUGGES/IONS

The'broad general recommendatibn is to part icipatein agency; work- ,

. k .. ,

shop, college and/or,formal self-studyproorams.

A. '.elf-DeyelopMent
. r

You cart. begin a self-development prpgram using the activities pee-

sentep under Specific Suggestions in this SoFfion: The exercises

are practice ones yoy can.use at anytime.

There are,many short courses, workshops and correspondence courses

.

'dealing with specific aspects ofchuman relations training. Yod can
,

. ,

find out about themfrom your local library or the .guidance office

of at
A 9.

ommunity College.
.

- ,

.. ,.

,.

.. .
: .

t, B. Colleges
, .

4

Many courses 'in the human relations .area are offered by comddhity .

..-A,,,40- .

...

,

. colleges,colleges' and universities., There are special course's 3©y`
, . l Mr ft,, . /

can attend without being required to wort( for a college degree. These
J e

179
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A

courses haNve the advantage of'being spread over fifteen "(15)
\
or more

. /ft.

weeks. This allows' you plenty of time to study and practice the ideas

(and techniques you are learning.

\lb

SPECIFIe

-The following are activitiellyou can use to further your human re-

lations training with the cooperation'of family members, friends or

co- workers;

A. Supervisor-Subordinate Role Play

-

Thefilm. showed two role plays between a supervisor. and subordinates.

The situation is not altomplicated one, but it does aliow fir a good

opportunity to practie human relations skills.' The situation is

that an empl 9uSes his department to miss i,ts work objectives

for a cert
1
n day by not reporting to work and not phoning in to say

he wil e absent.' The next day, the responsible supervisor talks

to him-.about it. The supervisor's objective is to make sure that

.

such lack of concermfor the department's objectives is not repea ted.
, .

Thi's is alkituation applicable to just abdUt ,eve'ry public service job.

( A'i'Role play this situatiorNith family members, or friends. At least
,

once,,aCt.as the supervisor; tjien as the si&rdnate. DOnot copy

the script; make up your ovn iscussion, 1owever, to help yoOr'

, .

- partner and you prepare for the role play, you Can

. 4,-

.of-the- film' role
.

play tWat 'follows..

t
,

. . . . . . ,

C. 18

d the script' 4,6



SCRIPT 4' ., i ''

0
LIMBO. HARRY. BEHIND A DESK.

. HARRY: Now---I'm a supervisor, okay? You've probably been
-3.

on The other side -of this scene you' re-about to see ...V,Before we begin, let .me set it up for yojk-So you

can be fln "both sides of the human relationship "....

troth failed to Call in--b4th Abusing upIttie work

opjectives. Now. ;..I try- to treat people the same.,"

way. No favoritism. '1 meant is there- any 'other ;,
,

co

way? .

JOE AS MEL.: Hey Harry --- you wantedeto 'see me?
N `

O

HARRY': Oh, yeah;Mel . Come in boy -- -Glad to see you:
p .. # .-

4 e
t

JOE AS MEL° is good- natured - -= expansive, constant 'grin on his flte...

.feels- he has a good give and take 'kidding relatj4ship with.HARRY,
... .fly... r

-whcr.returns the hail-fellow-wellYmet `attittide... P' 1 i
HARRY: Nice to have you lack, kiddo., ,E, '

.. - "'. . .

JOE- AS MEL: ' Always nide to be back., You know consider this...
% . .

plade my home away from home. ,0

.

,

,ei
.,

. ',-.,
HARRY''- Well , we m i ss you.' When "you l on ' t show up there's'

. (laughs .

.
- , i . .

" a big gap - -- you 1 et .everybody down.
. ..- .-----.

. ,

.JOE AS MEL:,,, Oh? I thought absence made 't he, ,1,1grt-grow- fonder?

- 181
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a

1 .

HARRY:'

(laughs)

.JOE AS MEL:

HARRY:

(needling)

o

.

1401, after the third time, your absence only makes

everybody's 'heart "burnfl1 If you know what I mean?

r

I 1-et the picture.

o.

Besides, -- we do expect you to call in so' we don't

I

-6 just sit around all day'wbrry mg ourselves to death

,woridering ho pyour golf game's coming along.:

JOE AS MEL:' Comeon: I 'didn't plai gOlf==-at least not yes-

terday....

4

'HARRY:. You mean, you were really sick?

1/4

JOE AS MEL: Well, I felt a little woozy when I'got up in th
.

, morning...so I just dozedOff...Joan woke me:too

late.

Why didn't_you at least call in?

abE AS MEL-: Ll We 1..one thing led to another..

(grinning)'
/

-

4

- MARRY:. Look, Mel -- I'm a reasonable guy---don' want to
.

A`'r . 4
N .interferekith-your'life....but you, do have a re-

.

.1

.

.

, _
-

.

-.. , sponObility....ko the' seefion...rest of the peopl...
,

.. . > . . .- .

,.., , 1 -,- , .

. ,. , V p

. go 'jobs tOcdo.'..objectiveS to-meet...if we don't ,

meet our goals tt oply louses up peopip.alo g ttle-.

.

. . f
.,..

l' iine.__ ..Yesterday. .wehad to move-somebOdy"to your
'.

,-.

o. s' Nie!, 4
'

4 -"
4%

. ----

.
1 ' "-

$,/

it- -
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place who couldn't: Irk as well as you..:-so we

:didn't get everything done...

JOE AS MEL: ,- r know...just one of those `things. I'm only

0
HARRY:

human, right?

We're all only huMg. So next time live us a break!-..

don't make a next time, right?

JOE_AS MEL: Right: No next time.
.

CAMERA ZOOMS TO CU HARRY.

ry
Small Group CisCussion

'Holding a small group discussion (3-7 people) will enable you to

O

practice communication skills but also to deepen your pnders,tanding

of bt is ideas. For this unit4iuyou can organize an informall small

.

gro pjfamily; friends) and discuss the topic, "People ,are mutually 4 .

dependent on one another in Many different ways". ctually, you dam.
g Ai

encourage 'family members and Triinds to watch th Cokmon Core Kilms

with you. Then they-can
. .

work wit you on pradtiCe eaprcises such .as

his Much more. easily.

C: Roles In Interpersonal CommunicatiOns -
6 .

A development of one's fleas about tho'idqa of "playing roles" in'

' .

life c an be had through s 1 group discussion.% Situations requite'

us- to take posi4ons-, to play a role. 4n an informal gr&up discussi

'
4 a.

,

4
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0 .._(
0-exa ine roles played by family-members and friends, 4ou

4'

1.

find teat many are useful and necessary.

t
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EVALUATION CHECKLIST

SPECIAL ACTIVITIES

s" 4

Ddfellse Mechanlsms:

Did you:_rationalize

proje)Ot.

identify

RolePlaying:

-What role did you play?

Did you Act:

supporpve

conforming

reqec41

independent

benevolen

as' a- leader

. }Jere you.:

.. .

- formal

ry

a

ti

Supervisor Smalt.Gro p .R6les in
Role Play Discussion -

ta

.
Iubject.i

Dtd 1 YOU

rt

a

.*?
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,D. -Understanding Lnterpersonal Relationship
<4.

To share in your *understanding of this topic, prepare.and deliver an

informal 3_to 5 minute talk toje given to family members and friends,:

The topic of your talk is "Understanding interpersonal relationships

can help a person to effective work with people".

REFERENCES

'Games People Play, Eric Berne, Grove Press, 1969.

!"-
I'M OK: You're OK: A Practical Guide to Transactional Analysis, T. A.

:Harris, Harper -Row, 1969.
- fr

'How to Read a Peron Like a Book, G. 1. Nierenberg an4 Henry Calero,
Hawthorri Books, Inc.;,1971.
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Aivendix

CAREER EDUCAT

Introduction_

. )
The ,advent of Oreer education upon the pub3ic_scf4ors-

. .

in this country can be direetly
(
attrib ted 6 Parland (1972).: Th

. e

tone of his article, indee of the tare :r education movement can
..,

be inferred from Marlind's t o 9 riing rqM rks,

The first attit e,, that 6hool principals Wind/
change, I suggest, is fur o . Wellpust purge Ourselves

of academic snobbery. o ad cation's. most serious fail-

ing is its self - induced; volu tary fragmentation, the --

trong tendency of educati n'- several parts to separate
from one another, to divid qA.,ti're elrprise against .\.
itself. The most grNpus ample of the intramural ). \

,class-distinctions is,. .ofc rse, the-false dichotomy
between tiiingucademic an ings vocational. As a

(^

first step, I suggest we dis se of the term vocational

-'..7education and adopt the erm r education. Every

11).

young person in. school on that category at some

point, whether engaged'

Jin

p pang to be a surgeon a
. bricklayer,. a-mother, or a setreta ' (p. 188Y .

/
1 ,,,

The concept of career education IS t 1 merging during this
,

,. ,.. /

decade. The career education toncept h gots roots in developmental,

psychology and vocational guidlince. A plan for career development .

/
.

of our nation's children certainly rep tremendous^aallenge'
4

.

...

for educators in general and educatio 1 psychologists -and counselor
1111

in particUlar. Career education is a otal concept that should per-
, i...If

meate:All of education'...it should become a part of the student's

4, . .°
curriculum from the moment he enters chool By giving meaning to

ti

p

4,
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1
.

academic skil s,'.career edtcation should ither deny intellectual

achie'vement nor denigrate maw.' skills.

Althoughtthere are central concepts ofcareer ducation, such

as, preparing for a successful caryr,,..handsolh occuljtional expeh-
.

ences in' the classroom and field, orderly progressAn.of careet2'de-

--eloliment, and placing value on the worth and di ni all work,
)

Thel6 are four distinct models of career educa ion, A brief des-

cription of these four models will help to put the film
.

C.

41/

With Other ReTle and the curriculum material, "Getting Al ng,Witi

' Others" whi served asia cognitive base: for the film in'perspe
Ob

Adaptations of th following four models have been dele:o;) to e

meet particular needs.

School-Based Model

Certainly the most thoroughly developed model' of career educa- ,P

tion developed to date is the school-based model. The school-bilsed

model concerns itself with the total curriculum of students from

pre-schools to colleges or universities. As a part of making the V

world of work, or the 40,000 or so different occupations: make sense

to students, 15 career clusters or broad occupational groupings

were d&,eloped. Figure 11 shows the current 15 USOE career clusters.

4

It is important to note that each of thesescareer clusters or

fathilies includes many diverse occupbtions. T erefore, skill train-

.ing for a career cluster would necessarily ha to focus around a

1
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AGRI - IBUSINESS AND NATURAL RESOURCES
)

BUSINES'S.AND OFFICE

COTUNICATION ANDMEDIA-

CASTRUCTION

.
CONSUMER, AND HOMBMAK1NG,
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PUBLIC SERVICE

FINE:ARTS AND HUMANITIES

ENVIRONMENT

HEALTH

HOSPITALITY AND RgeREATIOt
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3
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telANUFACTURING?
,1

MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION

, .

MARINE SCIENK

TRANSPORTATION
.

/

PERSO L SERVICES

:

. .

Figure 11,-U.S.O.E. Designated.6reer
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broad core bQcommlin skill competencies that particular career

cluster. Career education then can be distinguished frdm vocational

education in its more comprehensive objectives and goals. Whereas

career education might help. to .prepare a student for a health career,

vocation education might prepare a student for a career as a dental

technician.

Figure 12 "shows the sequential phases of career educatibn.

Phase I -"Career AWareness.(grades K - 6) concerns, itself with cre-
I -

ating an awareness of tha world of work. and the 15 USOE career
.

clusters. Students at this ,level are encouraged to fantasize abput
.

careers and begih to eJplore how.they feel about themselves. 'Phase II -

, The Career ,Explo?ation Phase, occurs at thjunior high school level

(grades 7 = 9). Students at this level are encouraged to e4lore

career clusters, and begin to formulate tentative career decisions

\

and relate these decisions to educational programs at the secondary,

school level. ,Phase III - The Career Orientation Phase,'(grades 9 -

11) provides students with an in-depth orientation to two or three

of the fifteen. USOE career education clusters. Stutients-at"this

1pvel would fin out about.the different career families comprising

a career cluster. Voluntarior paid work experience in 6 career
,

area might be a tomponent df thi' phase of career education. ''The

final phase of the school-based career educatidn-if Phase IV .1. The

ki/ 'Career Preparation Phase, and -this phase occurs at grades-11-14

(.ind beyond). The seq4ontiallievelopment of career education should

Oa,

/

1!,
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12

10

9

1
C)

6

C

K,

I

Oollege'or
UniversitI

Post- Secondary

Training.

I

Phase IV
.areer Preparation

4, Entry Level Wort:

*0
Phase III

'Career Orientation

Phase II
Career Exploration

.

Phase I
Career Awareness

Figure 12. Four Phases of.School Based Model - Career
Education
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)

allow studeilts to focus in, on a specific career cluster at this

point.'Studentsshould begin to translate their-attitudes, apprecia-
: 4

tions, coping bdhaviors., career informition, decision making, ed-
,

I. ucational awareness, lifestyle and-self-development into a career
.

.

.

preparation program. Vocational education could be one option for
.0e . .

. . .

. ,
.

a.student at this phase. The student who completes the school-based

.
. k

tareer.education program has three options upon leaving secondary

4 .

. . .

school: entry level wotk,advanced technical training at a post--

secondary level, or attendance at ,a college'or university for beginning

L,.., professionA) carer preparation'.
1

,

Employer Based Model

This model is based on a Weal educational experience for s6dents

from thirteen to'eighteen who find current school offerings lin-
)

challenging. This model' s an alternate system' to conventional schools

and shows promise in'helping potential dropouts. Public and private

employers work togefher-w1141,educatiOnal agencies to forma consor-

tium whereby students can acquire both academie And job-related

preparatiop.

-Hoblems yet to be resolved with the Employer Based Model of

O career education include: prbvidini appropriate incentives for the

employer, child labor laws and insurance problems associated with

. ,

having students at work and insuring that.Students get a wide variety
.

i

of career related work experience...not just training for a specific

job in'a specific company.

193"



s Home Community -Based Model

This model is designed to reach Out-of-school adults,who want

to train for new jobs. The principal media uspd to get thisCareer ;-

education message out are television and radio. The USOE Public

Service Career film series was developed'to meet the needs of young

unemplbyed,or underemployed adults, and be shown via close circuit

television tQlthe target audience in their homes-. New, methods and

ideas for helping the media and local communities provide-a Nome-
..

Based Model fo 'career education are only being pilot tested now.

.This model shows romise in that is has the potential to reach

selected target.p ulations such as unemployed teenagers and middle

age housewives loafing for new careers more effectively than tradi--

tional school7basei programs. A

Residential Model

This'fourth model of career education is designed for dis-

advantaged families primarily living in rural or isolated areas.

Under this model an actual community is formed of two or thhee

thousand people and the families are providediith food and shelter

while one or both of the parents gets hands-on job training.

The pilot residential model program has begin occuring at an

Air Force base near Glasgow, Montana. This center serves residents

'from Idaho, Montana, NebraSka, North Dakota, South Dakota, and
r

,)
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. 1. f enjoy social gatherings just to be with people.

2: I looked up to my father as an ideal ,man.

3. A person needs to "show off" a little now and'then"

4. Our thinking would be a lot better off if we would'juit
forget about words like "probably," "approximately," and
"perhaps."

,

5. When in .a. group of people I usually do what .the others want
rather, than make Suggestion..

. I liked "Alice in Wonderland" by Lewis Carroll.

7. Several times a week I feel as if something dreadful is
about to happen.

8. I have had very peculiar and strange experiences.

9. It makes me feel like a failure when I hear of the success'
of someone I knoW veli.

-10. Usually I would prefer to, work with, women.
?".

11.° I have very few fears comparedto my friends.

12. For most questions' there is just One right answer, oRce.a
person is able to get all the facts.

13. As a child I usedtobe able to go to my parents with my ,

, problems.

4. r seem. to be about as capable and smart as most others around,

me.

}

15. I usually take 'an active part'in the entertainment 'at parties.)

- 16. The trouble with many people is that they don't take things

seriously enough.

17. I have often met people who were supposed to be experts who

were no better than I.

18. I liked school.
. ,

19. I. t is always a good thing to be frank.

20. A 'Windstorm terrifies' me.

1.9.6
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21:,, I feel sure that there ia only one true religion.\

22. is very hard for me to, :stell'ariyone about myself.

23. I usually feel nervous and ill at ease at a formal. dance
or party.

24. I have at one timeor another in my life tried my hand at
writing poetry;

1

2E". Once a week or oftener I feel suddenly hot all over, without,,,
apparent cause.

.26. With things going as they are, it's pretty hard to keep up4
hope of amounting to something.

27, ...I like to be the .center of attention'.

28. I can be friendly with people who do things which I consider
- wrong.

29. I have no dread of going into a room by myself where other
people ave already gathered and are talking.

30. When in a group of people I have trouble thinking of the right
things to talk about.

31.

Ast,

It is annoying to listen to a lecturer who cannot seem to make
up his mind as to what-he really believes?

32.

,

I don't blame anyone for trying to grab all he can get in-this
world. 7-

( 33. I was a slow learner in school.

34. I like poetry.
.

35. I am likely not to speak to people'until.they speak to me.
.

,

36. I do not dread seeing a doctor about a sicInets or injury. A'

37. Sometimes without any reason or even when things are going

wrong I feel- excitedly happy, "on top of the world.". /
38. It makes me uncomfortable to put on a stunt at a party even

when others are doing the same sort of thing.

39. Most people make friends because friends are likely to be usefil

to them. '
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'40. It is all-right to get around the.law if you don't actually
. '.

.break jk
.

.

41. Parents are mdCh too easy On their children nowadays.

. 42. *Most people viill use.somewhat unfair means to gain profit or. -.
an advantage rather than to lose it.

43. I havea tendency to give up easily when I meet difficult
problems.

44. J would like to.wear expensive clothes.
ti

45. I have strange andleculiar thoughts.

'45. I frequently notice my hand shakes when I try to dosomeihing.

47. !I like parties and socials.

48. I should like to belong to several clubs or lodges.

49. Teachers often expect too much work from the students.

50. I- do1not have a great fear of snakes.

51. I commonly wonder what hidden reasons another person may have
for doing something nice for me.

52. Sometimes I feel as if I must injure eiler-myself or someone
else.

53. I have had more thin y share'of things to about /

54. I am quite often no'in on the gossip and talk of the group
I belong to.

55.. I think I would like
,

to fight In a boxing match sometimes;

56. Once in a while I laugh at a dirty joke.'

57. If given the - chance I would make a good leader of pefople.

58. I like to plan a home study schedule and then follow it.

'59. I have often found people jealous of my good ideas, jugl be-
caue.illy had not thought of them first.

,.50 Most people arehonest chiefly through fear of'being caught.

198
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-. .61. At times I have worn myself out by undertaking too much.
.....,,

62:' I love
,

to,goitp dances. .
.

. , .. , _,
, O. Aost4eople inwardly dislike putting themselves 'out to .help

-

other people. .

:

64: People pretend. to care more about orie:'anoher than-they really.
do.

(7z

65. .1 like to read about history.

66. The future is too uncertain,for a, peron to make serious plans..

67,.- The man who provides temptatioti by leaving valuable property
. ' unprotected is. about'as much' to.bUme for,its theft-as the one,

who steals it:

68. I am a good mixer..

. 3

1

69. When,a man-i's with a woman he is'usuIlly thinking aicout,things
related to her sex.

JO.: I sometimes, feel that I am a burden to otpers.

71. Only a fool would try to chanp ourAmerican way of life.,

72. I often feel as though I have done something wrong or Vicked..

73. In pchool I found it very hard to talk before the Class.

7 -4. Lawbreakers are Almoit always caught and punished. .

75: I dread the thought of an earthquake, '.

4. 76., I think most_ peobl_e_woul(d lie 'to get:ahead.

77. I like science.

78. I-,often lose my temper.
ZN

79. I am bothered by people-outside, on streetcars, in stores,".etc.,
watching,me.

80. I-have'nd.fear of water. .

81*. like to read .about science.
4

82., It is hard forMe to act riiuraliwhen I am with hew ppople.

1
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83. 'I refuse toplay some games because I am not good at them.4 s

,

.847' I feel that I haveoften been punished without cause.

r
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.RELATIC*HIPS WITH OTHER PEOPLE

, 'Please re'ad the fgllowing questions and answer them to the best of
your abitity., PUt; your answers- on th I:separite -"ANSWER SHEET." If

. -you have 'anr-questions 'while 'taking t is test, please raise your
,hand and you wi 11. be 'hel Red . 4 .

. t a

Am -{:

1: Mary, Jane, and4an are supervisors at an J?gency. Mary', Jane,/ .

and-,Joan.must,interview peo'e to, ftnd_out ,,what their! needs ai.6-.--

,,Mary: Otir .460 is to. do the job efficiently,' Since this
agen,cy i's tax-suppOted:,111.e owe i t to the taxpayers to do the .

jOb as fast 'an8,efficiOntlY, a's possible. When you interview
people, don't waste ttmekon--chit chat and smiles. 'Get tothe
'point immediately ask ,t he necessary questions, and go on to

. the next pers6n. You gould" beable to interview- 35 people
) a day if you spend 31minutes on each person. This will save
the taxpayer money. ' .-

I % 0

--Jane: I want my enipToYeet to take their time to befriendly=:-
) Smile,-ask the necessary questions, then goon to the next

parson. Be sure to get the ansWets, to every question. Don't
chat informalbt bdcause too many people have to wait in line.

h

--Joan: We don't want to embarrass thesepeoPle. Be as in-,
formal as possible. Try tcr get asrmuch information as you can
when you talk about their faffilies their b6pes and dreams...

. If they -don't want to answer questions that, seem. embarrassing
to them, fortet it. Remember; we are here. to serve the people.`

Which supervisor .is- best as person-to-person relationships in
your' opi ni on?

Mary
b. Jane

;
l': e.° Joan ' . . ,

(P. hard to tell based 'on the above statements

2.. ."Pyblie Service" can best.be desCribed as:

a. charity-er volUntegrwork
b. working for the governmkt
c.. serving in the Armed Forces
d. working for a perSopnel agrcy

203
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'3. ',Joan wanted to do well on the job. When she didn't get her
work done right, she 'always told her supervisor'the reasons
why she had failed to do the job correctly:

How 66 you.think Joan's supervisor, felt about.Joan?-
a. She liked'Joari because she was trying to do a good job

and washonest enough_to tell her why she didn't do things

b.. She felt Joan was lazy and "scapegoating"'and did not care
'-'a6out doing her work #

c. She felt Joan was a"chrontc "buck passer".and couldn't be
,

. trusted at 'all.

d. She felt JOan rationaliz and would be a good worker if
she could break this habit.

4. A iitense intervieweein a motor vehicle agency Would normally
have . discussions with applicants.

a. friendly
, b. formal

well.

brief 2
d. infoKmal

5. The boss-employee relationship:

a. should normally be on a formal basis. This le s everyone
know where,he stands. If you!,re friendly with your em-

ployee, they'll try to take advantage of you.
b. should always be on a .formal basis. Then your employees

will know exactly where youstand at all times.
c. should normally be on an in-Mt-mai basis as this approaCh

will work in a number of situations. However, you should'

realize that formal approach may be required at times.
. d. should always be on an informal basis. Being a. friend as

well as a supervisor will result in getting thd most mork
out of your loyi( employeds.

ri 6. People communicate best when:

a. they write to each other. When everything As down -in black

and it's easy for people to understand,each.other.

b. they concentrate on the, words- each other is saying.. Listen-
ing tp the tone or theNay a person says something can,;be

:misleading. People should concentrate on "words" and try
not to let other things influence them becauSe most persbns
don't.say things unless they really mean them..

1" -
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c. .they listen to words, the tone of voice and the way other
persons move when'talking: People don't always say what
'they feel. Sometimesit person can say one thing but his
movements and. tone tell you he believes something else.
You'll be more accurate if you take in the wbole picture,
they look each other in the eye they are talking.
Forget about the words people say. Youql get a better
picture of a person it you have eye contact with him, watch
his body movementsi.and listen to the tone of voice.

7. Although Frartk had always secretly wanted to be a policeman,
when his parents,asked him if he wanted to become'a policeman,
he replied, "No, I,Ahought Suzy wanted to work for the polite."
Frank's statement is an example of:

a. rationalization
b. a defense mechani§m

Ac. denial'

d. a "white lie"-

8.- One of the principles in interpersonal - relationship is to:

a. think of yourself first and try to help &thers when you can
b. look.out for yourself. 'Other people are going to look out

for themselves, so you'd better protect yourself.

c: think4of the needs of other people as well as your-own. Try

to imagine yourself in the other person's. place.

.
d.. think of-the feelings of other people. Put yourself in the,

'other persan's shoes. Your needs are not as. important as

the feelings of. others.

9. In your ,judgment, why would a boss-employee relationship not
,have to be "formal" all .the time?"

a. the "informal' approach is the best w4 to get work done
b. the "for,mal" approiph is too stuffy

c. it's good 'for the Soss to relax now and then and be "informal"

d. sometimes a boss can get more information to help,,,the employe:

by using the informal approach

10. .The best way to get ahead is:

a. to make other peaple Took bad if you can. Then You will'look

. good to the boss,
b. .put the blame on others if the job has been done badly

take all the credit if the jib has beeh dohe well. Have

'"-confjdqnce in.yourself.,
d. share the credit agd the blame for the jobs done
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11. Why do you think public service workers need to know about re-
. lationships with other people? .

\
,

. -

a. they need.to be friendly with people so everyone they deal .'

with will like them ', . \
b. it's important to know how people behave So public service

1 .

wormers can guide them .

,

c. 'it's important for public service workers to kndw how civil- , .
.

ians communicate between themselves
d. for success on the job '

, ,
.

12. -The personnel manager wanted to place a.newly hired worker, Bill,
. . .

in Frank's office. Most of the people, in Bill's racial-group
that Frank had hired had made many mistakes,in their work. Frank

..=,

should:

a, turnBill down...experience is the best teacher ,

b. take Bill, but write down all of the mistakes made in the
office so that it would -be easy to fire him

c. take Bill, try to work-with him, forget about the mistakes
others have made

d.- none of the above

18. 'People use defense m echanigms,to:

a: gain recogni 'fion by being defensive

157 to show their concern for their fellow workers
c. to shield themselves front anxiety
d. to guard themselves frdm others who 'are out 'to get them

' 14. What is meant by listening 'on "two levels'?"

.

a. listenipg for what is s.aid'and for all the sil.ent signali

finder the surface
,

.
. C

b. listening for both the conscious and unconscious motives
c. listening for both the real information and the false

information too ,

d.- listening to the words>-and'the background noise at the same

tirie ,

4 y . ,

15. A major role of workers is to help people in need:

a. personal service
b. social service
c. public service
d; of the above

fr
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16. Caroi'wa new on the job. She wanted to make friends with the
. .people 't work. What's best for Carol? f

a. Carol shou be formal with other workers unItil she gets to
know them bet It's best not to.be too friendly until

44you find out who nice and who -isn't: ,
b. Carol should be warm, right and easy to talk to. .She should

spend time listening to ople. People lik* good listeners.
c. Carol should let people know what kind of person sheds.

' People can't decide if they like you.if tly don't know ary
thing about You. It will be easier for thgrd if Carol. tells
them about her ideas, and how she:feels abOut things. Before
long, everyone would be trying to be Cirol's friend. People
love interesting people.

do_ all of,theabove

.17. The primary differentebetweerformal", and "informal" discussfbns
is:

a. formai discussions are guided by procedures or regulations
b. informal discussions are easier to have
c. formal discussions are less time consuming than some informal

discussions
d. there is no real difference-

18. What kind of 'discussions do you think a recreation aide working
in a city playground would usually have with young children?

a. warm and open discussions-
' b. honest .discussions

c. formal
d. 'informal

19. "Buildir6Jenc;s" refers to:

-.a. cotistruction skills

b. 'de'fense mechanisms
c. work.experience in carpetry
d. none of the above

20. Susan, Betty, and Joan were eligibility'ajdes.. Their job was to .

call on unwed mothers each month. Each.ot them had to fill out
reports on each mother. Which method do you feel was most

- effective?
f, 1

a. Susan sat on the living room couch with the mother. She.knew
° the children and.took time to play with them sometimes. She

was very informal when she' asked uestions and smiled often.

, ,
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b. Betty believed it was embarrassing to the mothers to ask
personal questions. Therefore, she was very formal, asked'
the. necessary questions, and left as soon as she could.

c. Joan sat on the couch with the mother. She knew the child-
ren well and spent most of her time playing with them.
She asked just the questions she 'felt were/important. She
had a warm, personal relationship with her clients. .

d. It is difficult to say which method is more effective.

2O8
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GROUP o STUDENT NUMBER

.

4

"O

INSTRUCTIONS, 'w?

The.purpose.of this study is to measure the meanings of certain
things to various people'by having them judge them against -a, series
of descriptive scales. 1n-taking this test, please make yoUr
judgments on the basis of what these things mean to you. On each
page of this bookletyou will find a different concept to be judged'
and beneath it a set of scales. You are'tq,e'ate the concept on
each of these, scales in order.

-#

Her'e *is how you are to use these scales:.

If you feel that the concept at t*top of the'page is tery closely.
related ,to one end of the scale, you should place your check-mark
as follows:

fair )( : unf;..ir

od;

fair
,:

, . : X : unfair

i4.

If you feel that the concept is quite closely related to one or.
the other end of the scale (butnot extremely), you should place

,

your check-mark as fol4ows: , - , .

. ,

strong, .:-X : . : . : : weak
rT--:

on

strong : X : : weak
. ,.E ---s

- If the concept seems Only slightly related to one side as opposed
, to the other side (but it not really neutral), then you should

check as follows4 l c

active

4

X :

or

passive

. ,

active : : X : : : passive.
,

. .

The direction toward which you.check, tflcourse, depends upon which

of the two ends of the scale seem most characteristic-of the thing

you're judging.
)

,

If you consider the concept to be nelutq,1 on the scale., both siA4.,,

of Ole scale equally associated with the concepts or if the scale
. /

c
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4'

f

4i

is completely irrevelant, unrelated to die concept,-then you should
place your Check-ffa'rk in, the middle.space;

- ..
I . .

. : X 1 s : Iv, Cdangerougj ..
safe .

.;---'
asa

IMPORTANT: .(1) Place your check-marks In the middle of spaces,
, not on the boundaries:

This Not- Thi s

X : : X

(2) Be sure you, check every scale -for every concept--
do,not-omit any.- 4-

.

,
. . v .., ,

(3) Never put more than one check-mark on a single
scale. . ..,1 .,-. .

sometimes you may feel as though you've had.the'same item before
on the test. This will not be the case, so h not Took back and
forth through the items. Do not try to,remem6.er how you checked
similar Items earlier in the -test, Mak each item a separate *Id
independent judgment. Work at fairlyAigh speed through this
test. 'Do not worry or puzzle over individual =items. It ts your
first impressions,the immediate "feelings" about the items, that
we want. On.the other hand, please do not be careless because:we
want your true impressions.

.
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Sy and To scores -a`re T scores, X = 50, S.,{). .1-- 10:

** -Raw scores; number of correct responses of,20 total possible...

*** Raw scores; number of correct responses of 2Q total ,possible.
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4 Appendix

. n.

RAW 15ATA GROUP III; FILM PRESENTATION, FILM BASED MATERIAL 1,
AND CLASSROOM PISTRUCTION

Personological Criterion
Variables* 'Reference Test**

Al Sy To, 1 2

Semantic
Differential Trials***

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
9

10

11 .

12

F

M
F .

F

M

M
M

M
F

F

M
M

,

i

52

29

42_

35

42

37

39

27

42

29'

36

39

32

42

34

62
45

39

45

39
40

37

33

49%

'43

-16

31

26

"36

48

,31

'10
37

29 '.

25

33.

07

04

08

06 .

09.
09

08

05
Oa

% 04

08
10'

17

09

13

14

15

17

,11

07

-1D
14

16

12

19
15

10

17'

11

18

19

08

17

20

18

16

336

378 '

411

454
357

-387
410
241 0
281

455
. 319
340

394

367

- 374

484

555
412

422

252

348

472

,333
386

463 ,

421

379,

'502
342
431

433.

2,42
475 .

, 50,5,

325
401 \

13 M 44' 69, 40 13 14 15 . 363' 388 435 A
14 M 44 55' 46 '09 08 11 441 434 42.5.
15 M ,P A4 50 05 '12 18 386 437 465
'I F 37 53 27 04 15 16. 377 , 375 380
17 M 60 41 '52 06 11, 1'6 302 332 400
18 ,M 29' 51 21 09 11 119 315 413 421
39 F 20 38 17 06 :13 14 311 340 394
20' F .25 45 20. ,07 10 12 285, 333 351 ,

21 F 28 32 15 08 08 '09 .''' 299 303 287
22 F' 50 ; .5a 4 _ 12 18 20' 449 450 465
23 F 50 63 * 41 08 11 "17 351. 348 364
24 F 57' "' 53 57 14 16 19 . 477 468 475
25 F 39 57 ' 35 08, 11 13 262 331 384
26. F 20 -53 41 05 07 12 . 434 457 399
27. F 45 36 36 '07. 14 17 - 375 '399 425
28 F 40 32 34 04 09 10 395 398 402
29 -M1--,---;-- 44, 49 27 07 11 16 397 375 422
30

31

M

F "
29

40
51

38

44

'27

04

08

15_

14
18

'14
404'

350
. 447

388.

. 468
417

.32 F 52 53 .41 '06 10 15 496. 491
33 M 48 46 37 07 OS '09 80 369 419
34 F 32 39 31 08 16 '20 363 414 451
35 M . . 35 32 22 05 14 08 ,, 307 394 296
36 M 59 42 65 10 18 19 41'3 439 4-48

37 M 41 51 42 , 10 . 17- 16 403 430 . 414

lik
38 M 62 110r 43 09 14 '16. 426 -430 444

L

a
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RAW DATA GROUP III; FILM PRESENTATION; FILM BASED MATERIAL

AND CLASSROOM INSTRUCTION (cont'd) ,
A

Sex

Personological
Variables*

Ai Sv To

Criterion
Reference Test**
1 2 2 3 -

Semantic

Differen 'al Trials***

39

40

41

42

43 '

M

M

F

M
M

34

41.

71

34

34

33

35

44

23

12

06

12

08

07.
04

16

12

13

14

10

18

13 ,

19

14

11

,

355 .

297

362

359

258,

401

338

408

372,
271

14

4

491

405
.294

46

42

50

49
42

44, F . 58 47 61 09 1I 18" 341 ,366' 400
45 M 53 6T 37 07 11 .10 372 41'6 460
46 ' F 57, 47 55 09 17 20, 404 '424 . 468-
47 F '44 55 40 06 12, 17 418 -426 435

- 48 F .' 41 43 31 04 05.. 12 288 291 '377
49.

tl

55 43 45 '10 19 19 431 448 439
50 \ 34 65 52 08' 13 20 357 398 467
51 F 62 51 39 .08 14 13 410 :395 398

6

L

tl

* Al, Sy and To scores are T scores, TO= 50, S.D. = 10.

** Raw scores; numbdr of correct responses of 20 total possible.

*** Raw Scores; number of correct responses of 20 total possible..



Subject Sex

Appendix

NM-TREATMENT CONTROL GROUP
o

PerSonological
Variables*

Ai Sy To

Criterion
Reference Test**.
1 2 3

.4

Semantic

Differential Trials***,
1 2 3'

.

i 1 . F
,

45
'

'47 20 09 11 08 336 , .351 328
2

3/

F

F

32
.42

43

45

29

27

09
02

09
07

10
05

431

402

442
422

395
411

4 F 38 34 31 12 09 10 463 466. '444
5 F 42 47 37 10 09 '09 350. 345 :362
6 F 55 43 .55 10 06 11 \ 446 447 437

- 7 f 35 51 36 06 06 05 404 431 424-
8 F 42 . 43 29 09 11 08 408 4127 395
9 F . . 55 - 40 . )5G b' 07 05 390 . 382 387

10 F 25 30 31 '10 10 0111 ' 378 319 345
11 F 40 22 32 15 11 11 12 406 411 ° 404
12 F 45 30 29 03 04 07 377 377 357'
13 F * 38 28 22 04 03 05 357 329 340
14 F * '25 38 31 06 08 05 388 379 392
15 . F 25 . 40 10 06 06 , 08 367 384 371

16 F 48 17 - 20 09 10 07 381 344 364

: - 17 F 32 62 31 07 07 10 394 308 391
18 . F 35 47 10 : 08 06 09 367 401 388
19. . F 45 53 29 07 05 06 ' 388 384 *.,. 414
20 , F 38' 66 34 07 09 06 396 398' . 382

21 F t 35 40 29 08 06 09 - 406 , 424 401

22 F s 48 57 27 02 03' 04 402 394 388
23 :. F '45 45 27 13 10 08 305_ 3.1.0 297
24 F 34 57 41 10 09 07 '''407 414 411

25 L F ''''''' 45 60 48 05 . 06. 04 424 437 , 432
26 F 35 ; 51 10 08 06 07 398 398 384
27 F ' 48 28 50 08 11 10 341' 320 327
28 F 65 38. 50 06 03 04 374 ' 386 4044,

29 F 32 40, ,30- 06 05 06 . 295 277 268
30 F 57 55-1 41 l0: 10 09 396 , 393 388
31 M 28 32 '24 05 06 07 410 405 410
32 M 35 22 24- 08 05. 04 457 430 430
33 M' 38 '64 27 11 30 11 399 362 370

34 M 57 30 52 . 11 Og 07 378 359 371

. ? ,

35 M 48 36 34 1 0 06 07

''"08

^ 360 - 317 380.

36 M 52 40 27 08 08 333 . 369 372

37 M 32 49' 37 07 q5 . 423 372 367

38 M ., 32, 40 '1 0 09 06

,04

07 403 390 .400

p
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Sex

NON-TREATMENT CONTROL GROUP (cont 'd)

\
Personol ogi cal. . Cri teribn

Variables* N Reference ' Test**
Ai Sy To 1

Semantic a-

Di fferent.i al 71.-ri al s***

39 /4 4 40 40 17 02 04 04 384 4377 389
40

i
M 35 54 20 06 *06 - 07 329 '30.7 :-.302

.

41'
42 -

M.

M
22'

L 32

21

47

12

11

04

08

04

05
03
05

344
447

.337

414
3n
431

43 M '38 .57 22 11. 04 06 391' 3E38' 431
44 14 45 38 29 04 06. 11 363 - 348 353

. 45- II 45 30 29 '06 05
,

04 387 401' 384
46 M 35 36 15 , 07 07 '` 08- 396 ' 417 . 414
47 ---. ., M 55 45 43 06 10 10 . 385 434 439
48 14 42 49 24 05 05 05 363 ' 383 383
49 M - 40 49 22 11 09 09 442 451 463
50 M 17 , 47 , 16 07 ti8 360 367. 367
51 . M , 40 36 31

jorelL05

09 08 '08 328 329 321
52 M t 35 34 .15 07 04 07 396 392 360-'

53 , M . 45 gl 50 05 07 \ 06 450 443' ,0 445

* Ai , 'Sy and To scores are T scores , X = 50, S .D. = 10.0

A '

L

' ** Raw 'scores ; number crf correct responses 'oft4ZO :total pOssi kr) e.

*Id'. Raw scores ;.-Itumber of correct- response of 20 total possible.
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U N I T 6

RELATIONSHIPS WITH OTHER
PE.OtLE

. \
4

INSTRUCTIONAL
1.

Abilityt;
distinguish between formal and

informal
behavior.

OBJECTIVES

2.'
Ability to identify

the
important factors in

communicating */

V
with

people.

3.
Ability to

understand how defense
mechanisms affect com-

# munication
with others.

4.
Ability to

identify the roles
played in

effective person-

; to=person
communication.

5, Ab'ility
to acquire

the human
relations skills needed for

gettinTelong with others both on and dff the job.
6.

Ability to
establish greater

personal
effectiveness with

others so as,to
develop better

cooperation and
superior-

subordinate
relationships.in

public-strviceworking situa-

tions.

7.
Abil'ty*to

recognize the mutual
dependence of

individuals

on e ch
other.

-41410

8.
Ability to form

positive
attitudes.toward the worth and

dignity of
every human

being,"
9.

Ability to become
aware of how

feelings affect one's own

behavior, as well
as one's

reitionships with other people.
10. Ability to use an

understanding of hum'an
relationships to,

effectively work with people..

-
. 4

.

,"-

11.
Ability to improve

communications with others by
develop-

ing Greater
effectiveness in dealing

with.opeople in the

world of public
service.
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I

,INTRODUCTION

Perhaps the single most important
skill that a public- serviceworker, or anyone for that matter, needs, is the ability toget along with other people.

"Person-to-person" relationshipsare the building
blocks of all social interactions between,.two individuals. If there is one essential

ingredient for. success in life, both on and off the job, it is developing. greater effectiveness
in dealing with'people.

The skill of the teacher is critical to the success of thisunit. He should establish a permissive and
'non-threateninggroup climate in whidCfree communication and behavior cantake place. The

importance-of'this unit cannot be,over stated.The overall objective is to establish greater perso94 effec-tiveness withothers and to develop
better co-operative andsuperior-subordinate relationships in. the public-serviceoccupations. Obtaining greater

"self-awareness" is a largepart of this goal. Because interpersonal relations areaffected by a variety of factors,
some,attention should begiv'en initially to basic rules of conduct and behavior onthe *lob.

INTERPERSONAL CONDUCT AND BEHAVIOR ON THE JOB

"Bost
public-service agencies have clearly defined rules andregulations. The behaior of

the.public-service worker is. often-guided by the
established procedures and directives ofthat .individual agency. In many cases, eveh individual de-.partMents or units will have procedures manuals, which regu-late conduct and office work'.

F rmal Oranization of the Office .

.04

At one point or another, most public-service employees eitherwork directly in an office, or, come in
frequent'contact witH'other people working in an administrative or staff office.

.
Students should become familiar with the

organizational *Struc-;ture of the occupational groups- in which they
are planning onworking. A park worker, for example, must know about"theorganization of the Parks Department--what kinds of staff oradministrative services are provided; what about training;what are the safety rules, what goes into

personnel records,etc. Preparing a flow chart of the relationships betweendifferent pdsitions in a particular
agency is one *fay of:learning about the organization of that office or agency.

233



Office as a Setting for Formal and Informal Relations h

rts necessary to become aware of the different kinds of
'social relations shared with co- worked and the public. Some
co-workers, for example, are semonly at work; and others
ate,seen socially after work and/or on weekends:. Factors
that determine which co- workers become personal friends and
which are just work friends should be considered and discussed.

14P-

On the other hand,,a public-service worker usually has more
formal relationships with the-public with'whom he mites into
contact. Consider the relationships of the preschool teacher's
aide and his students, the library helper and his library
patrons, the police cadet and the general public, etc. In

each.of these'cases, the publtc expects the public-service
worker to help-them with a particular service.

Although the distinction between formal. and informal social
relationships.is not always clear, one should be'sensitive to
the fact that both kinds of relationships, affect the behavior
of the public and the public-service aiiployee. Normally,'the
very organizationtof the public - service office helps'to create
asocial climate for developigg working relationships of a
formal nature, and- personal relationships with co-workers and
the public which are of apore impersonal nature.

Office Behavior

a

Specific kinds of behavior relate to these formal and informal
relationships with other people'. Typically, the formal rela-
tionship is well prescribed and regulated by procedures or
directives. 'The.license intermiewer, as an )example, has
specific questions to ask, and:specific.information to obtain
from the applicant, Their relationship can be described as
fOrmal ot prescribed by regulation. On the other hand, other
office behavior-can best be described as informal and non-

prescribed (or_free). Interpersonal relations in this case
are often more personal and relaxed by their very nature.

-

INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION THE MEANING

Interpersonal communication cab be defined as a two-way flow
of information from person-to-person. One cannot study huMan
relations without examining the constant relationships that
man has with other people_-, the individual do9snot exist in
a vacuum. Most of man's psychological and siacial needs are
Met through dealings with6ther people. In fact, one psychi-
atrist (Harry Stark Sullivan)V has developed a theory of
personality based upon interpersonal situations. This view
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point, known as the Interpersonal Theory of Psychiatry,
,claimis that ,personality is essentially the enduring pattern
of continued interpersonal relationships between people.
This interpersonal behavior is,all that can be observed as
personality.,

Importance of Face-to-Face Contacts

The very- phrase, Public Service Occupations, suggests frequent
face-to-face contacts with not only the general public, but
with co-workers as well. With possibly .a few exceptions,
practically every public-service employee encounters frequent
person-to-persdn-cOntacts both on and off the jdb. The abil-
ity to get along with people is a very important part of public-
service work.

Listening Techniques

Effective listening is a critical part of interpersonal commun-
ications. 'Listening is an active process, requiring not only
that one must pay attention to what is being said, but that
,one must alsd listen for the meaning of mhat is being said.
Almost one-half of the total time spent communicating, (reading,
writing,.speaking, or listening) is spent in listening.

st,

Eveh though'people get considerable practice-at listening,
they don't'do too well at it. Many studies have shown that,
on the average, ,a person retains only about.25 percent of a
given speech after only 10 minutes have elapsed. Most people
forget three quarters of what they hear in a relatively short
periodof time. Clearly, people need'to improve their listen-
ing skills if they are to become more effective in their rela-
tions with other people.

FACTORS IN INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION

'There are a number'of components that' affect the person-to-
persOn relationship. _Some of the factors common to both the
sender and the receiver in a person-to-person'communication
are:

The Attitudes and Emotions of the Individuals

For example - tWo people are shouting and screaming at each
ether - how effective is their lnterper'sonal communication?

235
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° The Needs and Wants of the People Communicating

Bbth the sender and receiver have unique desires, some
open, a,nesome hidden from the other person. These needs
can and do strongly influence interpersonal relationships.

° The Implied Demands of the Sender and Receiver

An important factor in interpersonal communications invblves
requests or aemands.''How are these demands handled ?-What
are some typical responses to demands? These factors are J'

common to both the sender and the receiver in interpersonal
relations andaffect the individual behavior of the people
communicating.

The Choice of Words of the Conversant,

One's choice of wor,d cans have a direct bearing on the inter-
.personal communication. The vocabulary one uses in interper-
sonal relationships should be appropriate for the occasion.
For example, a preschool.teacher's aide"would not use the .
same vocabulary in talking to a three-year old, as she would
in'talking to the preschpol teacher.

How Each Sees the Other

The,process of communicating from person-to-person is greatly
influenced by the perception. that the sender and receiver
have of each other. The feelings that a person has toward
the other person are reflected.in.his tone of voice, choice
,of words'and even in his body language. A reference book
mentioned in the resource section of this unit, How to Read
a Person Like a Book, deals with the importance of body Iang-
uage in person-to-person relationships.

t The Right Time and Place

Another factor that May be important in interpersonal relation-
ships is the. timing of the communication. For example, one
of the first things a supervisor should do if he wants to
talk over a problem with, his subordinate, is ask the question:,
"Is this the right time and place ?" Problems should not gen-
erally be discused in the middle of an office, where other
emplOyees, or the public, can hep the discussion. Personal

problems should be discussed only in private.
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The Effect of Past Experience

In general, the quality,bf the person-to-perso transaction

will.depend,upon the past experience of the i dividuals.
Human beings have acquired most of 'their opinions, assumptions,
and value judgmentsthrough their relationshi s with other
people. Past experience not only helps to teachjeople-about
effective interpersonal relationships, it is also often -respon-
sible for the irrational prejudices that a person displays:
A strong bias usually blocks the interpersonal relationship'.
if the subject'of the communication concerns that particular
bias.

The Effect of Personal Differences

An additfbnal factor in interpersonal communications involves

the intelligence and other personal differences of the people

communicating. An example of such a personal difference is the
objectivity of the people involved, as compared with their

subjectivity. One person may try to be very fair and objective
in discussing a point with another person,:yet this other
person is, at the same time; taking everything personally and

being very subjective,in his viewpoint. It is almost as'f an
adult was talking to an angry child.

ch differencs can impede the communications flow between'

wo people. In fact, all the factors mentioned in communica-

ions should be examined as to whether they block' or facili-L

interpersonal relationships. The most effective inter-
personal relationships are those that are adult7likein their

character.

DEFENSE MECHANISMS IN INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS

Defense mechanisms are attempts to defend the individual from

anxiety. They are essentially a reaction to frustration - .

self-deception.

Causes for Defense Mechanisms

In order to help understand some of the causes. for defense

mechanisms, .remember the basic human needs:'

Biological or physiological needs y-hunger, water, rest,

-etc.
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THE iNF1.UOICES OF ROLE- PLAYING IN INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS
Eveyyone wears a mask and plays a certain role or roles inlife. Even if the role ane plays is to be himself, thatparticular form of behavior can still be

considered a role.As apublic-service employee; one's role is'to serve thepublic. This can be done in a number, of ways. ,Some of thefactors involved in public-service
roles will be mentionedbelow:

Exploririg-Superior-Subordinate Relations

Public-service employees are accountable for their actions.From the
entry-level public administrative analysis traniee,to the President of the United

States, every public servantmust be accountable to either an immediate supervjsor, agoverning body, or to the public itself. Entry- {level public-service employees gain experience and get promoted, but theycontinue to be subordinates and responsible°for
their actions,even though they also become supervisors and have people.,working for them.

Simulation exercises can be developed which will ^examine theperceptions of the superior.by the subordinate. Authorityand power-factors may enter in here, as the superior alsoPerceives the subordinate in a particular way. Dominanceand need factors are at.work in
superior-subordinate relation-ships, ana the style of leaperShip used (autocratic,

democratic,or lassiez-faire), is afOrm of leadership role.

.Peer relationships can be explored
through simulation exer-cises. The°ways in which co-workers perceive each other an&the resultant effect on cooperation is one area to be exam-ined.' Ways to establish a climate or environment' for effec-tive, cooperative

relations should. be sought.

It.is.desirable also to simulate, for better comprehension,interpersonal communications with the general. public. Role-playing techniques, .which permit
the'exploration of pervn-to:person relationships, are highlighted in the following sectionon si'mul'ation exercises.

Interpersonal Relations Achieved Through Simulation

The preparation of students for entry-leel
public-serviceoccupations must include an opportunity

to experience meaningful

2
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o Psychological. or social needs - status, security, affection,
justice, etc. . .

. .

Fear of failurejn any of these basic needs appears to be
related to'the development of defense thechanisms; attitudes 10-

toward failure, in turn, originatecOft-of the fabric of
ichildhood experience. The social and cultural conditions

encountered during childhood determine the rewards and-con-,
trols which'fill one's later life. These childhood experi-
ences, and their resultant consequences, affect personality
development, the individual's value system, and his definition.

,
.of acceptable 'pals.

('
..,

Individuals who are dominated by the fear of failure may
react by using one of these defense mechanisms:

*NO

0 Rationalization - making an impulsive action seem logical.

o Projection - assigning one's traits to others.

o Identification - assuming Someohe else's favorite qualities
are their own.

Results of Use of Defense Mechanisms

A common factor to all defense mechanisms is their quality of,
self - deception. People cling to their impulses'and actions,
perhaps disguising them so that they become socially acceptable.
_Their dOqse mechanisms can be found in the everylty behavior
of most normal people and, of course, have direct influence
on interpersonal relationships.

A,person, for example, who is.responsible for a particular
job makes a mistake, and the work doesn't get done. When
confronted with the problem by his supevisor,,the individual
puts the blame on someone or something else.: This is a very
common form of a defense mechanism.

.Defense mechanisms can sometimes have negative influence on
interpersonal 'comthunicatioA. They can contribute-to the
individual forming erroneous opinions about theother person's
motives. TIrse mechanisms can alter the perceptions and
evaluations made about the individual by other people: Ways
to understand these mechanismSlibst be-sought; one solution
i%oto become more aware of the common defense mechanisms, and
to become less defensive through greater, acceptance of others.

4.
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A

interpersonal relations. Public-service employees,
wheth 1" office or filed workers, experince personal relation-
ships with other people emery day. The initial - success of -.
the 'ublic-service worker Will depend in larg-e'meaure upon
.his ability to interact effectively with others in :the office.
or field. Accordingly, a principle objective of simulation
exercises for entry level public-service education is to have
the student acquire the necessary interpersonal relations .

skills that make for success in all public-service occupations.
-)-

,
.,...

When .devel oping a model' publ i clservice simulation with.the

principal objective being to improve favorable interpersonal
relations, .certain criteria must be established. These cri- .

eria may be stated as follows::

Interpersonal relations must be the.prineipal component
of the simulation. Provision must be made for students to
interact with others in an-office interpersonal setting so'
that they may work and communicate effectively with one

t.
another. ,, 4!4 -'s 4 '.

,

2
I 1

° The simulation mustbe as realistieU'Po4i-ble. Realism
% can best be, evccompli sh;ed by simul a tirng. :- Aactual publ i c-

service operation in as many areat as possible: J
y , 0. f. .

° Originality must play an important part.` Model simulations,
currently in use 'inust not, be cdpied,in an effort to mai n-
tain simplicity .° 7,

.The-stmulatfon mutt be interesting. 'StudelitA mutt be
motivated to Oirti,cipate in the simulation and to 'tie enthu-
siastic about 'its operation. -

The simulation must be unstructured.- Pr4ion must be
made to allow for an awareness of events as they :fake '

place. Students must learn to cope MO a eitUat*o'n with-..

"out prior knowledge that the sifuatign-will-.occutp

In order for the teacher to determine if 'the model' ptiSlic-
service simulation developed has, in fact, improved. inter-
personal relations, the simulation'mustIbelevalualgd in terms
of meeting the established objectives.' ,

MEASURING INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS
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A valid and reliable instrument for measuring interperaIN40,,,
relations, such as the Survey of Interpersonal Values, may be
used for this purpose. This instrument is intended for grades
9-12, and is designed to measure the r'Glative importance Of
the major factored interpersonal value 'dimensions. These':".

values include both the subject's relations with otkers and
others with himself. The valuedimensions,considered

Survey of Interpersonal Values

° Support--being treated with un 'Land ng, encouragement,
kiodness, and consideration.

° Conformity--doing what is socially correct, accepiedCand
proper.

° Recognition- -being admired, looked _up_ to, consideredSmpor-
tant, and attracting favorable notice.

° Independence--being able to do what ono.wants to do, making 0
. one's own decisions, doing things one's own way.'

° Benevolencedoing things for othei' people, sharing, and
helping.

° Leadership--being in chqrge of others, having authority or
power.

A pret4t on, interpersonal yaues is administered before the
model public-service simulatiOn,actually begins, and thOksame
test is administered as a post-test after a stipulated period
of time. By ailiparison Wresults, and through the use of
applicable statisVcs, the gain in behavior modification in-
interpersonal raations can,be detemined, as a result of
using the model ublic-service simulation. '-

Analysis of Interpersonal Behavior.

Publft-service employees hould be aware of their own needs,
and of the needs,of,o peopie. They should.be able to

'recognize situations we behavior calling for professional help,
and be able to refer people to such appropriate help. New
employees must'be able to use their knowledge of person-to-
person relationships to effectively liork with people:

In.order to become more effective in interpersonal relation-
ships, students must gain at' understand=ing of: %*.
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STUDENT

LEARNING
ACTIVITIES

1,c

.t"

o Self-evaluation - to be able to assess their own strengths
and weaknesses.

o Group Evaluatibn as a class to be able to evaluate other
individuals' competencies in interpersonal communications.

44'

o Correction of own self-perception - to be able to do some=
thing.about the knowledge and attitudes formed, by adjust-
ing their individual, behavior.

o Define formal and informal social'behavior.

o List the important factorSi in interpersonal communication.

o View and discuss the film strip, Your Educational Goals,
'No. Human Relationships.

,° Role play in alternate supervisor-subordinate relationships
practicing effective interpersonal communication.

.

° Write an essay on "Defense mechanisms affect interpersonal.
relationships".

r
o View the film, The UnansWered Question, and discuss human

io
,

relatnships afterwards..

._
,

,

. ° Listen to 4 discussion of structured interpersonal common-
ications and evaluate the effectiveness of the person-to-
person relationship.

o In small groups, discuss the ways in which people are
mutually dependent on each other.

o Use simulation ekerd4ses tb practicewinterp ersonal relations-.)

° List the differe kinds of, roles and games played in'

interpersonal cOmm tiications.

.

Debate the statement: UnderstandingpersOn-to- person
relations is one of the most important kills a person can

acquire for success in life.

.

c". Discuss how understanding interpersonal relationships
/

can

). help a person to effectively work with people. S
:,
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o Definer the role of recognizing one's own feePtngs in rela-
tion to others:

0
° Have theistudents define formal and informal social behavior.

° Show transparencies on interpersorial relations, (.Social

'Sensitivity, Your Relationships with Others) and U-MEis
concepts afterwards.

o Assign written exercises on ihe important factors in inter-
personal communication.

o Set up role - playing exercises on subordinate-supervisor
roles in effective interpersorial communication.

o Encourage small-group discussions of t4e ways people are
mutually dependent, on each other.

° Show a movie on human relationships (The Unanswered.
Question) and discuss*key points afterward.

o Separate the class into teams to debate such' statements as:

Understanding interpersonal mlations is one of the most
important skills a person can acquire Tor.success in life.

o Enc urage individual study and reading in interpersonal
r tionships.

Assign an essay on the worth and dignity of man in inter-
personal relations.'

o Bring in public- service workers who deal with others to
talk to the Class about the value Of effective interpersonal
communications.

RESOURCES ° Your, Educatiohal Goals, No. 2: HumanTelationships (Film-,, A
strip), Curriculum Materials Corp., 1969.

o .The Unanswered Question (Movie, 16mm reel, rental),
Brandon Films, 1966.' .

0- Games People Play, Eric Berne, Grove Press, 199.

o Case Studies in Human Relationships in Secondard School,
E. L; Jonel, Teacher College Press, 1965:
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o Human Relations: What are. Ydor Goals? (Movie, 16mm reel,
rental), United Hospital Fund, 1969.

° 0'
:Communication and Communication Systems in Organization,
Management, and Interpersonal, Relations, Irwin Dorsey, 1968.

o Social Sensitivity, Your Relationshiv,with Others (Transpar-
enCiet), Creative:Visuals, 1969. -

The Transparent Self, S. M. Jouard, Van Mostrand-Reinhold
0

Co., 1971.

0_ Inteyp&sonal Theory of Psychiatry, H. S. Perry,h L.

Gavel, Editors, Norton-, 1968.

, .

o I'm OK: You're OK: A Practical Guide to Transaction-al:7
Analysis, T. A. Harris, Harper-Row, 1969.

o How to Read a Person Like a Book, G.I. Mierenberg and.
Henry Calero, Hawthorn Books, Ifnc.,41971:

o Personality Tests and Reviews, p. 1194, O. K. Buros',
. Gryphon Press, 1970.,
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